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A. NUCLEAR SAFETY AND THE FUEL CYCLE
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A.1. Reactor Safetv
The expanding electrical energy needs in the Community cah be met in
the greater part only by an iricrease in the number of nUclear power
plants. This, together with the increased Fensibility of the public
feeling towards the safety aspects of nuclear power installationgrand
its reflection on the licensing process, has been the most general
motivation for a continuous increase of the Reactor Safety R&D acti-
vity in the JRC during this period. The present programme involves
activities in the ftetd of,Light Water Reactors (f,Wn) and Liquid Meta1
Cooled Fast Breeders (LMFBR) Safety.
' The major accident to be considered in a Light Water Reactor is a
severe loss of coolant due to the. rupture of the primary circuit and
the consgquent blowdown. Questions to be answered in this area are:
What degradation of cooling does the core have to tolerate and what
is the consequent behaviour of the cladding temperature ? Does the
emergency core cooling system (ECCS) provide sufficient compensatory
cooling or does the ECCS water fail to enter the core ? How does the
'rupture size.and position and the response of the primary circuit
affect the answer to these questions ? In the case of imaginary ECCS
failure and wide-spread. core melting, what would be the behaviour of
the core melt ?
The Ispra contribution to this problem is centered around two main
features: the Super-Sara Project and the Loop Blowdown Project (LOBI).
The Super-Sara project is an in-pile e>iperiment based on special faci-
lities built in the ESSOR reactor by the Italian government and
put at the free disposal of the Community. The Lobi project is an
out-of-pile experiment basel on an important Eest facility buitt by the
JRC in the frame of a Eura':om-BMFT contracb.
'These two ou0standlng expe,riments are backed up by theoretical studies
in the field of blowdown codes and. general reliability assessments.
A small effort will be d.evoted to the ATWS (Alticipated Transient
Without Scram) towards the end'of the four years plan.
In LMFBR Safety one important area is the study of the hypotheticat
event of the cohpaction of the core - or part of it I which might
lead to an increase of reabtivity above the prompt critical state,
the initiation of an uncontrollable nuclear excursion and the
generation of an explosive energy release. Initiating events for
. such a core disruptive accident might be:
Fault conditions in a subassembly, Loss of Flow (r.or) or Transient
Overpower (tOe1 without scram. The chain of events to be investigated
includes:, the loss of heat transfer in subassemblies leadinq to fuelpin rupture, the wide-spread subassembly damage and. fuel meiting wittr
consequent fuel coolant interaction, the fuel compaction and prompt
critical eicursionr. the explosive toading of the reactor vessel, the
post" accident heat removar and the control of morten core debris.
For Fast Bre.eder Reaeto.rEr.Lhe JRC is ,conceRtrating on the
response of structures in incidental conditions and on the behaviour
of the core in-melt-down occurences. A major contribution'to theseproblems is the so-called Pahr (Post Accident Heat Removal) experiment
which would. be.performed in an out-of-pile installation at Ispra, while
7,
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ttre in-pixe aspects would be trnvestigated by sandia (usA) 
. 
yd:t 
"
co-operation arrangenent. In parallefl '? liml-ted. effort will be de-
vote-d in the first'p-hase to the definition 9l -" 1t1: European id-prLe
experinenlr ttre sr:biequent realizati-on of which will be tJre subject
of-a specific decision during the course gf the PToglanmP: Thi" 1":-
cision-wiit Ue taken only bn the basis of a favourable opiniOn of the
r"i".ruttt'Advigory Comnitlee for Progiamme Managemdnt and of the General
Advisorlr connittee.'These opinions'shourd be available before the end
of 1981. Theoreticaf:studies will cover nainly the EAC code (European
Accident Code) spqnsorediby the "safety Working Group cif the European
Fasi Reactor Coordinating Cornmittee".,'
i*
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LWR LOCASTUDIESWITH LOB| Area
programme
Project
Nuclear Safety and Fuel Cycle
Reactor Safety
LOBI
3"
1. Description :
,,
The l-OBl project has been running since 1974inthe framelvork of an R&D contract
between the CEC and the EMFT-Bon4. The integral system LOCA studies with the LOB I
-facility are aiming at the experimental investigation of the thermohydraulic behaviour
of a PiWR primary cooling system during the high pressure or. blowdown period pf a
hypothetical LocA caused by a tube rupture with.in the primary cooling system.
Besides the LOBI project in Europe, there are three similir projects.running in the world:
Semiscale and'LOFT in the USA and'ROSA in Japan.
with respect to size in terms of the scaling down factor from a real pwR, LgBl (712)
ranges between the Semiscale (2000) and the LOFT (50), with S.5 MW heating power
input to a 64 heater rod bundle.
The distinguishing features of LOB I are two active loops designed placing great emphasis
on simufation requirements, and a more comprehensive and systematic measurement instru-
mentation system.
2. Activities
During the next pluriannual programme the main experimental test programme will be
performed, subdivided into three parts: A1, 42 and B. The programme parts A1 and A2(BMFT programme) are concerned with the investigation of the influence of break size
and location, pumps operation conditions, initial power, power input time funtion,
strength of primary heat sink, downcomer resistance and volume, ECC (emergency
core cooling) water injection location and quantity.
The programme part B (Community programme) is airhing at the inveStigation of the
influence of the geometrical shape ahd'the elevation of individual system components on
the blowdown.
3. External cctllaborations'
Belgium :
Denmailt :
France 4
Gerntany :
G'B' 
-:Italy 
. 
. ;USA :
Qanada :
Tractionel
RISO
CEA, CEN-Grenoble,
GRS, KWU
UKAEA-SRD, UKAEA-Harwglt, N I I
CNEN, CISE
USNRC,EG&G-ldaholnc.
westinghouse canada Ltd. (wcL), Atomic Elergy of canada Ltd. (AECL)
Framatome
-A4-
4. Planning
,t
I rsao | .tgel I 1982 l. 1e83
LOBI project 1
;
1 Continuation and completion of tests according to experimental programrhe A 1 (German test matrix,
results exclusively available to the BMFT'Bonn) |
2 Start of tests according tb experimental proi;ramme A 2 (German test matrix including Community
proposals, results available to Community)
3 Start of tests according to experimental programme B (Commdnity test matrix, results available to
CommunitY)
4 Mounting of NMR (Nuclear magnetic resonance) apparatus into LOBI test facility, performance of
test measurements
5 Mass flow measurements with NMR (Nuclear magnetic resonance) apparatus and evaluations
' .rj
i5fi
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SUPER SARA TEST PROGRAM Area : Nuclear Safety and Fuel Cycle
Programme : Reactor SafetyProject : 
-Super - SARA
1. Description
The Super: SARA program is an in-pile experime4t intended to establish data' on rqd to rod
interactionp in fuel rod clusters which may potentially cause the propagation of clad
ballooning and rupture in LWR during LOCA and give rise to coherent obstructions to
emergency reflooding, and to assess codes which model these interactions.
The experimental loop will accomodate bundles of significantly larger scale (number
of rods and length) than PBF {at ldaho}and pHEBUS (at Cadarache) and shoutd allow
for a basic interpretation of the rod bundle behaviour which is not foreseen in
LOFT (at ldaho).
2. Activities
The large cluster test will be executed in a once-through in pile section of the ESSOR
reactor, with 2 m long 36 rod capacity.
The essential features of the facility are:
- 
the simulation of complete LOCA (Blodown, Refill, Reflood) with wide variability
and good control of therrhohydraulics history
- 
the possibility to verify desired LOCA histories in parallel, electrically heated
twin bundle
LOCA tests with 36 rod bundle, employing 17x17 type PWR rods, will be performed
starting from end 1982.
3. External collaborations
- us-NRC should provide half of the instrumented tes,t section and
supply important technical assistance. rt is envisaged that
also JAERr and EPRr should contribute financially and supply
some technical assitance.
- 
Active participation of European nuclear industries will be sought.
bi'co
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LWR P.RIMARY CIRCUIT INTEGRITY
!,
1. Description
. Area
'Programme
' Project
Nuclear SaTety and Fuel Cycle
Reactor Safety
LWR Primary Circuit Integrity
The objective of this project ii the improvement'of the early failure detection of LWR's
pressurg vessels by improving non'destructive testing procedures. Models for the continuous
r ermluation of siluctural integrity deterioration ard elaborated. A better knowledge of defect
, distribution, defect detection probability and defect behaviour will allow to improve
. 
probabilistic models for the estimation of the reliability of one particular vesselduring
'reactor life. as well as to improve the inspection quali{y controland.in service inspection of
reactor vessels.
2. Subprojects
*
a) Performances of NDT
The aim of the projects is the characterization of ultrasonic equipments arid materials
under test, and'the analysis of the $pecification to be imposed for telting procedurei. l
The verification of the peiformances will require the participation to Round Robbin Tests
such as the PISC programme. The performance of new techniques like acou.stic er-nission
and ultrasonic spectrum and phase analyses will be evaluated.
t
b) Loads and structuftl response
One goal is to improve knowledge on the variability of loading. To assess the power plant|oadinghistoryitisforeseentoSupptementthec|assica|probabilisticapproaihwitha||
information obtained by the operational records of somdpower plants.
.Asa second goal, pdrticular attention will be given to the evaluation and experimental ";
wrification of residualstresses in welds. Stress distribution in.defective zones is necessary
for reliabilitrT eva luation.__]--.
, e) Model development and data
The aim is to implement an adaptive modbl suitable for assessing the reliability of one
single pressure vesseland piping system. This modelwill elaborate data on defects,
loading history and material properties of a PV and piping system, together with data coming
from in service inspection, for the continuous evaluation of the reliability of the structure.
' 3. External coltaborations
CEA, Framatome, EDF, LNE, ECAN, ECN; CETIM, Creusot
UKAEA, CEGB, WI, SRD
IZFP, BAM, GRS, KWp, MPA, Mannesmann, KWO, Univ. of Munich,
Univ. of Stuttgart
ENEL, CNEN, CNR, CISE, BREDA, Univ. of Milano'
VINCOTTE, COCKERILL.
DWI, RISO
RTD, NERATOM, Univ. of Delft, Rotterdam Nuclear BV
VTT
Technatom
ERC (Studsvik) : '
NBS, USNRC,
IIW, ISO, OECD-NEA (CSNI)
' France
U.K.
F.R.G.
i
: ltaly
Beigium
Denmark
Netherlands
- Finland
Spain
Sweden
USA
lnternational:
f
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4. Flanning
Sub-projects I rsso | 1e81 | lssz | 1983
Performance of NDT 1 3
Loads and structural
response
Model development 
.
anddata7-I-
1 Reiults of PISCare available. Definition of/or participation to.future round Robbin tests on
recommendation of CSNI
2 Redefinition of small-scale vessel experiments and definition of precise samples for circulation to
. some specialized laboratory
3 Results of ASME Xl (procedure analysis)
4 Results on samples circulation for new NDT testing
5 Input to Project C
6 Availability of collected data. Reliability of NDT could already result, as first evaluation of PISC
ard by charabterization of ultrasonic equipments. Small scale vessel testing gives available results
7 First results from projects a & b available.
8 Use of results of study contracts
9 Model extended to nozzles and pipings available
1..
I
' 
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LM FB R SUBASSEMB LY T}'{ E RMOHYDRAU LICS
Area : NuclearSafety and ruel Cycle
Programme : Reactor Safety
Project : LM FB R Subassernbly Thermohydraulics
1. Description
The objective of this p;oject is the physical and mathematical modelling of thermohydraulic
events occurring in subassemblies of LMFBR's in the LOF (loss of coolant flow) and TOP
(transient overpower) accidental situations, as well as of the behaviour of subassemblies
with failures under steady conditions.
2. Subprojects
a) Code development and validation"
This subproject is related to the development and validation of the subchannel, computer
code THARC for transient thermohydr:aulic rod bundle analysis for LOF and TOP type situations
and of the VELASCO-3D computer code for the steady state thermohydfaulic analysis of
subassemblies with specific fai lures.
Experiments carried out with bundles using water as a circulating fluid, serve as experimental
suppiort for the above.
b) Sodium boiling st,tdies
The development of computational tools requires the knowledge of sodium boiling
characteristics. The main objective is the comparison of boiling characteristics in grid and
wire spaced bundles. A suppler,nentary aim is the performance of thermal noise studies in
these bundles. This project is the extension of the experiments under way for single channels
to bundle geometries (12 electrically heated rods of 8 mm diameter and 500 mm length) with
emphasis on two phase pressure drop, dryout mechanism and radial two-phase phenomena.
In the analysis use.is made of the tools developed under subproject a).
3. External collaborations
A general exchange of information exists with CENG-Grenoble, CEN'Mol, CNEN-Casaccia,
ECN Petten, Gf K Karlsruhe, UKAEA-Risley, UKAEA-Winfrith. Specific tasks related to
development and application of THARC for buridle pump run down experiments and for
LOF analysis are carried out in close collaboration with Gf K-Karlsruhe, CENG-Gr:enoble,
EdF Paris. A close collaboration exists with GENG-Grenoble with regard to construction of
the electrically heated rod assembly for: the 12-rod bundle experiment
The thermal noise investigation in grid and wire spaced bundles will be done in collaboration
with the CEA-Centre of Cadarache who will prepare the hardware for the measurements
and perform the data anaf ysis. )
- A 10.-,
4. Planning '
Sub-proiectsltgQol1981l1982[1983
Code develoPment and
validation
2- 3
lv
?j
Sodium boiling studies
lModellindofsing|ephasef|owredistributioneffectsinTl-|ARC
2 Modelling of transient two'phase flow in THARC
3 Work on single phase version VELASCO-3D
4 WorR on boiling version of VELASCO-3D for undisturbed geometries
.,q 
.Modelling of boiling in VELASCO-3D for subassemblies 
with faults
6 Modelling of melting and relocation of fuel roijj materials in THARC
7 Boiling experiments in grid spaced bundles'
8 Analysis of experiments with grid spaced bundle . ,
I TemPerature noise measurements
10 Construction of wire spaced bgndle
' 11 Boiling experiments in wire spaced bundle
12 Analysis of experiments in wire spaced bundle
''fr:
._ 
jrj
t,t
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LMFBR MECFIANICAL TEsTs Area : Nuclear Safety and Fuet Cycle
Programme : Reactor Safety
Project : l-l\4FBR Mechanical Tests
1. Description
In order to satisfy the need of design rules which take into account the real behaviour of
the structural material (LMFBR reactors) the following activities are proposed:
- Study of creep-fatigue interaction and the effect of irradiation on austenitic stainless
steel (AlSl 3161and AlSl 304L);
- Derir,ation of damage laws by means of which the time dependent damage accumulation
in the structure can be calculated;
- Characterization of tensile and fracture toughness properties of materials to be used
in the low-cycle fatigue conditions.
2. Subprojects
a ) Const itut i ve eq uat ion s
The aim of the project is to perform creep fatigue tests (strain controlled)under different
conditions (temperature, push-pull parameters, geometry of the sample, unnotched
specimens) and to develop constitutive equations which'describe the macroscopic
behaviour of the material from a purely phenomenological point of view, by deterministic
evaluation data. The final aim is the introduction of the damage laws experimentally
determinated in constitutive equations.
b) Fracture toughness of irradiated stainless steel
The irradiation proEramme concerns the evaluation of the degradation of mechanical
properties, essentially the fracture toughness charact'eristicp of the stainless steel material
whensubjectedtoconditionsinherentto LMFBRoperationasfarasirradiationfluences,
temperature levels are concerned.
3. External collaborations
- Politecnico Milano - lstituto Meccanica e Costruzioni macchine
- CEGB - Research Laboratories - Berkeley
- UKAEA - Risley Laberatories -
- CEA (Ddpartement Etude Mdcaniques et Thermiques) -
- CNEN - Bolognii
- welding Institute - London I eerrrn round robbin probrems
. FH:S:3:*ffil3,.:fftlli,."o standards, Activity o;;o 2 and 3
- CEA (Cadarache Centre) (irradiation problems)
- c.s.N.l.
2
t?
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4. Planning
Sub-prcjects I rseo | 1eB1 | 1e82 I 1e83
Constitutive equations
Fracture toughness
of ir.radiated st'ainless sieels
1 Selection.and procurement of mpterials (AlSl 316L, AlSl 304L
2 Beginning of the creep fatigue interaction tests and the metallurgical characterizatioii
3 Results concerning 'l st estim.ation oiconstitt.ltive laws
4 Results concerning 2nd estimation of constructive lavrs (including damage)
5 Beginning of irradiation experiments
6 Testing of irradiated sPecimen
7 Resrrlt of code develooment
t7
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EUROPEAN ACCIDENT CODE (EAC) Area : Nuclear Safety and Fuel Cycle
Programme : Reactor SafetyProject : EAC
1. Description
. 
Following the adviie of the Fast Reactor Coordinating Committee, the J RC has developed
during the 1977-1980 program a pilot version of a modular EAC incorporating computer
programs (modules) describing the various scenarios of postulated accidents in LMFBR's.
The modules are originated at different laboratories including J RC.
Comparative calculations were performed by JRC, representatives of.the three national
European LMFBR proiects, and the US NRC, in order to make comparisons between
the various models and various accident scenarios.
It is proposed a continuation ancJ extension of the present programme in order to arrive
at a flexible numerical tool which can be extenclerJ easily to irrclude new physical pheno-
mena in varior;s scenarios of LM F B R's accidents.
2. Activities
It is proBosed:
1) the description, maintenance and dissemination of the EAC to provide the member
states continuously with an updated verslon of the code,by preparing a cJetailed "how to
use" manual and hy training potential users;
2)the assessment of new modules and their implementation into EAC;
3)the comparative analysis on bench mark problems such as Top and LoF.
3. Externat colfaborations
Close collaboration with the three national Ll/IFBR projects through the WAC Group
which is'one of the subg/oups of the Fast Reactor safety working Group (FRSWG).
lLl
4. Planning'
-A14-
| 1e8o 1,1e81 | tgsz | 1s83
EAC
1 Distribution of first version of EAC
2 distribu'tion of updated versions
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POST ACCIDENT HEAT REMOVAL Area : Nuclear safety and fuel cycle
Programme : Reactor safety
Project : PAH R
1. Description
It is intended to describe the transients of particulate bed formation, cooling and possible
remelting and also the transients of molten pool formation and its interaction with core
catcher structures. For both studies a materials research program is performed in parallel.
2. Subprojects
a) Particulate bed cooling and its transitfon to a molten pool
Theoretical analysis and some basic experiments on particulate bed.cooling and its transition
to a molten pool.
b) ln pile particulate bed tests
See separate sheets.
cl Molten pool cooling and related structures problems
Development of the CONDIF code for the analysis of LMFBR's core catchers (turbulent
regime, thermal interaction of the pool with melting support structures, natural convection
in the presence of non-miscible fluids).
In parallel with the .oi. J.*rop;.;i experiments will be performed (appearance and
stability of crusts).
d) M ultipurpose out-of-pite facility
The validation of molten pool models is planned to be perforriied in a large fuel melting
facility capable to treat 100 Kg of U02. The installation willalso be used to perform tests
in which the melt is released from the -bven in clean conditions and enters in test sections
to study problems of freezing, plate erosion, transient thermomechanical loads on catchers
as well as problems of FCI i.e. large mass fragmentation, particulate formation and
settlement, violent fuel coolant interactions.
e) Materials properties research
Materials thermophysical properties will be measured for core rnelts e.g. viscosity, thermal
diffusivity, surface tension, density, etc. Studies on materials compatibility and distribution
of fission products will be continued.
3. External collaborations
J RC activities are fully complementary to national ones: Experience shows that in almost
all countries efficient collabor:ation could be established (KfK, UKAEA, CENG, CEN,Mol,
are good examples).
t[-
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PLANNING
o#,1., roPic I tseo I tgal | 1982 | 1983
Particulate 1 Extension model for asymtotic particle bed
bed behaviour
coolino 2 Extension one dimensional transient
- particle bed model
3 Particle bed sodiurn boiling exp. {contract)
4 Parameter- and sensitivity studies
5 Developnrent of two dimensional model
for transient particle bed behaviour
Molten 6 Code development
pool 7 Model development
cooling 8 Laborarory scale tests
9 Assessment of catcher geometries
Multipurpose 1Cl Acceptance iesr 100 Kg facility
out of pile 'l 1 Thermos rests
facility 12 FRAi;ttfi tesrs
13 Elokker te$ts
14 Molren-pooi tests
Materials l5Thernrophysicalproperties
properties l6Conrpatioilitystudies
research 17 Distribution of fission productsr
-At7-
rN PrLE PAHR Area - : Nuclear safety and fuel cycle
. 
- 
Programme : Reactor safety
Project : In pile pAIIR
l. Description
The objective bf this action is to participate in performing in-pile
partiiulate bed tests at SANDIA Laboratories" These tests are being
performed. in the ACRR reactor where power density levels of up to 4
percent of the nominal value can be generated in a partl-culate bed of
about I cm diameter.
In these tests the validity of models and codes describinq the thermal
behaviourofaparticu1atebedwi11beinvestigated.
In addition, a project for further experiments to be executed in a
Community reactor will be defined in a first phase, usinq the results
of a feasibility study, which will be completed in 1979 and implemented
by experimental activities (materials sorting, instrumentation, etc. ) .This will allow the precise d6finition of a case for the experi-ment, which
will be subnitted to the relevantAdrisory Committee on Programme Martage-
ment and to the General Advisory Committee. The decision to carry out the
second phase' subject to favourable opinions, should be taken at the end
of 1981. The tests will be designed to be cornplementary to.the SANDIA-D
series of expegiments.
2. Activities
The attached table shows the parameter matrix of 19 experirnents of the
SAIIDIA prograrnme, three of them have already been performed.
JRC will participate in perforrdng those experiments and also participate
in preshot and post-experiment theoretical studies.
An efficient consultant and results dissemination systems will be set up.
The first phase of the European programme consists in designing tlre in-pile
capsule in all its details and performing.some out-of-pile back-up experrments.
The second phase will take account of the results ,obtained d.uring the S!\liDIA
tests.
3. External collaborations
AI1 ECC member countries have expressed strong interest in participar-ing
in this programme and will gfficiently colla_borate.
l7
!l6
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4. Planning
Topic
SN{DIA : two tests per year of the progralme outlined in the table.
European project : Exegutj-on of study in l-98O and t98l
End 198I decisiqn on execution of the prograrnne
Table 1 : In-pile debris bed experirnent parameter matrix
ACRR (DECAY POWEH ) 4 Percent)
Added bed Extended
Pre.upgnade temps. .dryoutpower UT's, (crucible l
1ff)r-1000p 100s-10@llparticles particles
UO2 Fines Settled
added to bed
100p- 100Op
particles
Steel
Particles
& UO2 fines Contami.
added to nated.
100!- 1000s sodium
oarticles
Molten UO2
into liq.
Na-settled
bed
D.l 1 D-l6D'1
.EP
OEto
30O Kg/m2
a
450 Ksim' D.7
o-14
o-9 o-14 D.r8
Add steel
@o Kg/m2 o-a D.5 D-6 D-l2 (D.15) D-17
75AKslm2
9OO'Kg/m2
D-l3 (D-101 D-l3 Dn9
D3
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FUEL COOLANT INTERACTION (FCl) Area : Nuclear Safety and Fuel Cycle
Programrpe : Reactor Safety
Project : FCI
1. Description
In the p!'esent program experi.mental and theoretical investigations showed that two modes
of fuel contact might release large mechanical enelgy (thermal detonation).
The program proposed is aimed at a detailed analysis of this phi:nomena.
2. Subprojects
a) Research on fuel water stratification
It is proposed to perform theoretical and experimental investigations of the stability of
"film boiling" in liquid'liquid systems. Even an empirical based criterion for the onset
of instability in a melt-coolant stratified liquid-liquid system, would be of great signi.fi-
cance in relation to the necessary initial conditions for large scale energetic events.
b) Basic research on fuel fragmentation by pressure waves
The essential condition for the thermal detonation seems to be the "coarse mix". lt is
proposed to investigate wether such a mixture can be produced in the free-contacting
mode before the interactions start. The fragmentation process will be investigated in the
FRAGOR test fability varying the triggering pressure waves in various types of material
mixtures at mono and two-phase conditions,
c) FCI-code development
The research work on code development will be focussed on modelsand codes for LWR's
and LMFBRjs. Emphasis will be given to the propagation of FCI from a local starting
point to a large scale event.
d) Feasibility and relevance study for large out-of-pile simulation experiments
It is suggested to perform a feasibility study for an out of pile large scale simulation
experiment to be implemented through an international cooperation.
3. External collaborations
Collaboration is planned to be continued with Universities (T.U. Stuttgar.t and T.H.
Aachen) and research institutions (Grenoble, Karlsruhe and UKAEA).
-A20-
4. Planning
Sub-project 1 rsro I rgar | 1982 | 1983
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
LJ
I
J
4 K
A Experiments on stability of stratif ied liquid-liquid layers
B Theoretical analysis of stratified layers
C Contracts
D & E Experimental studies on fragmentaiion
F Modelling of FRAGOR experiment
G Exepriments FRAGOR
H Code, development describing mikJ interactions in LMFBR's
I FCI rnodel and code development for LWR's
J Cornparison of models with experiments and calculations for real case
K Participation on international collirboration on large scale FCI simulation experimerlts
2l.A2T_
coNTAtNMENT LOADtNc AND RESPONSE Area
Programme
Projebt
Nuclear Safety and Fuel Cycle
Reactor Safety
CONT
1. Description
The long term goal of this project is to describe all the phenomena involved in containment
loading from CDA's with an accuracy which is consiclered acceptable and balanced. Theproposal is designed to complete the present containment and subassembly code development
and validation prograrn and to start activities in those research areas where understanding is
inadequate.
2. Subprojects
a) 2-D structures loading and response code development and validation .
Basic aim is to improve the fidelity of structural and hydrodynamic modelling in the
SEURBNUK and EURDYN computer codesdeveloped atJRc, and to validate code predictions
by COVA (containment code validation) and COVAS (subassembly code validation) tests.
b)study of Multiftuid, Multiphase Hydrodynamics related to cDA's
The problem isthe determination of the mechanical energy release which gives rise to the
loading of reactor structures. lt is proposed to set upa well coordinated European collaboration
to make use of the experience already acquired in the U.S. where the code Sll\4MER is under
active development.
c) Three-D Structure Loading and Response Studies
The activities foreseen are an improvement of the three-dimensional structural analysis
capabilities of the existing EURDYN-03 code and development of a 3-Dhydrodynamic code.
d) Materials properties research
COVA activities have shown that improvements are needed in the treatrnent of material andgeometric non linearities. Plasticity exp/essions should be replaced by constitutive laws in
which strain rate effects are accounted for and validated by experiments. The change of
material properties by radiation induced embrittlement by weldings, by creep and fatigue
will be investigated.
A large facility capable tl exert loads of up to 3 MN is being built for tests on large speci-
mens made of steel and concrete. Fracture mechanics concepts for brittle and ductile
materials will also be included in these studies.
3. External Collaborations
The COVA and COVAS activities have found large consensus in all EEC member countries.
An increasing number of arralysis from various research institutes and from licensing autho-
rities contribute to validate containment codes using experimental data produced at lspra,
Foulness c^d Winfrith.
It is expec.ed that this efficient collaboration willcontinue in the future.
Cooperation with the US NRC is considered.
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PLANNING
pr:irb"t ToPic | 1980 | i981 I 1s82 | 1983
2a a) lmprovement of 2'D structural analysis
b) lmprovement of 2-D hydrodynamic
caPabilities
c) Dynamic Plastic buckling
d) Continuation of AP tests
e) Execution of structural tests
2b a) Select and constr(ct basic hydrodynamic
formulation & code
b) Calculate simPle test cases
c) DeveloP graPhics
d) ldentify and model significant physical
process.es
e) Test.models numqricallY
f) Experimental investigation of
exchange processes
g) SensitivitY studies
2c a) Develop 3-D hydrodynam,ic model
b) Interface fluid external strtrcturqs dev'
c) Interface fluid internal structures dev.
d) Development of 3'D structural code
and related exPer.
e) Experiments in rigid and flexible models
2d a) Tests for COVA analYsis
b) Tests on specimens of austenitic stainless
steels and nimonic alloy irradiated up to
10 d;P.a. in HFR
c) Biaxial test on small sPecimens
d) Monoaxial tests on large specimens
e) Biaxial tests on large specimens
f) Start of tests. on materials irradiated up
to 30 d.P'a. in HFR
g) Monoaxial dYnamic tests on sub'
assemblY internals
h) Biaxial dynamic tests on subassembly
intern als
i) Monoaxial dynamic tests on plain,.rein'
forced and Prestressed concrete
. lf) Biaxial dynamic tests on plain, rein-
forced and Prestressed concretL'
m) Dynamic tests on reinforcing bars and
prestressing cables
n) Preparation of tests on simple concrete models
o) Brittle fracture theory and tests
p) Elastic plastic dynamic fracture mechanics
theory and tests
i'"
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RELIABrttrv RNo RtsK EVALUATToN
Arga
Programme
Project
Nuclear SafetrT and Fuel Cycle
Reactor Safety
Reliability and Risk Evaluation
1. Description
The main problem that the implementation of a probabilistic risk assessment is facing
in the representativeness and exhaustiveness of the analysis.
This proposal is intended to exploit as much as possible the information available
either on past reactor hystory or/and on experimental research results in order to
validate the risk analysis methodologies.
The inherent differences between LMFBR and LWR risk assessment have been catered
for in the proposed activities: whereas for LMFBR attention is focused to the investigation
at single physical phen,omena taking place during the accident and to the understanding of
the accident progression itself, in the case of LWR the activities have been focused on the
confirmation of the probabilityof occurrence of the more risk relevant accident paths
through retrospective analysis at plant operation.
' 2. Subprojects
a) LMFBR Ersk assessment
The aim of the proposed activity will be:
- 
the description of the accident progression (few particular event trees will be taken
as a kind of pilot exercise)
- 
the development and application of few methodologies for the treatment of continuous
event responses typical of l-MFBR (absence of safety system intervention)
- 
the analysis of single physical phenomena as approach to the previous item which
implies the improvement of R.S.M. techniques.
b) LWR Risk assessment
The LWR Risk assessment project willinevitably be of confirmatory nature and it is
articulated in two main actions.
- 
Study of initiating events and safety function failure, focused on the confirmation
of the probability of occurrencies of the more severe accidents through the study
' of nuclear plant power operational records (KWO, Fessenheim, Biblis power plants)
- 
Consequence analysis of major accidents such as ATWS and LOCA analyzed fiom the
probability point of view, will study the spectrum of consequences.
3. Externat collaboration
- 
National research centres and regulatory bodies (CEA, UKAEA, GRS, CNEN, Nll)
- 
Utilities (ENEL, EDF, CEGB, RWE etc.)
- 
Manufacturers (KWU, Framatome, etc.)
- 
Outside community organizations (NRC, IEEE, NPROS, EPRI, ASEATOM)
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4. Planning
Sub-projects I rgeo I rser I tgae I tsas
LMFBR Risk assessment 2 
- 
3
LWR Risk assessment s I
10
Event tree construction and development
1 Screening of accident description and set up of reference pilot event trees on a reference design
2 Set up of preliminary methodology for event tr'ee analysis
3 Preliminary analysis of pilot event trees by simple mociels
4 Analysis of pilot event trees by improved methods
lnitiating events and system failure retrospective analysis
5 KWO power plant
6 Fessenheim power plant
7 Biblis power plant
Consequence analysis of major accident
8 Analysis completed fqr L.OCA and ATWS
RSM and sensitivity analysis technique clevelopment
I Set up of handbook for sensitivity analysis
, 10 Set up of RSM handbook
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SUMMARY TABLE
L,
PROGRAMME : A.l REACTOR SAFETy
ii Project
Specific Appropriations)perating Invest-
:xpendit.l ments lcontractsl 
totar Researchstaff
i 1. LOBI 13 93 507 t732 3632 -,50
2. SUPER-SARA 2t95 699t Jt5t rzYzS 75
3. LWR prirnary circuit
integrity 382 3e2 t61 20
4. LI4FBR subassenbly
thermohydraulics 408 335 L28 872 22
5. ,LMFBR mechanical
tests 25s Lie 434 B
5. FAC jf,I J.5Y 190 B
7. PAITR t6t 1449 443 2659
8. PAHR in-pile z.r J .t 3665 t&agt tTzao{ a
9. FCI 253 253 506 5
10. coNT 511 49L 380 1382 36
11. Reliabil-ity a risk
assessment LO2 408 5lu LI
TCrIAL 8751 t3439 r4490 , 36680 287 ,E
1 980 LSvZ 288I '2607 7080
1 981 1 565 z+t5 .2207 6Z+3
L982 3322 3959 - 4Af7 11358
1 983 2272 +!zo 5599 1T997
,r Research staff of 2A7 were allocated to the corresponcling
programme in the period L977-L98O.
** The figures between brackets represent a provisional sum to be used
onlv after favourable opinions from the relevant committees.
2c
_427_,
ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON PROGRA,MME MANAGEMENT
"REACTOR SAFETY'' ,
ADVICE OF THE
REACTOR SAFETY
ACPM ,R.EACTOR SAFETY ON THE
PROGRAMME PROPOSAL 9SO-T 983 .
In brder to comply with the draft request of the GAC, dated
16 November 1978, which has been transmitted through the Di-
rector Genera.l with letter.dated 22 November 1978, the'ACpM
Reactor Safety met on l-2-I3 December 1978 and on 3b-31 Janu-
ary 1979. Additional rerevant information has been providedby-the Director for prospective studies in his letter datpd6 December I978.
'J
r The committee has formulated its opinion 'in the folrowingsections :
-. section i : Introductory considerations
- section ii : Assessment of interest
- section iii : Remaining comments
Section i : Introductory considerations
1. The general approach of this committee with respect tothe r98o-r983 JRc. progiamme is to endeavour to definea coherent Reactor safety Research prografirme which,through the diversity and f,rexiuirity of its associated
. projects, re_presents as a whole a salisfactory use ofthe capabiL.ities of the JRC for Community nee&s
2. rn this context, the AcpM Reactor safety devoteQ duringthe meetings of December and January its attention firstto the recognition and corlfirmation-'of such community
needs for ebch of the eleven initial project modureg asproposed and presented by fspra.
The resurts of this. actividy.are given in section ii
which for reasons of convenience has been divided into :
Part a : ,proposals for LWR researchPart b : Proposals for FBR researchPart c : Proposals of interest for both reactor 
_types.
3. The technical/scientific recommendations of its ad hoc workinggroups have been available to 'this committee for most of ...
' the project proposals, with the exception of sARA (modure
. 4),. This proposal was however,considered by a group of.
'experts convened by the JRC 'specificalry for tfris purpose.
4. The ACPM supports the main objective of the rspra safetyResearch progranme to contribute to an improve& under-
standing and quantification of existing satety marginsof commerciar LWRs and .to a further op[.imizat-ion oi r,wn
and LMFBFi 
.reagtor safet'y technology. ih" r"p.a safetyResearch plogramme, becluse of iti-limited lesourcesl
can obviously only provide partiar answers to relevant
safet.y questj-ons j_n a few sefected areas.
3
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The Ispra contributions cani however, ftil sgeqitfic,importince by careful coordination with the Indj-rect
egiion, of the Commission on one hand, and national
;;G;;*"es ot community members o'n the other"handihe-aCpu feels,that the proposed lopicg'within thqSafety Research programmb,,wi.tlr. the indicated priori-
ties, .are properly chosen in this context, and recom-
mends to proceed in this direction ryhe1 further ex-perimentai and analytical details of the proj"::".
iiave to be'defined" Past experience has shown that
the joiirt contributions from experts frOm mdmber sta-
tes to project definition with ad hoc work15t9, grouPs-
can havl, Leyond the improvement of the efficiency of
Lhe projectsl a qtrong integrating effect on safety
activitles wj-thin the Community. Since the world-wide
cooperation in the nuclear safety field is quite ac,--
tive, the Ispra prograrnme should- a1s9 continue to takej-nto account safety research work outsid'e Eu::oPe
section ii : ParL a : Proposals for'LWR research
(modules L' 4, 5' IO)
ModuIe-I : I,!tR loss of coolant accLdents ?
LOBI (Part a is funded bY GermanY,
' Part b is CommunitY funded).
The objective of the project is to investigat.e. the PWR
,loop inf luence on hydraulic phenomena' within the 
_prj-mary
.? coolant sysEem and especially on core heat transfer dufing
blowdown ind to provide experimental results for the as-
sessment of'relevant best estimate codes
The project has been discussed within the present pluri-
annual programme in detail by the ACPM Reactor Safety ancl
its ad hoc working group on the LOBI progranme part b.
That his given subslantial guidance, to the proposal of the
Commission.
The Committee confirms the strong interest it has expressed
earlier in the project and asks ispra to make available the
manpower neceSslry for the optimal executj-on of the exper:i-
menls and of the analysJ-s of the results.
zg
Module 4 ':
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Investigation of PWR fueL rodin simulated LOCA histori-es incluster behaviour.the ESSOR reactor
(SUPER SARA)
The urtimate mission is to establish data on rod to rod in-teractions whlch might occur in fuel bundles d.urj-ng a LocA
and to assess codes which model rod to rod interaction.The safety issue addressed is pin fairure propagatiorr and./or
coherent obstruction to emergency core coqling,
The committee berieves that there is not at the present tj-me
sufficient hard information avallab1e to be surei that this isin fact a,real- problem. They do however recognLze that the cha-
racteristics of SUPER SARA would be more representative than
other experiments i.n this area, and this is-demonstrated by theinterest shown by American and Japanese organizations
The committee notes that for the supER SARA progra.mme the majorpart of a possible return on investment will-come after the pe-
riod covered by the next multiannual programme. The committeepoints out. the risk that th€ benefits of-this work. may decrease
as the result of other work which will produce results duringthis period. rn view of this, the. committee doubts whether the
eventual return on investment will be adequate and will confj.rmthe scientifi-c justifi.cation for such a large undertaking.
The Committee is also concerned a! the possibility that the
SUPER SARA proposal wil-I consume all of the current f,lexibi-lity of the JRC Reactor Safet-y programme.
A particular concern is the additional Qurderi that would beimpo$ed on instrumentation specialj-sts who are urgently nee-ded for the successful execution of other projects.
Based upon available evidence, the Commlttee, with the excep-tion of ltaly, expresses a cautious low degree of interestin the execution of the SUPER SARA proposal.
Although the proposal is assigned low
with other JRC projects, the j-nterestbe increased by sufficient additional
other countries. r
The Italian delegation thinks that the SUpER SARA project, is
complementary to the IOFT progranme now in progress in the
USA and may be of considerable help to the licensing autho-
ritj-es for the evaluation of the safety margi_ns existing inthe present' regul-atory process of nuclear p-ower plants.
priority in comparj-son
of the Committee couldfinancial support from
Modul
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riments on transi-ent related to LWRs
1_
Proposals 'for LMFBR research
Molten pool behaviour, growth and interaction
material.
The .cornnittee, with the assis'tance of its ad hoc'wo{kinggi6"t; srrpport" the eff.ft required for the irroposed fea-
sibility study;
The Committee recommends that th'ere should be 3 contiriuing
contact and guidance. bf this project by the ad hoc workinggraupr,in coisidering a ilossible experimental prograruqe on
trahsients in LWRs
Module IO : LWR circui-t in rl-
Sub-iroject I - Performances of'NDT
characterization of ultrasonic equipmentrcharactet'ization of
iit"l*"t*rj-al under test, anilysii of the imposed pr'oce-dure'initiatlon of new round robin tests
Sub:project 2 - Loads' and structural ' fesponsq
The sfudy,.of residual stress t of loads'-and their probabilities'the .sso-ciated stress distributions and relevant material pro-perties, in order to predict .the. behaviour'of defects.
Sub-project 3 - Model derrelopment and data
Aimq at thb implementation of an adaptivp model si:itable for
assessing the ieliability of a reactor pressure yessel andpiping system.
The,Committee,'in accordance with the recommendations of the
ad n'oc working. groupr' attnibute considerable inteiest to theproject as a *irpfe.. 4 reservatiol regarding prgject 3 is t'hatiio iarge staff should be involved, ai the Ooinmittee assurte
that, ii viewiof the general interesL expressed, substantia'L
coll-tboration with oi-going national prbgrarymes may be expect'ed'
Secti.on ii Part b
(modules.3, 6r' 7, 8r. 9)
Module 3 : Post bccident he'at removal (PAHR
Sub-proiect I#a molten pool,
Sub-project 3 -
with structural
Particutate bed. coo'l ing and its transition to
theonetical analysis and basic experiments.
In-pile parti-culate bed testsi and prepara- .Subiproj ect
tory work.
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Sub-project 4 - Multipurpose out-of-pile facllity for melting
lOO kg of uo2 :
Sub-project 5 -. Uaterial stu,ilies.
The Committee has been informed by lSpra that the coexistence
of this module and project module- 2' (fCf) has beeh.foreseen.
On the basis of this information, the Committee expresses
consid.erable'interest in the proposed project. It endorses
the general aim and.direction with the following comments .
a) Concerning sub-project 2, based on the latest information
'presenled, the Committee'endorses the need-for, and thegeneral aims ahd direction of, the proposals with the fol:
lowing qualifications :
the feasibility study for a European in-pile experiment
should be completed. We woLrld expect that the outstandingtechnical questions will'be resolved successfulty and we
have some.confidence that ttre in-piIe experiments can be-gin during this multj-annual programme. We therefore recom-
mend that the required funds be made available.
the limited. in-pile PAHR pr:oposal'involving collaboration
with Sandia is regarded ai an integral part of the overall
task. The proposed European in-pile work is complemeptary
to the American work
b) Imperative to the executj,on of sub-projects 2 and 4 is the
successful development of diagnostic instrumentation
c) Ispra should, when project approval is granted, proceed
along the lines suggestedlby the relevant expert working
group.
Module 6 : Whole core acci-dent (WAC)
I - Maintenance, descri-pti.on and dissemination of
aacident code (EAC)
Sub-project 2 - Assessment, adaptation. and implementation in
EAC-of new moduler
Sub-project 3 - Comparative analyses.
This project is a logical extension of ongoing work with a
long term aj-m.
The approach is modular and deterministic.
7o
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The, commlttee, encouraged by the positive results of the
f,OF- and TOP-comparaitve analyses f9n a coilImon benchmark
problem, approvel with considerable" interest the.proposed
continuation of work. The Cqmmittee is of the opinion that
the crifical staff of 8 man/years must be maintaj-ned.
Module 7 : LMFBR subassembly thermohydraulics
Sub-project I - Code development and validation.ffiFffirT is e developmgn!
of tire computer code THARC and VELASCO 3d, already started in
the present progranme.
THARC i-s a translent sub-channel code whi-ch i-ncludes A.O.boiling incoherence effects. The safety issue addressed is
voiding and reactivitY effects.
VELASCO aims at 3d stationary flow and temperature fields in
rod bundles with structural anomalies. The safety j-ssue ad'-
dressed j-s faj-lure propagation j-n subassdmblies
The Committee expresses consid.riUt" interest in code develop-
ment work enabli-ng the extrapolation of results of boiling
experiments in bundles to subassembly'.and' core.voiding pro-
celses. Code developmenL should aim with priority at the ana-
lyses of bund,Ie experiments in Ispra and in national labora-
t6ries. The Commitlee reconrmends ttrat further close coopera-
tion with ongoing |elevant national programmes wiIl be sought.
Sub-project.2 - Sodium boiling studiesffi oi,going proje n the experimental phase.
The Committee confirms the considerable interest earlier expres-
sed and recommends that the test programme"be, executed according
to plan
Module 8 .: LMFBR mechanical, testin and constitutive laws
Sub-pnoject I - Constitutive equations.
- Frabture touqhness of irradiated stainless
The Commlttee reiognizes the need for further activities in
the field of LMFBR structural materials; Dde to the restric-
ted manpower assocj-ated wi-tlr this project, we support theproject suitably.modified with the wonk concentrated on im-
iclrlant topicb'?or which the practical application of the
results must be assured. Continuous collabofation and con-
sultation with the respective expert working group is.stron-gly recommended
Sub-project
steels.
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Module 9 : Containment loadi-n and ret in enq ctj-ng ct sPoTrse
Sub:project I - Ir{ultifluid, multiphase hydrodynamics,relatedto CDAS.
Sub-project 2 - 3d struct.ure loadi-ng and responseq
Sub-proiect 3 - Asse.ssment of COVA and COVAS results and new
structure loading and response.
of"fracture mechanics in dyna-
activities in the field of 2d
Sub:project 4 - Implementation
mj-c structure response.
Sub-project 5 - Material properties research
The general J-ong-term aim is to describe with suffici"rrt .."rrracy
aII relevant phenomena involved in containment loading as a
consequence of postulated core disruptive accidents
Investigations were started years ago with a purely experi-
mental approach. A shift to a more substantia,l theoretical
approach and the development of numerical tools can be dis-
ceined in the present6d proposal. 
. !,
Sub-pnoject I -. It is agreeci that some work should, be donein this area. Lt is suggested that a review of existing codes
and of physical models shc,uld be done before this task is un-
dertaken
Support is given for the implementation of an exj-sting code
rather than the development of a new European code.
Sub-project 2 -' There i-s 'l ittle support for the coupling of
3d hydrodynamic and structural codes. Priorities are in fa-
vour of the completion of the 2d code capabilities and on
3d. structural code development.
The work on this ptoject should only be started after work
on sub-project 3 has been terminated and after having sin-gled out in an exp€rimental and theoretj-cal study the main
problem areas which have to be investi-gated.
Sub-project 3 - Here the prlority is above all in the COVA
@1emareaswhichweienotsufficj-ent1ycoveredin the actual programme and to a somewhat less extent in the
improvement of structural analysis capabilities. Low prior:i-
ty is given to .the application of statj-stical techniques to
containment codes, and to' buckling phenomena.
.Sub-proiect 4 - Substantial interest exists if+be limited to medium term goals with due regard
.vant steady state activities in module 8. Therefor studies related to subassernbly wrappers.
the work could
to the rele-
is a preference
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Sub-project 5 -. Research on material propert.ies iS considered
to-G-offiEtantial int.erest because of its ,value for all code-'
development and verification studies.
fhe Coirmittee4pproves the extension of t\is study trr damaged
materials.
ifr. qtr"=tion regarding the pref erence for study'of concrete
structures or steel components should be further examined
In summary the Committee exprbsses'rea1 interest in the project
as a whole, and considerable interest in sub-project 3.
Seciion ii : Part c : 'Proposals for both LWR/FBR research
\
Module 2'z Fuel coolant interaction ' 'l'
-Repearchonfue1waterstratification..
Sub-pioject 2 - Experimental and theoretical studies to4
validate violent interaction models.
Sub-pioject. 3 - FCf code development.
Sub-project 4 - Study fr3r large out-of-pile simulation
experiments.
AlLhough the understanding of FCI has increased lalgelY
during the last yearsr'the question 'of its real rol-ein the safety case .stil"l remains oPe.4.
The Committee confirms its. real interest in the airns anddirection of the proposed continuation of work and places.
sub-projects 2 and. 3 at a higher priority than sub:projects;I and 4.
M.odule 11 I Rel-iability And risk assebernent,
'l
Sub-projecls I and 2 - LMFBR and LWR reliability and rlsk
assessment.
The Committee supports this work and recomrnends that the
aims of sub-proj-e-cts r and 2. should be to develop the advairced
methodologies of risk assessment using the LWR and LMFBR as
examples'of tne appligatj-on of the methgdoLogy.
The ACMP stresses, in particular, the importance of the ap-plication of, existing advanced methods of past r'WR reactor
operating experience and expects essential input from this
to future codb development.
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rmprementation of the methodology to LMFBRS wilr dependupon avai.lability of manpower.
specific reference shourd be.made in this work to theanalysis bf the j-n-vesset accident b6haviour. :"-
Sub-project 3 : ReIiability.
The reliabirJ-ty data bank is considered to be very desirable.This view is tempe.red ontry by some doubts .orr."rrrirrg-trr" dif-ficulties of imple'mentati6n 6r ah; p;;1..t. The deci.sion roprgceed is therefore subject to the su6cessful .o*fi.tion ofthe feasibilitlr study. we are hopeful that these dirticutti,es
w111 be overco1e. However; if rhiy prove too giea[-;;, imple-mentation at the proposed revel, lt-would. nev6rtrreress ueuseful to initiate this,project with less ambi_tiou--goprs,close collaboration with member states is a necessary pre-requj-site for a successful 
.outcome to the project.The committee reconrmends that 
.this module 
"rroira be con-tinuously'monito::ed by the qelevant ad hoc specialist group.
Section iii Remaining comments
'The committee, refe::ring to its yearllr advirce to the councj_l,note$ that the manpower si-tuation has not been . ,r.ry relaxedone since the start of the current mutiiannual programme.The committee recommends that any granted exterr=ioi of pro-ject objectives beyond the alrea&y-."*pi""sed cdpacity of thec'urrent programme should be accompaniea uy the airocation ofappropriate resources
several more detailed suggestions and viewpoints resurtedfrom the discussions of f6e .rnc propo""r" in the ad hoc wor-king groups and 1n the ACpM. The coirmitte. ,..o**enas thatsuch suggestions and viewpoipts will be t"f.e"-i"t""JJco,r.rt
!v rspra wheh the,.proper scenariio has been serected. rrr" -committee will ask the ad hoc working groups to iaentiryremaining controversiar points and t6 iropo"",a practicaltechnj-cal answer to th.is gommittee.
Proposed Options
rt a decision has to be taken, given the available optionsnthe_Committeg supports optior, I (without SUPER SAR{). inpreference to option 2 (wltfr SUPER SARAI. The Committeewoul-d like to poi-nt out, however, that the results of itsdiscussi.on on the d,ifferent moduies would indicate that a
'revi-dw,. by the JRC of the optigls, might produce an optionmore in line with the Commiltee's'.vie#s:
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The French delegation has the foll-owing specif,ic conments
to join to Sectlon iii : remaining comments :
" We agree on the main lines of option l, except on some
points.
we do not agree on option 2, which inctudes the SUPER
SARA project".
Th-e Italian delegation has the following specific commeni:s
tcj join tb Section ij-i : remaining coinme'nts
" The Italian delegation coherent'with*ils position ofgiving its preference to the action which is of maxi-
from iiteres-t for the convalidation of codes and models
used in the licensing: processes, states its preferencefor option 2r,which includes SIJPER SARA"-
4,2, PLUTONIUN FUELS AND ACTINIDE RESEARCH
AtL e
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A.2. Plutonium Fuels and Actinide Research
3'l
The main orientations of" this programme remain fairly constant,
lince the correspondiirg work is 'in the'nature of medium-term
basic research. It is therefore merely a question of continuity
pursued in consultation with ttre Communityrs experts.
The part relating to plutonium fuels is broken down into twoprojects
- the project on utilization limits of plutonium fuels. will
continue tq be concentrated on th'e study of fast reactor
fuel behaviour and, more particularly, advanced fue1s.,During
the new programne, the project will advance from the study of
normal operating conditiorpp to that of transient conditions,
with the emphasis on the determination of the.basic mechanisms
of fuel behaviour. The.measurement of the vapour tendions of
selected nucrear fuers at very high temperature will be continued;
- the second project relates to, the study of tne safety of
the actinide cycle., rhe intention is'to continrffiEimental
Mes on the formation of actinides in the
reactor, on the safe handling of advanced plutonium fuels, in-
cluding the problem of aerosol formation (risk of fife and con-
tamination), and on.some problems raised by the conversion of
mixed carbides or nitrides into oxides under controll.ed conditions;
- the part relating to. actinide research forms the third project
The research as such ivirl rerate to theoretical and experimental
work on crystalline chemistry (preparation and characterization.
of samples) and on the study of the'solid stite'physical-proper-
ties which should make possible the establishment and confirmation
of a general theory of bondint' in solid actinides. This long-term
basi-c research activity will develop in the new.programme a
component directed towards applications such as, if possible, the
use of irltermetalric actinide phases as cataryzers'and the possi-
bility of producing carifornium neutron sotrrces of very special
forms I
JV
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OPERATION IIMITS OF PLUTONIUM Area : Nuclear Safety and
FUELS Fuel CYcIe
.Prosramme 
: 
i:.:::H 
and Actinide
Project 
' 3::;::i:" "'*'ts 
of
1. Description
This project aims at elucidating and quantitatively describing the
consequences of definefl normal and off.normal operating conditions on
some selected fuets.
Research will concern oxides and advanced duels (mainly carbides). The
current swelling investigations will be concluded and fundamental
studies on in-pile fission gas diffusion and re-solution in carbides and
oxides under sleaay state and transient.conditions wil-l be undertaken;
selected power,/temperature transient in- and outrof-pile experiments on
oxides will contribute to the physical analysis of the fue'I response
under.transients. Vapour pressure determination and PVT data collection
by means of laser pulse technique and high-pressure and -tenperature
autoclave wilt be continued on FBR fuels, on some fissi.on products and
on Na coolant. The possibility of ireasuring thermophysical properties
of molten nuclear malerial, not obtainable by classical means, should be
investigated.
2. Sub-project
a) Swelling of Advanced Fuels
b) Oxide Fuel Transients
c) Equation of State of Nuclear Materials
3. External collaboration
\
' Risl Danish National Laboratories
CEA - Fontenay-aux-Roses
CNRS - Ol6ans
Kernforschungszentrum Karisruhe, FR-2
University of Milan, Dept. of Electrochemistry
University of Rome
UKAEA - Harwell
CEGB - Berkeley
}T
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4. Planning
19BO ', 1981 1982 1983Sub-project
L2Swelling of Advanced Fuels
- Oxide FueI Transients s-678 9 10
Equation of State ]1721314 15 Ib
Monograph t7
, 1 Model for interaction between swelling and porosity calibrated with
, experiments
2 :Fast flux ir/adiation programme concludeA. p.I.E. on irradiation Dl.I2-bis :, :
performed and evaluated with code TPROF. This code will possibly have
been coupled with'a pellet mechanical code
' 3 First comparison belween micro-kinetics in oxides and carbides.
' (Interaction between gas atoms bubbles and lattice defects and
r , re-solution effects, fission gas diffusion coefficient) '
4 Rbpartition of,fission gas between single gas atoms, clusters, andi bubbles. Conditions for bubble migration-established
5 Transient 'irradiiltion testing begins I ' ' 
u 
'
6 Transient testing in cell. begins
,7 First transient fuef behaviour model prepared
' 8 Fuel structlrre catalogue complete
9 First results on.correl,ation of fuel structural changes with-transirent
. conditionF
1O Experiments on volatile fission product' microl<inetics
evaluat.ed . :
fi 'Vapour pressure of uC up to 6000 r; critica-l point data of UC(Significant Structure Theory)
L2 PV,T daLa of Na (Autoclave Technique) up to critical temperature
X3 Basic evapofation di'echanism; gas dynamics theories exterided to
multiatomic' species
t4 vapour,Bressure of (UrPu)9 up to 6000 K
15 
-Vapour 
pressure of vlZ upr'to critical temperature
L6 PVT data of the main fissiion products
.:r
',.L7 Monograph on.advanced fuels in print
#ti
t40
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ACpINIDE CyCLE SAFEE' Area : Nuclear Safety andFuel Cycle
Programme : Pu-Fuels and Actinide
;;,;;;;; 
*'- '
Project : Actinide C1zcle Safety
1. Description
. 
This pfoject air;rs at answering some crucial questions arising from the
impact of transuranium elements (mainly of Pu) on the safety of the
nuclear fuel cycle. Measurements of actinide formation will be
continued by the analysis,of irradiated special fuel capsules containing
significant amounts of higher actinides. Dust and aerosol formation
duri-ng fuel fabrication processes, their accidental release and the
environmental consequences will be studied; production routes for Pu
ceramic fuels whj-ch facilitate safe handlinE and remote (re) fabrication
will be investigated. Potential and limits of various reprocessing
method.s ('oxidations) for Pu mixed carbides, as head-end processing
will be demonstrated by realistic experiments.
2. Sub-proJect
a) Formati.on of Actinides (reCt)
b) Safe Handling of Pu Fuel (SnaPn)
c) Aspects of the Head-end Processing of Carbide Fuel (RECARB)
3. External collaboration
CEA - Cadarache
Kernf or schungszentrum Kar 1 sruhe
European Safeguards Research and Development Association (ESARDA)
4
4l
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4. Planning
1980 1981 1982 1983- Sub-project
FACT T2
SHAPE
atL30
RECARB B9
1 Fabrication of actinide irradiation capsule '(pin). Irradiation start.
2 Final evaluation of the Isotope Correlation Experiments. Formatiorr
of transplutonium elements
3 Integral, cross sections in characterized fast spectra
4 Measurements of dose rates and preliminary measurements of aerosols
during L
5 Aerodynamics of aerosols
6 Comparison of different. fabrication processes and their single steps.
Dose rates and aerosol measurements
7 Evalu'ation of contamina,ted smoke research, deposited aerosols
8 Assessment and comparison of different oxidation media and d'irect
dissolution, unirradiated fuels
9 Same as 8, irradiate6 fuels
10 Laboratory demonstration of selected head-end procedures
11 Proposa,I for head-end p,aggg.dure and start on tests with irradiate<l
fuel pin
t1.10
4'l-
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ACTINIDE RESEARCH Area
Programme
Project
Nuclear Safety and
Fuel Cycle
Pu-Fuels and Actinide
Research
Actinide Research
1. Description
This project aims essentially at investigating and understanding the
chemical bond in solid actinides with emphasis on intermetallic and
single binary compounds of, the least known elements in the first half
of the series, especially Pa, Np, Am and Cm. Large effort is devoted
to the preparation and characterisation of pure samples, often single
crystals, which are used for the d.etermination of physical and
chemical properties. Experimental solid state physical investigations(crystal and electronic structure, thermodynamics, etc.) are supported
and oriented by theoretical models. Application of this knowledge is
planned: thus, the catalytic action of actinide intermetallic phases
will be studied; likewise the possibilities.for new applications of
californium sources will be explored.
2. Sub-project
Crystal Chemistry
Solid State Studies
Applied Actinide Research
3. External collaboration
Universj-ty of Li€ge, Dept. of 'Chemistry
Danish Atomic Energy Commission, Ris/
CEN - Grenoble
CEN - Strasbourg
Institut Laue-Langevin, Grenoble
KFA - Jiilich, I'estk6rperforschung
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, FR-2
University of Parma, Depts. of Chemistry and Physics
University of Milan, Dept. of El-ectrochemistry
AERE - Harwellr. Chemistry Division
a)
b)
?lt1
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4. Planning
Sub-project.,' 1980 1981 t982 1983
Crystal chemi$try 2345
Solid State Studies 6789
Applie{ Actinide Research TL10
Monograph L2 13
. I Set-up of methods of preparation and characterisation of actinide
chalcogenides (possibly pniclides) i* different forms
2 Preparation of neptunium chalcogenides (possibty pnictides) for
physical measurements
3 Preparation of protactinium chalcogenides (possibly pnictides)
for physical measurements
4 Preparation of intermeta.Llic compounds of thorium, neptunj-um
5 Preparation of americium chalcogenides (possibly pnictides) for
physical measurements
6 High pressure X-ray diffraction of actinide, compounds started
7 Self-consistent band structure calculations for NaCI structured
compounds,' dioxi-des, possibly hydrides of actinides (interpreta-
tional tool for physical measurements)
g Energy dependent photoemission (UPS) of plutonium and transplutoniu:m
oxides; studies on metals,Lave's phases (AnAl.), NaCl-structured
compounds of actinides z'
9 Neutron diffraction studies of neptunium chalcogenides (possibly
pnictides)
10 St3dV'of thorium metal surface in the presencer of adsorbates
II Chemi.cal and physical cataly-tic studies on light acLinide metals
and intermetallics
12 Completion of monograph on actinides
13 Publication of monograph on actinides
- 
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SUI'T,1ARY TAtsLE
FUELS AND ACTINIDE RESEARCH
4cI
PRCGRA)IIIE z A.2. PT,UTONIUM
Drn'ioai-
Utilization limits of
n1 rrf nn i rrm f ttel s
Safety of the actinide
"cyc1e
Actinide research
, Specific APProPriatro.ns
OperaLing Invest- Contracts Tot.aIe.rpencit. , rnents
2531 IU5J tB29' 5419
2052' 132 335. 2520
If,JI ,1963
6t20 L4s] 229t,
ilPacd> rahI.\vvssr vr.
I
I sEa:r
46
39
It7
Research staff of 117
progranime in the Peric:
735 27t9
ted to the corresPonding
1401
were alloca
r97i 
-1.980 .
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ADVTSORY COMMITTEE ON
''PLUTONIUM FUELS AND
-A47-
PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT
ACTINIDE RESEARCH''
OPINION
The Committee, durlng its meetings in Karlsruhe on November
27 28, 1978 and February 6 7 , L979, has considered thedraft progranme proposal "Plutonium Fuels and Actinide Re-
searchil for the period 1980-83 (TU 02/79) . On request of the
General Advi-sory Committee the following opinion has been
formulated.
1. The Committee agrees to the general conception
that promising lines of research of the current pro-
gramme should be contir/ued,
that a reasonabLe baLance should exist between the threeprojects constituting the programme, viz., "Operation
Limits of Plutonium Fuels", "Safe Actinide Cycle" and
"Actinide Research" and that at least the'same potential
as in 1977-8O should be avaj-lable,
that the broad cooperation with external organj-zations
is continued. '
2. As to the sub-projeccs :
A) Within Project I "Operation Limits of Plutonium Fuels"
- The competence achieved in the field of mixed carbides
should be maintained, although the swelling project
should be phased out around the middle of the pro-
grarrme period. Fundamental studies on fj-ssion gas
behavio.ur in carbides should nin concurrently with
similar investigations on oxides.
In order to develop physical models for fuel response
to power and temperature transients, carefully prepa-
red theoretical and experimental work should. be under-
taken. Experiments in oxides (at first) should take
into account irradiati-on possibilities as for examplethe HFR as well as the experience in the field ofdirect electrlcal heating: experiments available at the
Transuranium Institute and be complementary to exis-
ting similar activities.
:A48-
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The cor.rosion investi-gation (multiannual Progranme
igZZ-go) should, be concluded ln L979. A limited ac-
tivity, restrict.ed to, carburizatiol of well-defined
clad rtaterial, should,be considered within the po-.
tential allotted'to Project I -
The "Equation of state" activity should continue as
before.- In addition to the central objectives of
vapour pressure deterrni-nation of laser heated nu-
c1-ear miterials, higtr-pressure autoclave investi-ga-
tion of alkali metals lnd the pred.iction of critj-calpoint data, the possibility of determining thermo-
ihysicat properties of molten nuclear material, notireisuraufb- uv classical 
.means, should be j-nve-stigated.
B) Within Project 2 "Safe Actinide Cycle
- The basic nuclear and radiochemical activity FACT("Forrnation of Actinides") should continue as pro-
posed.
- Within the 5sf-psoject "Safe Handling of Plutoligm
Compounds" (SHAPE); the aerosol research should be
increased as proposed. It should draw from the ex-perience existing in the fiefd in general.
In the context of the carbide cotnpetence, head-end
procedures for carbide treatment (RECARB) have to
be pursued and demo5rstrated on a laboratory scale
wit-h fult regard to safety ,aspects for both dry and
wet oxidation procedures.
C) The Lhird eroject "Actinide Research" is'recognized
for its central role within the Comrnunity
The basic character'of the investigati.ons should be
maj-ntained; in addition, a limited study is recom-
mended in the field of heterogenous reactions, for
instance catalysis, utilisin$ the knowledge of elec-
tronic structure of actinides which has been accumu-lated in crystal chemistry and solid state studies.
Lllf
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A,3, SAFETY OF NUCLEAR lvlATERI,ALS
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A.3.Spfety of Nuclear Materials
The nuclear fuel cycle industry give rise to a large inventory of
radioactive htaste which must be conditioned and disposed of safety.
Due to the long half-life of alpha-emitters (actinides) contained
in the waste, safety must be assured for time periods extending to
over 100,000 years.
The JRC activity on radioactive waste management was initiated in
1973 and reoriented Ln 197'7. These activities are closely related
and complementary to the Ind.irect Action progranme in the same field.
It is now proposed:
- to conclude in the early part of the programme the studies on
chemical separation of actinides from high activity waste and
their nuclear. transmutation
- and to concentrate efforts on risk evaluation of radioactive
waste management, with considerable reorientation of present
activities.
The programrne.is organized into four projects .
Risk evaluation. Unlike current studies, which are limited to
disposal in geologic formations, they will extend to the consi-
deration of the hazards arising from the management of waste over
the entire fuel cycle. A baseline waste management strategy and
different variants will be analyzed and compared in terms of
risk/benefit.
Prgtective larriers against radionuclide migration will studythe value of natural and man-made barriers which assure the con-
finement of radionuclides within the geosphere. It will include
the study of the stability of various tlpes of waste conditi-oning
and the continuation of experiments on the interaction of radio-
nuclides with geological media.
The work on actinide separatj-on from high activity wastes will be
concluded with the development of criteria for the assessment of a
project for a pilot p1ant. The experimental activity will be carried
forward to t'he problems raised by medium and low-activity wastes in
the current fuel cycle operation for the minimization of alpha-
contaminated waste
The application of non-destructive radiometric methods to the
monitori-ng and control of actinides.will be continued in the
actinide monitoring project.
This programme foresees the use of the hot cells for experiments of moredirect application at industrial leveI. Further, for" the decommissioning
of the Ispra I reactor, the Director-General, following the opinion of the
General Advisory Committee, reserves the possibility.of examining this de-
commissioning with reference'to safety rdquirements and in the light of the
actions in this field which will be carried out within the coresponding
i-ndirect action.
tv
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RISK EVALUATION Area : Nuclear safety and fuel cycte
Pi'ogramme : Safety of nuclear materialsProject : Risk evaluation
1. Description
ln order to obtain a fully operationalfuelcycle industry in the European Community, it is
of special importance that a final choice be done on the various option$ proposed for the
conditioning, interim storage and ultimate disposal of the various types of wastes.
The objective of this project is to contribute to the solution of the problem
- by developing proper risk analysis methodologles
- 'by studying what are the dorninant risk sources in a complete waste management system(from U-mine to waste repository) assumed as a baseline case
' 
by identifying and evaluating in terms of cost/benefit several modifications or
alternatives to the baseline waste management strategy.The work wiII be carried out in eloie .o-orrer.lion with the Rad.ioprotection
i:tt"ltot:j action prosramme inc-lir i I .
a) Development of risk evaluation methods
- Probabilistic methods of analysis; the sophistication of the models should be balanced
with the uncertainty of the input data
- Simplified methods for comparative evaluation between different options.
b) Definition and risk evaluation for the baseline waste management strategy
cl Evaluation of modified options
' Termination of activities on risk/benefit studies of nuclear transmutation of actinides
' Evaluation of alternative management of actinides separated from HAW
- A modified back-end of the iycle tending to minimize the waste arising of the fuel cycle
- Waste disposal into the sea bed
3. External collaborations
Risk analysis of geologic disposal is carried out on a Belgian experimental site (Boom clay
formation) in close cooperation with the national lnstitutes. A cooperation with the
laboratories of the indirect action Radioactive Waste Management and Storage (DG Xl!,) is
already under way through a working group on risk analysis of geologic disposbl of which
J RC keeps the secretariat. A cooperation between the Commission and the USA Department
of Energy on waste managernent studies is presently being discussed (both direct and
indirect actions). Through DG Xll cooperative actions are periodically established with
NEA and IAEA.
*
**
***
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4. Planning
Sub-projects I rseo i 1e$1 | 1982 | tSeS
Development of risk evaluation
methods
Evaluation of lhe baseline waste 
1
management strategy
23
Evaluation of modified options
1 Definition of baseline waste management strategy (BWMS)
2 Completion of collection of information related to the BWMS
3 Compietion of a first evaluation of the BWMS
4 Termination of the activities on nuclear transmutation of actinides
5 Preliminary definition of flow sheets of other modified options; choice of first priority
flow sheets
6 Completion of the evaluation of the first priority flow sheet (evaluations should be done basically at
' the pace of one per year)
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PROTECTIVE BARRIERS
Area : Nuclear Safety and Fuel Cycle
Programme : Safety of nuclear materials
Project, : Protective Barriers
1. Description
ln the concept of a multiple protective barrier against migration to the biosphere of the
radioactive waste, disposed in a geological formation, an important role is played by the
conditioning of the waste and the capability of retention of radionuclides by the surrcunding
geological media.
The work, proposed in this project, will produce data concerning the stability of the con-
ditioned waste and the interaction of radi:nuclides with.geological media: these data,
required as irtput for mathematical'models are essential for the risk evaluation of geological
disposal (see project Risk Evaluation).
This work is a continuation of the activity presently in progress, in co-operation with the
corresponding indirect action proqramme r
2. Subprojects
a) Long-term stability of conditioned waste
This subproject involves:
- Studies on radiation damage and long-term leaching of vitrified waste; in panicular
solid state physics experiments tending to identify the mechanisms of the radiation
damage.
- Development of models and experimental tests on the long-term leaching of various
materials to be used for the conditioning of'medium and low level waste: concrete,
bitumen, thermosetting and thermoplastic resins.
b) lnteraction of radionuclides with geological media
This subproject involves:
- Assessment of the physico-chemical form of radionuclides leached-out from conditioned
waste
- Study of the retardation of their migration towards the biosphere induced by their
interaction with geological media.
- Assessment of the effectiveness of special materials surrounding the disposed waste,
to act as artificial barrier against the radionuclides migration.
3. External collaborations
For the subproject a) collaboration will be continued with the laboratories of the indirect
action Raijioactive Waste Management and Storage (D.G. Xll) in the framework of the sheet 5:
Properties of substances suitable for high level waste solid'ification. ln this sheet the
following laboratories are involved: Marcoule, Harwell, Hahn Meitner Institute, Karlsruhe, Mol.
For the subprrject b) collaboration will be continued with the laboratories of the indirect
action Radioactive Waste Management and Storage (D.G. Xll) in the framework of the
sheet 7: Long term storage and disposal in geological formations, in particular with the
CEN, Mol, on the disposal of r:dioactive waste in clay formations.
5u
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4. Planning
' Sub-projects I rgso | 1981 | 1982 X tgSS
Long-term stabil'ity of
conditioned waste
lnteraction of radionuclides
with geological media
1 Termination of the activlties on simulated vitrified waste
2 Termination of a f irst set of experimentson low-level conditioned waste
3 Termination of the column experiments on interaction of actinides with geological media at low prressure
4 Termination of column experiments at high lithostatic pressure
s3
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ACTINIDE SEPARATION Area : Nuclear Safety and Fuel Cycle
Progranrme : Safety of nuclear materials
Project' : ActinideSeparation
1. Description
The reduction of the potential long term hazard of radioactive wastes generated by the
nuclear fuel cycle has been the objective of the main R and D programmes
initiated during the last five years.
To this prtpotl experimental efforts were devoted by such programmes to investigate the
feasibility of actinide separation from wastes.
In the framework of the 1977-1980 programm€ the feasibility of the chemical separation
of actinides from high activity wastes (HAWI was studied at the JRC.
The separation of actinides from HAW was considered as the first stage of an advanced
wqste management strategy based on continuous recycling of actinides within the fuel
cycle.
During the programme 1980-1983.the activity on the chemical separation of actinides
from HAW will be completed. ,
The work rvill be extended to the separation of actinides from other waste streams
from fuel reprocessing, not in view of transmutation of separated actinides but more
generally as an optimization of waste management practices.
2. Subprojects
a) Actinide separation from HAW
Three alternative HAW partitioning processes (i.e. OXAL, TBP and HDEHp processes)
have been developed at tracer level and are being verified at fully active laboratory scale.
The experimental studies and engineering evaluations on the three processes will be
completed during 1980.
b) Actinide separation from other reprocessing wastes
The experimental activities will be concentrated on the separation of actinides from:
.- 
cladding hulls
- medium activity liquid waste (highly salted and organic solutions)
- residues from spent fuel dissolutions
Priorities among the various waste strearns will be indicated by the Risk Evaluation
project.
3. External collaborations
In the framework of the activity of NEA of OECD on radioactive waste management
a leading role has been assigned to the CEC in the field of the chemical separation
and nuclear transmutation of actinides.
A collaboration has been established with CEA - Fontenay-aux-Roses for the HAW
partitioning
The studies for the separation of actinides from other reprocessing wast'es have to
be strictly coordinated with studies conducted on related subjects in the framework
of the indirect action Radioactive Waste Management and Storage (DG Xll).
-i-
stl
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4. Planning
Sub-prciectsl1980l1981l1982l1983
Actinide separation from HAW 1
Ac'tinide separation from other
reprocessing wastes
1 Completion of experimental and enlineering studies on HAW
2 Starting of experimental studies on other PurexWastes (MAW, cladding hulls, residues)
3 Termination of first set of experimental activities
$>
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ACTINIDE MONITORING Area : Nuclear Safetv and Fuel Cycle
Programme : Safety of nuclear materialsProject : Actinide Monitoring
1. Description
The proposed activity is mainly directed to solve problems of 
.Pu monitoring in radioactive
waste. The plutonium monitoring in radioactive waste is required for the accountability of plu-
tonium and for the control of nuclear security an{radiological safety during the handling
and storage of plutonium-bearing wastes. t
The plutonium monitoring in radioactive waste requires the development of non-destructive
radiometric techniques, based on neutron and gamma mdasurements.
The present proposal is a continuation of the activitiescurrently in progress at the JRC
in close collaboration with national laboratories
2. Subprojects
a) lnterpretational models:
- review of the state of art in the interpretation of radiometric alpha-waste meaiurements
' edition of technical guides for analysis of alpha-waste monitoring systems.
b) Reference monitors:
- development of reference monitors for alpha-waste streams
- calibration services for routine monitors
c) lntegral experiments in nublear plants:
- evaluation of error statistics
- determination of systematic errors of in-plant monitoring systems
3. External collaborations
Collaboration is particularly important f )r the execution of integral experiments at the
plant level. Such a collaboration was established with the Dounreay Nuclear Power Development
Establishment (DNPDE) of UKAEA in the present programme 1977 
- 
1g8o.
Collaborative progrimmes with KFK, Karlsruhe, CEN, Mol and CNEN, Casaccia, are in preparation.
*
**
***
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4. Planning
Sub-proiects I rgao | 1981 | 1sa2 I 1e83
lnterpretational models
Reference monitors
Integral experiments
' 1 Edition of a revised technical guide on monitoft Pu contaminated solidwaste streams
2 Advisory laboratory for assessment and calibration services,'related to the monitoring of Pu
contaminated solids, oPerational
3 Termination of the int€gral experiment on monitoring of Pu cgltaminated solid waste at the
DNPDE, Dounreay
s7
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SUMMARY TABLE
PROGR4ltl.,lE : A.3. SAFETY Or NUCLEAR MATERTALS
*. Research staff of 62 r,vere allocated.. to the corresponding
programme in the period 1977-l9BO
Project Specific AtrOperatingJ fnvest-
expendit. I ments
rpropriatic
I 
contracts
rns
TotaL Researchstaff
1. Risk evaluation zo If,I 177 t4
2. Protective
barriers 255 289 t27 67t LZ
3. Actinide
separation 445 562 2t7 L224 15
4. Actinide
monitoring 332 212 165 709 L1
TOTAL 1058 1063 660 2781 52 *.
1 980
'238 292 t76 706
1 981 zoo 371 t6r 798
1982 284 275 rbv 728
1 983 ' 2:1O r25 154 549
ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON
''MANAGEMENT AND SToRAGE
-A6I-
PROGRAM}4E MANAGEMENT
OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE''
OPINION
on the JRC proposals for the new prograrnme 1980-1983
In vj-ew of the preparation of the pluriannual progranme
l98O-f983 of the JRC, the General Advisory Commj_ttee,during the meeting of November t5-I6, 1978, J_nvited allthe Advisory Committees for progranme Management to emj_t
an advice on the JRC programme proposals under their com-petences.
The ACPM Management and storage of Radioactive waste has
examined, during the meeting held in Brussels on FebruaryI-2, L979, the JRC proposals for the programme Safety ofNuclear Materials I98O-I983.
The JRC proposals'present two options with the following
staff numbers (research=staff) 2
proj ects
1. Risk Evaluation2. Protective Barriers
3. Actinide Separation4. Actinide Monj-toring
5. Reactor Decommissi-cninq
TOTAL :
Option I Option 2
L4
L2
2L
1l
22
80
T4
L2
I5
,1
52
The specifi-c credits proposed for Opti-on I and Option 2
are 5.88 and 2.78 MEUA respectively.
The opinion of the ACPM on the JRC proposal j_s the fo1-lowing .
- The ACPM has expressed j-ts complete agreement on theproj ects
t. Risk Evaluation2. Protective Barriers3. Actinide Separatlon4. Actinide Monitorj-ng
which are of major importance in the field of radioactive
waste management and. can give an important contribution inthe solution of waste management problems in the European
community. These projects are the continuation of present
activities on which the ACpM has already expressed its
complete agreement.
fq
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For the project Risk Evaluation, the Committee supports
the' int.entj-on' of the JRC to continue the application
of rj-sk evaluation models on specific sites and to en-large this activity in order to evaluate comparative
risks of alternative waste management strategies.
For the project Protective Barriers, the Committee
considers very important that the techniques set up
during the present programme can be exploited,.in or-
der to get all the possible benefits for the previous
activity
The results of the studies on the Protective Barriers
are essential in the assessment of the safety of thegeological disposal.
For the project Actinide Separation, the Committee ap-preciates the intentiion of the JRC to apply the com-
petences and apparatus set up for the separation of
the actinides from hiqh activity waste (HAW) to pro-
blems of actinide separation from other types of wastes
with the objective of a reduction of the alpha conta-
minated wastes.
The Committee considers that the conversion o:f the
existl-ng hot cells system j-nto an experimentaf testfacility for waste managfement studies, foreseen in
Option l, will permit to obtain results which are
more directly applicable. to an industrial sca.Le and
recommends this opera'Lion.
For the project Reactor Decommissioning,'the Committee
has taken note of the opinions expressed by the expert
group convened by the JRC to discuss the progralnme pro-posal (see attached document).
The Committee consider:s that these studies would be
of interest to demonstrate methods and techniques for
dismantling research reactorsi however the Committee
considers that the extrapolation to the dj-smantling
of power stations would be difficult
The Committee expressed doubts on the priority of this
action from the point of view of waste management.
The Committee recommends for the staff of projects t
to 4 the level considered in Option I (58 research-
staff) with an approp::iate budget to match the objec-
tives of the proposed programme.
e0
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EXPERT MEETING ON THE DECOMMISSTONTNG OF THE ISPRA 1 REACTOR
ISPRA, DECEMBER 14-15, IgTg
SUMMARY OF THE DISCUSSION
The_expert group met at the J.R.C. rspra on 14-f5 December L97gto discuss the J.R.c. outline proposals for decommissi-oni-ngrspra 1 reactor as a test case'as part of a communiiy airectacti-on prograrnme in the four year period startl-ng in r9go.
Tlt. group agreed that such a project, especially if carriedthrough to completlon so that- the site courd be rereased forunrestricted use or reuse, could make a valuabte practicalcontribution to knowledge of decommissioning.
The. followi-ng speci-fic comments were made by the experts onvarious research activitj-es proposed by J.R.C. :
1. The study wourd be limited in its application to powerreactors but wourd provide an opporlunity to demoistrate
methodology and techniques which would be of partlcularinterest in relation to the lange number of rlsearch r€€rc:tors within the community and the adequacy of ndti_onall-icensing procedures
2. A neutron induced activity inventory should be calculated
and compared with measured speci-fic activities to confirmthe calculationat method. This i-nventory shourd form thebasis of calculated dose rates for specific operations
which should be confirmed,by measure made during decommis-sioning. so that the method could be applied mor6 confidentlyto other reactors
3. A study of decontamination techniques could be useful andmay de extended to j-nclude thej_r jpplication to commerciarIight water reactors.
4- During decommissioning rori the relationsh.ips between mRemexposure of personnel and .the arising of radi_oactive wastefrom the decommissioning process srroritd be ."i"rii"hed toform the basis of a stud.y- relating to the cost effectivenessof this crass of work. rn this coitext-ii 
"r.""ra-[! notedthat the amount of waste to be stored wil-l be governed bythe specific activj-ty limits pe.rmj_tted for unrestrictedrelease- The specification of these activity limits, thepossibility of achieving them and finally t6 measure resi.-dual activity, shourd receive particurar consideration
. alIied to this top1c. The possibre reuse of plant and equj-p-ment which cannot be deconlaminated to the uirrestricted
release criteria, within nutlear sites should be evaluate.d..
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5. It was pointed out that in evatuating the operation' its
applicalion to other research reactors should not be over-
looted, bearing in mind that a considerable number of I:e-
search reactors will be withdrawn from service possibllrin the near future.
6. The most economic techniques should be employed. in the
dlsmantling of the Ispra I reactor.. Extensive tests on
alternative dismantling techniques should. only be carr:Led
out if the possibility of their extrapolation t.o power
r:eactors can be justified.
7. Some doubts were exPressed on the acceptability of burninggraphite and releasing C14 as CO2 to the atmosphere as a
method of disposal and it was suggested that other methods
could be examined including the possibilities of isotopic
separation.
(tf
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A.4. Fissile Material-s Control and Management
The responsibirities of Euratom safeguards, the strengthening of
the rul-es governing international safeguards for fiisile materials,prospects for cooperation with the rAEA, the technical discussions
in progress within rNFcE and the needs of operators are all reasons
for a considerabLe intensification of the JRC''s research activity
in the field of fissi1e materials safeguards and management. The aim
of this research is to develop and optimize the. use of the various
safeguards technlques in the main types of nuclear facirities. This
optimization will lead to greater effectiveness, sirnplicity and
rapiflity, and hence to a limitation of the cost of the methods
applied.
These techniques and methods are also often used by the plant ope-
rators for fuel management purposes.
The programme is structured b.ccording to the techniques considered,
as applied to each category of facility : fuer conversion and fa-brication, irradiated fuel reprocessing, reactors and storage
f ac.ilities.
rn detail, the agquisition of accountancy d.ata and the evaluation
of the malerial balance concerns problems arising in tire compifation,processing and anarysis of the data supplied by operators or arising
from verification activities.
The development of measurement methods and instrumentation
is concerned with destructive and non-destructive analysls methods;
Tethods for the evaruation of data on the isotopic composition ofj-rradiated fuel, which are necessary for the verification of results,detectj-on of errors and correction of calculation methods, are arso
developed.
The third project will study
conslsting of containment and
supplemeirtary safeguards techniques,
surveill-ance. The work will apply tothe development of seal-s and their industrial application, remoteidentification equipment and study of opticar and ultrasonic moni-
toring methods.
The experience and the know-how accumulated in the various technicalprojects will be used in the last synthesi.s project which
relates to the study of safeguards systems for the nuclear fuel cycle;
the aim of these studies is to carry out optimizations Tn ttre
application of the various techniques in view of cost-effective
safeguards.
rn close conjunction with the objectives of the.Euratom safeguardsDirectorate, and partly as a support to the activities of the rAEA
to harmonize inspection efforts, this progranme wirl- be coordinated.
with the research organi-zations of the Member States and the nuclearplant Operators
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MATERTALS ACCOUNTANCY DATA ACOUISITION AND
MATER IAL BALANCE EVALUATION
- 
Area : Nuclear safety and fuel cycle
Programme : Fissi-le l4aterials Control and Managem.Project : Materials accountancy data; acquisition and
material balance evaluation
\1. Description
The objectives of this project are:
- To supply operators with guidelines for the adaptation of the information on measure-
ments systems uses in plants, in order to help them comply with safeguards accounting
needs.
To design information recording systems and software for the calculation of plant
material balances and appropriate statistical indices.
- To undertake research on statistical methods for the analysis and interpretation of
material balance calculations.
- To study the problems of developing computerized real-time material accountancy systems.
- To prbvide continuing technical support to the Safeguards Authorities for the imple-
mentation of new techniques in materials accountancy.
2. Subprojects
a) Statistical methods for nuclear materials accountability
This subproject is aimed
- at developing and implementing statistical techniques to detect small losses occurring
continuously throughout a series of balance periods
at examining the way in which the limits of measurement efforts on material balances
is affected by plant measurement practices.
Validation of statistical models for thE measurement of error propagation will also be included.
b) Development of real-time nuclear material accountancy
Under this activity a pilot'experiment in real-time accountability will be undertaken.
The experiment will involve implementing a real-time accountability system in an uranium
fuel element fabrication plant, taking into account safeguards criteria.
3. External cottaborations
- ESARDA partners
- Plant operators: Nukem, RBV and others under discussion
- US laboratories: (LASL, Exxon) under discussion
- IAEA under discussion
6rr
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4. Planning
Sub'projectsl1980l1981l1982l1983
a) t
-2
3
b)
1 Cumulative MUF evaluation on one fabrication plant
2 MUF sensitivity analysis for a Pu facility
3 Statistical model validation
4 Definition of specification for real time experiment
5 Acquisition of hardware and test
6 In plant exPerirnent
&b
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MEASUREMENT METHODS AND INSTRUMENTATION AND FUEL ISOTOPIC
COMPOSITION DATA
EVALUATION METHODS
Area : Nuclear Safety and Fuel Cycle
' Programme:FissiJe' Materj-als Control-
and llanagement ..
Project : Measurements Methods and
lnstrumentation and Fuel
lsotopic Conrposition Data
Evaluation Methods
1. Description
The purpose of this project is:
- To develop or improve the fissile material measurement techniques in analytical
laboratories and for application under plant conditions
' To adapt the assay methods to the fast-growing fuel cycle and to perform feasibility
studies for the assay of fissile materials in alternative fuel cycles
- To prepare the technical data and expertise required to reach an agreement anrl
consensus within Europe on the use of measurements methods and reference materials
- To assist the Safeguards Directorate of DG XVll in the general aspects of the use
of measurements methods for their verification activities
' To develop complementary methods for the evaluation of the measured isotopic
composition data in irradiated fuels.
2. Subprojects
a) Destructive anatysis (DA)
It is proposed
- To make reprocessing plant studies (isotope dilution techniques for volume calibratiorr
of reprocessing accountancy tank during operation; independent certification measurement
methods of fissile isotope concentration and mass)
- To test a mobile mass spectrometer for the analysis of liquid waste samples and the
laboratory equipment for input analysis
' To perform various analytical activities (application of Minor lsotopes Safeguards
techniques; studies to minimize Pu sample size {resin bead) ; preparing and certifying
reference materials and having these available for continuous supply; participating
in measurement quality assurance programmes; reviewing the analytical measurement
methods applied by plant operators in view of the harmonisation of procedures).
bl Non Destructive Analysis (NDA)
The purpose of this subproject is to develop NDA methods to be applied to new facilities
for bulk quantities of U and/or Pu, of Pu produced in L!VR's at high burn up level, in
scrap and wastes and in spent fuel elements.
- To promote actions for the definition and procurement of reference materials to be
used for NDA.
- To develop interactive microprocessor based measurement instruments and establish
procedures for a NDA data evaluation.
To make available to external users both test and calibration facilities of NDA
equipment and training possibilities.
5
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c) tsotopic Correlation Techniques (lCT)
This technique is a useful complementary method for evaluating the correctness of
experimental results of fuel isotopic composition measurements.
iActivities proposed include:
. Participation in experiments of applications of lcT to fuel reprocessing campaigns
- Management of a data bank of $pent fuel isotopic composition and its use for
theoretical studies
- Development of an on-line mass spectrometer at the off-gas system of the
reprocessing plant.
3. External collaborations
- ESARDA partners
- IAEA
- US Laboratories (LASL, NBS, NBL, ANL)
- Plant operators (e.g. Nukem, Belgrcnucl6aire, FBFC, WAK, EUREX)
4. Planning
sub-projects | 1e8o I roer I rsaz I rsas
II
2
3
a)
b) 4
5
6
7
8
I
't0
c) 1l
12
13
1 Mobile mass spectrometer development and test
2 Application on waste and input samples
3 Critical review of DA methods on maior bulk facilities
4 Spent fuel element measurements
5 lmplementatiori of waste and scraps measurements
6 Pu isotope measurements
7 Procurement of reference material
8 Availability of NDA test facilities for external users
9 Development of microprocessor measurement systerns
10 NDA data evaluation team studY
11 Evaluation of application of ICT in specific reprocessing campaigns
12 Collection of data and theoretical studies
13 On line fission gas measurernents
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CONTAINMENT AND SURVEI LLANCE TECHNIOUES
Area : Nuclear Safety and Fuel Cycle
Programme ; Fissile Materials ControL
and. Management
Project : Containment and Surveillance
. 
Techniques
1. Description
The purpose of this project is:
- To continue the application, the design and prototype testing of ultrasonic seals
under laboratory and plant,conditions and improve the electronic equipment for remote
identification, contin uous i nterrogati on and safe data transmission
- To study the practical application of other identification and sealing techniques
developed elsewhere
- To investigate opticaland ultrasonicsurveillance techniques and their field of application.
2, Subprojects
a) Application of the ultrasanic identification and sealing techniques
A detailed analysis will be carried out on: fuel bundle structure or storage arrangement,
design of seals and def inition of the identification procedure; design of handling equipment
- for seal installation and identification, and identification and definition of the workinq
conditions.
b)Study of other identification and sealing techniques
In order to investigate the field of application of identification and sealing techniques
which have been developed in the USA and FRG (electronicand fiberopticseals),
it is intended to study their operation proceduresand tamper-resistance in field conditions.
c) lmprovement of electronic equipment
The identification equipment, developed at JRC, will be completed along the following lines:
ultrasonic surveillance without seals, using special transducers; remote control and iden-
tification; automation of the procedures for data acquisition.
il tJltrasonic surveillance
Compared with normal optical surveillance (camera or TV), ultrasonic surveillance appears
to be less intrusive and is insensitive to tight conditions. Adoption of specially designed
transducers, together with the JRC identification equipment could provide an efficient
surveillance system, lt is intended to apply this technique under field conditions.
3. External collaborations
- ESARDA partners
NUKEM- Hanau (industrialisation of the equipment-manufacture of seals)
- Operators for fuel fabrication (EXXON, CERCA, NUKEM, KWU, BBR, FBFC)
- Reactor operators
- US Laboratories: BNL, Sandia - under discussion -
- AECL (Canada) collaboration agreement (CANDU)
bq
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4. Planning
Sub:projectsl1980l1981l1982l1983
\|
4d)
1 Specific application of ultrasonic seals
2 Comparison of different types of identification technique in 2 or 3 typical cases
3 lmprovement of JRC electronic identification equipment
4 Study ultrasonic surveillance
5 Several applications in Plants
r ii filli
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SAFEGUARDS SYSTEM STUDIES tN THE NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE
Area : Nuclear Safety and Fuel Cvcle
Programme ; Fissile Materials Controf
and Management
Project : Safeguards System Studies in
the Nuclear Fuel Cycle
1. Description
The purpose of this project is:
- To provide the Commission Services with the technical expertise for the evaluation
of the continuouslv changing safeguards parameters
- To support the Safeguards Authorities in the planification of the safeguards effort
to match it to the f uture developments of nuclear power industry and to the changes of
the fuel cycle
- To provide technical assistance to constructors and safeguards authorities in the
validation of new plant designs
- To provide for the other projects of this programme indications on the sensitivity
of the various parts of the fuel cycle to diversion and on the effectiveness of the proposed
technical solutions.in counteracting the relevant risks
2. Subprojects
al An analysis of the currently applied afeguards measures in the various types of faci-
lities of the nuclear fuel cycle and the elaboration of improvements. The results will
serve as a basis for establishing reference manuals for safeguarding such facilities.
b/ A contribution to advanced safeguards: The expected incrbase of the LWR capacity
in the European Community, the automation in future nuclear fuel processing and the
implementation of large-scale reprocessing will require advanced safeguards in order to
meet the international safeguard criteria, which are becoming more and more stringent.
c/ The safeguards system, developed for different plant categories have to be
integrated in order to evaluate the safeguards effectiveness of the overall fuel
cycle. This evaluation will be performed using different fuel cycle models.
3. Externat collaborations
- ESARDA partners
- Plant operators: BN, Nukem, and others to be decided
- Plant designers
- US laboratories: LASL, under discussion
- IAEA: under discussion
-74
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4. Planning
Sub-projectsl1980l1981l1982l1983
a
4
c)
1 Establishment of three reference manuals
2 Advanced safeguard study on specific nelv pJant types
3 Preparation of European fuel cycle model
4 Study of overall safeguards effectlveness
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT
''FISSTLE I4ATERIAL CONTROLII
OPINION
The ACPM in its session of the I5/L6th of February has
examined the proposal of the piuriannual programme l980-
1983 of the J.R.C. in the field of Safeguards and Fissj-le
Material Management. This programme proposal represents
essentially a continuation of the existing progranme :
nevertheless some changes of trends were recognized which
take into account the suggestions of this Committee.
Those trends are :
the increase in the Containment and Surveillance activi-ties,
the increase of emphasis put on System Analysis Studj_es as
a means of guidance of the technj-cal projects,
the strengthening of the cooperation with the plant ope-
rators.
The Committee qxpressed its general agreement on'the proposed
progranme and the increase of the overall effort in staff and
budget.
The Committee fel-t that tne prograilrme as laid out could not
be complet.ed in ful1 with the available resources and that
suitable priorities would have to be established and reviewed.
Even if such priorities are established a possible increase
Ln appropriately gualified staff may be necessary.
77
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The Committee gave advice on each of the single projects.
Wit.h regards to the Project :
"Materials Accountancy Data Acqgisition and Material
Balance Evaluatiorl", the Committee accepted the proposal
presented by the Commission but, in order to obtain earlier
results, that for the real time accountability subproject
the initial study should be based on systems already exis;ting.
"Measurement Methods and Instrumentation and Fuel Isotopic
Composition Data Evaluation Method.s". The Committee accepted
the proposal but recommended careful selection of the topics
to be studied in the subproject Destructive Analyses. It also
reconrmended particular care over possi-bIe duplication with
the project NucJear Reference Materials and Nuclear Reference
Techniques in the Nuclear Measurement Prograntme-
coflrmended to increase the proposed manpower for this pro:iect
and suggested that oLher subjects be consider:ed as well such
AS:
- verification and containment integrity
-.rnonitoring of movements of fissile material-s
optical surveillance
"Safeguards System Studj-es in the Nuclear FueI Cycle" -
The project was accepted by the Committee with the following
comments :
*.the reference manuals should be regarded as an aid to de-
velop safeguards methodologies and their preparation should
be accelerated,
=. particular attention should be paid to assess the benefits
of the application of containment and surveillance measures
to supplement the fund.amental accounting measures,
-. Ereat care should be taken to strike the balance of the ef-'
fort on the studies on existj-ng and future plants,
= attention should not be confined to the ela.boration of
existing techniques.
?5
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Considering the limitation in manpower and budget a1-
located to the safeguard and Fissire Material Management
prograrnme, the Committee recommended to strengthen as
much as possible the collaboration with other organiza-
tions and operators, in ord.er to address the most impor-
tant problems.
Finally, the Committee members insisted that as much
flexibility as possible be given in future adjustments
of the speclfic aims of the study and the allocation
of the resources of personnel and budget, within the
limits of the programme decision that may be adopted.
1L
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B. FUTURE FORlilS OF ENERGY
27
B,tr. SOLAR ENIRGY
.79
B. J.. So1ar Energlz
This programme has
- ts.1 -
main objectives :two
- to pursue research in certain specific areasi and
- to operate with naximum efficiency the -test facilities which give
a concrete. significance to the central role of the JRC and to its
function as provider of public services.
The proposed programme is structured into 
-four projects :
- European Solar Test Installhtion : ESTI
The effort will bear on completing the indoor and outdoor'installation
and. On niaking available tb all users,and manufacturers the faci-
lities offered by th9 ESTI Project. Tlre first f,acilities will
become operational at the end of 1979. The specific testing
activities will be carried out in conjunction with support
acti,vities dealing with .the' identification of degradation
processes, the, development of test methods, and the definition,
with the collaboration-of national expert groups, of "state of
the art" procedurqs for the qualification of so.lar compone4ts.
With reference to the objectives of the present progrramme, it
is pJ-anned to.enlarge this installation to cover outdoor tests
and light concentrators, as well as the testing of low power
photovoltaic systems.
Use of solar energ:y in habitat and low-tempeTalure applicatiorrs
These studies will follow the lines of the present prograrnme.
They,deal with the study and modelling of integrated s-ystems
for heati"ng and cooling and tle erzal.udtion of certain components(heat pumps, etc.). In the studies on low energy building design,
the latent heat of transformation of various chemical compounds
will be studied in order to solve the problem Ff ,long period
storage of hbat'. As far as,the low-terlperature'applications are
concerned, unsophisticated technological processes and devices
will be studied in relation to agriculture, e.g. methahe and
methanol production.
These studies will be completed by techno-econbmic assessments
and wiLl be closely J-inked to the corresponding iitdirect action
as it is the case at present.
o
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Solar power plant materials :
The proposed activities aim at the improvement of solar power plant
performances in relaLion to their efficienciel and the reliability
of components and materials. This eff.ort_would be implenented thgough
appropriate contributions in the field of materials, complemented by
evaluations of advanced concepts. special attention will be given to
the European Community 1.MWe powet plant which is presently under
construction in Sicily under the indirect action prograrnme (DG XII).
Photoelectrochemicel and phgtochemical cqnversion
The objective of these orlentation studies is the exploration of
advanced ,techniques for the .conversion. of solar energy into elec-
trical or chemical energy. T4e various approaches which will be
fotlowed are the direct conversion in liquid-semiconductor junction
solar cells and photochemical water splitting using photosynthetic
and micellar systems.
In the frame of this programne, ad hoc contiibutions of the JRC have
to be envisaged in the field of techhical assistance to those
Developing Countries linked to the European Community by agreements
covering scientific and technical aspects.
71
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EUROPEAN SOLAR TEST INSTALLATION Arba : New energies
l::,'J:l'" ; ::,;i""nu
1. Description
Construction and operation of indoor and outdoor facilities for the test of phottrthermal
and p_hotovoltaic converters with the purpose to obtain reliable values for their expected
performance and service life. The goal of this activity is to provide manu{acturers and
potential solar system users with a powerful tool for the quality assessment of solar
energy conversion equ ipment.
2. Subprojects
a) Performa nce measurements
It is proposed to construct the collimated light simulatoi lS2 and to perform conversion
efficiency measurements using LS1 and LS2 according to CEC recommended test methbds.
Correlation and calibration experiments will be done on outdoor test field TF1 which is '
already existing. The LS2 light simulator wiil qrovide a collimated light intensity of up to
1 KW/mz within a test volume of 2 x 3 x 3 mr.
b) Photovoltaic systems using concentrators l
The viability of concentrating photovoltaics is a problem which has to be studied on the
system level. The proposed activity includes: selection of a typical application, construction
of the concentrating photovoltaics system in close collaboration with industry, setting-up of
another system without concentration for the direct comparison under identical conditions,
and finally measurements of ail relevant parameters on a continuous basis.
c) Oualification and endurance tests
Abbreviated and/or accelerated ageing experiments using the indoor test facilities AT1
(corrosive atmosphere) and AT2 (UV-irradiation). Design, construction and operation of
additional facilities AT3 and AT4 is foreseen. AT3 and AT4 will allow to perform quaiification
tests like thermal shocks (heavy rain), thermal cycling (freezing and defreezing), static over-
pressure (hail stones), rain tests (resistance to wirid driven rain), positive.live loads (resistance to
snow and wind) and ageing tests like exposure to salt moisture, dust, wind and wind driven
sand or biological attack.'
The long term goalof accelerated ageing tests is the definition of generally accepted
standard test procedures which should allow to obtain reliable estimates of the expected
service life of solar energy conversion subassemblies or systems.
The proposed activity includes the setting up and operation of the outdoor test field
TF2 which will comprise several loops for the determination of the instantaneous thermal
efficiency, 10 installations for long duration endurance tests and a series of installations for
concentrated sunlight exposure (concentration factor up to 10). In addition, it is foreseen
to install a laboratory for the calibration of instruments.
d) tnformation service
JRC will participate in the establishment of a European Solar Information Service, due to
be operated by one of the member states.
'F-4- fr
ations' r3. External collabor 
r 1 )
Fsr ihermalcollectors a collabbration programme exists within the frame of the l.A' programme '-'
of DG Xll (partecipation of 19 Eulopean laboratories). In the working group for photovoltaic
conversion representatives of LCIE, RTC, CNES, RAE, DFVLR and ESTEC are parti-
crpaflng.
For the Solar Information Service, collaboration is consi{ered with Ihe University of
Perpignaq,varior:snatlonal centersforscientificandtbchnical information,DGXll '
(inljirect action solar energy) and DG X'll1 (CIDST); bs well as with the US DOE (Golden
lnformdtion Center).
4. Planning
Sub projects 1980 1981 1982 1983
Performance measurements
Oualification and endurance tests J
6
Photovolta ic rystems,using
concentrators
f nformation service 13 14 15
1 ' ' Startoperation of collimated light simulator LS2
'2 Start operation of AT3 and AT4
.3 Start full operation
4 Start consulting qnd diagnostic work
5 Installation of test field TF2t 6 Start routine testing for instantaneous efficiency
7 Development of methodology and test procedures
8 Start routine testing for ertdurance and reliability
I System defined
10 Site prepared
11 Systems deliver:ed
12 Regular operation
13 First test of the data base software (definition and preparation in 1979)
14 Data acquisition and networking
15 Pilot operation
1I) Indirect-.action.
Tv
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SOLAR ENERGY FOR HABITAT AND LOW TEMPERATURE APPLICATIONS
Area : New Energies
Programme : Solar EnergyProject : HABITAT
1. Description
The project proposal for "habitat'i is coricerned mainly with the development of solar
systems which wi{l insure a year round utilisation of the solar collectors either by the
cornbination of solar heating with solar cooling or by thd adjunctionof seasonable
storage in order to improve the economics of such. system. The proposal deals also with
the use of soldr heat for certain industrial or agricultural processes for which temperatures
in the range of 100 
- 
150oC-are needed (conc-entrating.collectors with tracking devices).
2. Subprojects
a) Seasonal energy storage using sensible heat
The activity consists of therealisation and monitoring of ground storage in soils and rocks fed
by vertical heating tubes; aquifers, A mathematical model will be se! up and validated for
the determination of the transient period, the yearly performance-and the optimtrm geornetry.
b) Thermochemical storage at low temperature
The purpose of this activity is the selection and study of.chemical latent heat storage
systems for the d,evelopment of special systems to practical application. Special attention
will.be given to reactions with temperatures between 45 and 70oC (hot water production)
100 -- 150oC (industrial application) near 2OoC (to be.incorporated in building materials).
It is planned to select and'characterize chemical reactions at low temperature to study their
behaviour and to optimize the complete energy storage system.
c) Combined heatinig and cooling solar systems - lntegration with passive systems
The activity will include the seiting up of a solar system using combined heating and cooling.
The utilization of heat pumps, lithium-bromide absorption machine and Rankine machines
is fbreseen. Th'e study should demonstrate the feasibility of using collectors with low
dbncentration ra(io. Furthermore, the integration of aciive systerns with passive systems using
Trombe walls and structural accumulator will be studied. The determination of a metho-
drlogy forthe monitoring and modelling of sucl'i systems is an essential part of the project.
d) Development of solar heat sources for iidustrial and agricultural processes
The activity consists in: the setting up of a solar system to produce industrial heat up to
150oC {concentrating collqctors) to investigate,all related technblogical problems, the
monitoring and the determination of perf-ormance, The operdtion of this solar heat source with
an industrial processor {methanol production).
e) Economic-technical evaluation of solar systerns for habitat
Evaluation of the solar energy cost, influence of clirnatic conditions, eval ration of hybrid
systems, definiti:n of basic reference building types.
3. External collaborations ' '
All organizations involved in the lndirect Action.
q,
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4. Planning
, Sub-projects I re8o I tset | 1s82 I 1983
4- 5
7
9-10
a. Seasonal Energy Storage using sensible heat
1 Operation of a ground storage using lreating tubes in transient state
2 Operation in pseudo-steady state conditions
3 Study of an aquifer storage system
b Thermochemical.Storage at lowtemperature
4 Exploitation of laboratory results
5 Setting. - up of a smal-1 sr:ale pilot plant
6 Design of a large scale pilot plant
c Combined Heating and Cooling Solar Systems - Integration with passive rystems
7 Setting up of a combined heating and cooling system with lithiurn-bromide machine
8 Setting up of a combined system using a Rankine machine
d Development of Solar Heat Sources for Industrial and Agricultural Processes
I Setting up of a collectors array for the production of industrial heat at 120oC
10 Coupling with e distillation system (methanol)
trtl
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SOLAR POWER PLANTS: II4ATERIALS Area : New energies
Programme : Solar energy
Project : Solar power plants
\
1. Description
The project aims to contribute to the improvement on the potential and cost effectiveness
of helio-electric power-tower plants through appropriate contributions in the field of
materia ls and concept eva luations.
Attention will be given to the EC 1 MW.solar power plant to bp built by the
Consortion ANSALDO-ENEL-CETHEL in the frame of the current EC solar energy
programme of the tndirect Action.
2. Subprojects
. a) Materials
Analysis of the materials behaviour under radiation: corrosion investigation, receiver
blackening, burn-out, intercomparison of different mirror materials, behaviour of
surface treatment, reliability studies
Development of materials for operation in vacuum (selective surfaces f6r the use at
3OOoC long term and 500oC short term)
- Development of materials with spectral selective properties for operation in air
receivers up to 600oC.
b) Advanced concepts evaluation
Thermodynamic and technico-econom:c evaluations of different cycles (open and
closed gas.cycles, mixed cycles).
3. Externat cotlaborations
The work on the EC power plantiwill be executed in collaboration with the Consortium
or with the power plant operator.
The work on materials is desirably to be executed in collaboration with industry like
Philips, MAN, FIAT, SNAM.
4. Planning
Subpiojects 1980 1981 1982 1983
a) Materials 2 .. 3
b) Advanced concepts 4 5
1 Continuation bf woik undelway (last fiorn year's programme)
2 Evaluation of the first results
3 Advanced medium T receiver equipped with absorber material ready
4 Start investigation
' 5 Specific investigation on a concept
'!
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PHOTOE LECTROCH EMt CA L AND PHOTOCHEM ICAL CONVE RSION
Area
Programme
Project
: New energies
: Solar energy
: PPO
1. Description
The goal of this activity is the researih of low cost direct conversion techniq:,res, based.
on photo-electrochemical and photochemical methods; These methods allrW the direct
conversion of solarenergy, not only intl electric, butalso.into chemical energy dnd
offer therefore the potential advantage to match also the storage problem which is
a major problem of so.lar energy utilisation.
2. Subproject (
Direct conve,rsion by semiconductor liguid iu:ction solar cells
Thls activity is centered ar:ound the field of electrode materials rese:rch. For semicon-
ductor liquid jrinctipn cells a much larger class of semiconductors is at disposal because
also materials can be used ot which only one carrier type exists- regardless rf its single
crystai growth properties.
The investigations will-concern: the low cost pr;paration of semiconductrr electrodes
(chemical vapo.ur'depositioh, plasma spraying. oxidation, sputtering), the photoelectro-
chemical investigations to reveal whether and irr which kind of cell the electrode can be
utilized, and the exf2erimentaltest in solar cells..The design and construction of a
storage cell is envisaged.
Other processes for photodissociation of water into hydrogen and oxygen, by natural
systems (photosynthesis) or artificial systerns (as for instance.unicellar systems) should
be considered for a first approach as possible future methods.
The activity will be limited to an exploratf ry preliminary study.
3. External collaboiations
A close collaboration exists with:
. PhilipsForschungslaboratoriumHamburg
- Ecole Central de Lyon, Laboratoire de.Chimie, Ecully
The Royal Institution, Davy. Faraday Laboratory, London
- D[yision de Biology CEN dq Saclay
- Laboratorio di Fisiologia delle Piante, Universitd di Mjlano
l.
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4.'Planning
sub-projectsl1980l1981l1982ltges
Subproiect a) 23
Subproject b)
1 Preparation and characteiization of semiconductor electrodes
2 Experimental test in solar cells
3 -Construction and testing of a storage cell
4 Preparation of samples; construetion of optical equipment 
.,
" 5 Beginning of nteasurements under light irradiation
6 Construction of a test facilitv :
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PROGRAITTIE : B"i, SOLAR ENERGY
Drn"i anl-
Habitat
3. Solar Power Plants
4. PPC
TOTAL
i Specific Acprciria:lc:.s
iOpergting Invest- ^^_!.-^^_^j----t"..-t ,iexpendrc. I mentsi-tl:
r Psct:rnh
i! ^!^ g j
I
831. ior g
973
I UY'
Ll 91
1729 2933
Jbv 2813
T7B 1639
518
74
719 5381
29
9B
s1l | 183
Research staff of 33 r.rere allocated to the corresponCing
prograirune in the period 1977-L98O.
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, ADVTSORY COMMTTTEE ON PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT
"SOLAR ENERGY"
OPINION OF THE ACPM SOLAR ENERGY. -'ISPF{A 12.2.1979
The ACPM Solar Energy met at Ispra on the l2th of F'ebrdafy
L979, in order to examine proposals fdr the Pluriannual
Programme presented.'by the Commission for the Direct Actj-on.1
This Programme has been elaborated on the basis of recoii-
mendations made by a Group o,f Experts. nomln;ited by the
Commiss j-on at the ACPM' s proposal.
The Commj-t.tee, ifter having examined the tedhnj-cal content,
gave an opinion on each of the projects. contained in the
proposal and made general cornmgnts.
The JRC 
.Programme comprj-sed two types of activit/ that
correspond to. the following two categories i
measurements )
- research.
With regard to these "m-ethodology serviges", the charac-
teristics and principal aims can be indicated in the fol-
J-owing way i.
a) definiti-on, verification and development of methods
' fof measuring tle performance of the, system components.
b) comparison and harmonization of test rhe.thods developed
in the Communj-ty Countries.
'c) technical evalu&tion'of Commission actj-vities in thefield of Solar Energy
d) consultation service available to user's.
Projects having the "methodology services" as a princj-pal
aim are ESTI and HABITAT.
The ESTI project (European Solar Test'fnstattation) envi-
sages a development which we]I corresponds to the objectives
defined since the launching of the project. The increase'inpersonnel.is required due.to the putting into service and
the operation of the ''first facilities. The proposed activi-
tie-'b are carrieid out in close liaison with the "fndirectAction" and constitute a support to the latter especiallyin the photovoltaic prograrnme.
t?
Qo
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It is probably in this field of phqtovoltaics that a"
certaj-n research activity as part of ESTI should be
maintained, as is always'necessary in such servicb work.
The HABIIAT project was concentrated in the past.on the
standardization of measurements of '. components, in
strict liaison with the "Indirect Action". In the nevtproposal the principal effort will be dedicated to the
ituhy of syst6ms wi-tfrin .the general area of loW tempera-
ture applications
The Committee approves this orientatj-on anci underlines
the importance oi co-ordination at the Community level.Its opinion is that this projectrs personnel must be
significantly increased. The Committee equally recommends
that alongside the "methodology ser\rices", which remain apriority,. a research activity guaranteeing the vitality.
and competence of the group be maintained. Bearing in mj-nd
the number of subjects proposed, it'appears necessary to
establish priorities ?a the'start of the prograntme.
With regard to the more specific research activit.ies, tw<>projects are proposed : materials at high temperature for
solar power plants and research on photoelectrochemj-cal
and photochemical conversion. The sum total of the effort
-for these two projects represents a smal1 part of the whole
prograrnme which the Commlttee considers it reasonable toincreasb, oh condition that. the activities ar:e well inte-grated in one of thg "Indirect Action" projects
In conclusion, the Committee declares its satisfacti-on
with the proposal presented by the JRC and aprproves i-t
as a whole. The balance between the activities, "methodo-logy services" and research, seems correct, osp€ciaIly in
the division of the manpower in the proposal of about 3
to l. The Commj-ttee wj-shes the potential expertise within
the JRC to be also used for the evaluAtion of the studies
made on the Commission's account; in.particular the JRC
should. make'syntheses and intercomparisons of this work.
Further, a contrj-bution by the JRC to the measurement
studies on the Solar Power Plant at Catanta is.recommended.
The Committee concludes that the personnel proposed for the
execution of this programme is peihapi not lufiicient and
should .be increased progressively f rom 60 to. 70 persons
during the course of the prograrnme..-
CIttt
8,2. HYDROGEN PRODUCTION, ENERGY STORAGE AND TPfINSPORT
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B.2" Hydrogen Production, Energy Stofage and Transport
with,the evolution of the overall energy scene and forrowing
the progress of the specific work at rspra on the thermochemical
method for hydrgg'en production, the original motivations for the
research on hydrogen have evorved tdwards considering it more
specifically as means for transpoit and storage of energy;
Energy. storage and transport is becoming increasingly impoptant,
especiarly if an increased, use of renewable energies is assumed".
Because of their location or because of their intermittent character,
the cost-effectiveness of these energies is closely linked with 
€he
development of econdmic storage or transport systedrs.
The experience acquired at the JRC in the ',Hydrogen,, programme
.provides a solid basis 'for the development of new techniques(or for the verification of known but unproven techniques) for
the stofage and transporL of energyr'especially by physico-chemicar
processes
rn this view, the present activities on hydrogen, which wrll still be
important at the beginning of the prograrulle, will progressivellr decrease
in favour of a new activitlz on energlz storage and transport, whieh will
become the essential part of the triogramme at the end of the four-yearperiod
The activities of'the progranme are subdivided in three projects, '
each one having a different evolution,of their importanc. i" trt"
time- 
,
The first project is the thermoche*igal productio 
. ,inthefirsttwoyears.or@rimdnta1realizations
carried out in, the present programme wirl be terminated. The objec-
tive is to verify the technologicaf feasibility and the competitivity
of the thermochemicar hydrogen production route on an j-ndustrial
scale. The closed circuit, composed of grass, will ue used to study
control probrems and" the possibte production of by-products during
extended operation; the technological circuit, whose parts are being
construqted during thd present prpgramme, will be tised to evaluate
operation parameters and to test materials. After the final step
for the production of hydrogen (closing the. circuit) has been selected,
a final report describing a pllot prant wil,l be produced. consequentry,during the third year of the prog,ramme, the technical and economic
studies on thermoehemical hfdroggn production wirr be terminated"
This timetable is compatible with our contractuar commitments in
the framework of the International Energy Agenc)z. l
I
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The second project deals with advanced studies .for energy- carrier.s
The problem of ,storing .na translrortitg=nergy can be sofved in'''
different ways; accordingT to the situation and the systemi'an ac-
tivity of more, exploratory and basic nature is useful for defining
and evaluating various ways to transport and store energy. The pro'ject
will have two main orierrtations :
- eva.Iuation and'verification of advanced. hydrogen production concepts. 
-
The expertise acquired duri.ng the preceding prograriunes will be applied
to-the evaluation of new po3sibilites for .diversifying heat sources(e.g. solar energry); activities will also be directed towards new
lrroduction scher.nes, irr particular for advanced electrolysis, in close
collaboratiorr with the planned indirect action
This activity will al.Low for a continuous updating of the comparative
. techniques for techno-economic evaluations of the diffetrent methods
' for producing hydrogen from water.
- 
exploratory studies and experimental verification qf new technigues
for the storage and transport of enerqy; research centred on chemical
vectors, suitable for a range of temperature, electrochemicatr storaqet
etc.
The third projeet is stu4y-cE--syslems : evaluation and testinq of
systemsf orcolrection-con.r.rJorr-t.rrsmission-storage-utilization
of energy under dif,ferent conditions. Comparison of available date'
techno-economic assessments, collection of experimental data, safety
assessment. This proJect is subdivided into two parts :
(i) techno-economic assessments, with collection of available data'
he most suitable vecto'rs il different
cases, etc.
(ii) desiqn and construction of a "Eup5> Test Labora for testing
on-transfort-storage of energy) 
'
and the.definition of measurements necessary to determine th6ir
performance ana lifetime arid to ensure their'saf,ety and reliability'
ftris activity will be prepared in a first phase in direct connection
with part (i).
The first.tests will then be made on systems which are considered
to be partieularly promissing from an economic point of view and in
terms of efficiency, notably the combination solar energy'- 'electro-
lysis - hydrogen storage, the coupling electricity' - advanced
batteries and the coupling primary heat source - chemical reactions
storage.
?q
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HYDROGEN PRODUCTION
Areq
Programnre
Proj ect
New Energies
llydrogen Product i gn,
Storage and Trarlsport
of Energy
Thermochemi ca L Hydrogen
Production1. Description
The experimental stud.ies and the techno-economic evaluations made in the present program on
a number of thermochemical processes led to the selection of two processes as, at present,
the more promising ones. One of these cycles, Mark 13, has been realized on a laboratory
scale with glass equipment in an integrated closed circuit rryith a hydrogen production capacity
'of 100 ltlhL To reach a valuable conclusion, it is proposed to check the chemical and
technological feasibility of such processes through the operation of suitable circuits. A report
will be prepared which will give a complete picture of the characteristics
of these processes and a comparison with other methods'of hydrogen production.
2. Subprojects
a) Exploitation of complete circuits
(i) Conclusion of the exploitation of the glass circuit
The operation during longer periods of time (weeks) of the glass circuit already built during
the previous pluriannual programme, will provide data on.the controlsystem, as the short
period fluctuations can be hidden by the inherent inertia of the circuit, on the capability of
recovering all the chemical products and on the possible formation of by-products.
(ii) Construction and operation of a technological cifcuit
The technological circuit, of at'least 10 fold size, built with metallic materials and working
under pressure, will provide elements for a check of the heat recovery system, a control
of the behaviour of materials in real conditions and an estimation of the-thermal efficiency.
(iti) Complementary activities directly connected with the circuits: corrosion tests,
development of electrochemica'l cells, study of catalysts
b) Techno-econom ic eva luations
With the already dewloped oPTIMO computer programme, implemented'with the equipment
cost data, evaluations will be made of the fuydrogen production cost. Results from the
technological circuit supplemented by other results from single process units will be used
for these'eva luations.
3. External collaborations
Agreement with KFA (Jtilich) - RWTH (Aacheri) - CEA (Saclay). ,,lmplementing agreement,,
in the frame of the l.E.A. activities (with JBC lspra as "operating agent"). Engineering
companies making design on share expenses basis and industrial companies involved in the
lndirect Action.
4. Planning
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Activities | 1980 I 1e81 I 1982 I 1983
A 
---:-
B
c
Thermocheniical HYdrogen- OProduction E
F
'G
,H
A Completion of circuit construction
B Commissioning and preliminary tests
C' Electrolytic cells development
'D Experimentation with the, completed circuit
E ComplementarY activities
F Evaluations
G Glass circuit experimental activities
'H ' Preparation of status report I
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ADVANCED STUDIES FOR ENERGY CARRIERS
Area : New pnergies
Programme : Hydrogen production, Storage
proj ect 
= 
^ilXJ.lJJ=f,1.li "",t 
ff."!%.n,
Carriers
1. Description
Aim of the activity is the exploration on energy carriers suitable for various conditions,
particularly on those having high capability for storage and transport of energy. ltems to
be studied are:(i) the possibility of thermochemical hydrogen production using heat from a solar
' concentrator, for evaluating the feasibility(ii) spme topics o"f the advanced water electiotysis eoniepts, i.e. in the field of the Solid
Polymer Electrolysis (SPE) technology and of the high.temperature water vapour
electrolysis(iii) exploratorrT studies on systems able to generate energy in chemical form and
suitable for a range of temperature: from the low end intended ab process heat e.g.
for industr,ial processes, up to the level of temperature compatible with the generation
of high pressLtre steam, e.g. for power generation
2. Subprojects
a) Thermochemical hydrogen production - solar heat
It is intended here to identify the requirecl characteristics of these processes taking into
account,the specific properties of the.solar source: the highest temperature achievable in
solar concentrators and the periodic discontinuity. The evaluation of the whole system
is the primary objective, with eventually experimental tests on high temperature chemistry
of promising reactions.
b) Water electrolysis
Main items will be defined in close connection with the activities in progress in the frame
of the indirect acti::rs.'
Examples of the activities are thd following:(i) to make work on the preparation of electrocatalvsts suitable for acidic electrolysis
and on the deposition of these products on the SPE membrane(ii) for the high temperature water vapour electrolysis: exploratory work is foreseen in the
field of cathodic electrocatalysts and on the compatibility of these products with the
solid electrolyte. Work can also be done on the new technique of an electrolyte formed by
" a molten oxide contained in a poious, flexible r.natrix.
c) Chemical and electrtichemical systems
The study will start with an exploratory analysis'of various reversible chemical reictions
collecti.ng existing information and also extending the research'to possible'new areas and
new technologies.
Exper:imental tests wilt be necessary for,measuring the reaction rates in the opeiaiing
conditions, the importan.ce of hysteresis effects, the evolution of a system after a large
number.of cyclgs; the assembling and testing of some typical systems is a natural follow-up.
?6
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Another field of research is on the electrochemical storage. Electrical energy can be stored in
the form of chemical energy, ad it is done usually in lead batteries. Other systems working as
, electrolyte and fuel ce.lls, that is with the chemical energetic species stored out of the
electrochemical crnverter, mav br-' more suitable and less expensive. An explorative research
is thus foreseen on this kind of secondary batteries.
3. External cotlaborations
, The research.centre of Odeillo, for the solar heat source.
For the electrolytic hvdrogen research collaboration is foreseen with companies actuall'y
working in that field in the framework of the indirect action: hydrogen production.
Organizations involved in the Indirect Action, for chemical stoFage, and industrial
companies (Lurgi, P.U.K. for reversible reactions, De Nora for electrochemistry, etc.)
-4. Planning
Sub-projects | 1es0 l, tesl | $ez | ?983
Thermochemical cycles -
Solar heat
Water electrolysis GHI
Chemical systems , L M N o P
A Definition of criteria and identification of suitable reactions and cycles
B Experimental tests for the very high temperature reactions
C Tests with solar concentrators
D Technical assessment
E Prepardtion and tests on electrocles plated on SPE
F Preparation of stable high temperature electrolyte and cathodic electrocatalyst
G Assembly and tests of complete cells - SPE
H Results on chemical-mechanical stability of components for H.T. electrolysis
I Assembly and test of H.T. cells
L Exploration of suitable systems
M Firsttechno-economicassessments
N Determination of physical and chemical properties
O Degign of experimental facilities
P Verification of selected chemical readtions
O' Comparison of various systems
STUDY OF SYSTEMS
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Area : New Energies
Programme ': Hydro,qen Production, Storage
Project'
afrd Transpo.r:t of EnergY
: ,Study of Systems
1. Description
In connection with the exploitation and the rational use of new energy sources, new technical
systems for energy conditioning (conversion, upgrading, storage, transportation) have been
developed and are still under development. These systems can be divided into two broad
classes: systems for energy collection (e.9. solar panels, solar cells, etc.), systems for
coupling production and use needs (main items of these system,s are for instance: sensible
heat or chemical storage equipments, heat pumps for energy upgrading, heat pipes and
"chemical pipes" for energy transport, electrolytic and fuel cells fqr chemical-electrical
cohversion, chemical reactors for heat-chemical energy conversion, etc.)
The optimization of the "coupling system" is a complex techno-economical problem
which depends on many parameters (size, discontinuity, distance, quaiity, etc.) linked both
to the sources and to the end users.
The project concerns:
- The modelling and the techno-economic assessments of various technical systems
corresponding to different situations (energy source - end user)
- The assembling and testing of some typical systems for conversion storage and transport
- 
"The preliminary design of a laboratory for testing "small scale energy system conditioning
units"
2. Subprojects
a ) Tech n o-eco n o m ic assess/nenfs
Def inition of systems of energy prod rction, conversion units, storage methods for various
conditions. The various solutions wi,l be studied and assessed, with the aim of individuating
the more suitable and economic ones foi each condition, in order to match variations of
energy availability with variations of energy demand. These assessments will be the basis for
selection and the continuous theoretical $upport to the experirnental reaf izations.
b/ nesign and first tests of a EuroDean experimental facility
The aim.is to have a facility composed of energy production, conversion and storage units,
adapted to various conditions'and available to European organizations and companies for
definition of test procedures.
The first experimental loops will be defined and designed in accord.ance
with the results of the technico-economic evaluations of sub-project a)
and the construction of ftodular unlts will be undertaken. An example would.be a system consisting of Sodar cells for the.collecti.on ef primary energy(or an suitable source sj-murator), electrolytic cerls, hydrogen storage
and./or a system consisting of a heat source'and reversible chemical re-
action. This centralised laboratory would consist essentially of programmableinput (sourde) and'output (user) simulators with the facility for modular
combination of the'various units to be tested
3. External coliaboraticns
lndustrial companies involved in the study and thi developrnent of ccnversion units'
working.in the frame of the Ino:rect A.ction.
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Sub-proje.cts i l' ;,1980 i rsar | 1982 | 1983
a) Techno-economic
assessment
I
b) Design and first tests
of experimental facil-ity 45 67
1 Start collection of data
2 Definition and comparison of first systems
3 'Verification of data and implementation of comparisons
4.Startdesignofmaine|ernentsoftestfacility
5 Start construction of a first loop
6 Operation ancl results of the first loop
7 Definition of the complete facility
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8.2. HYDROGEN PRODUCTTON, ENERGY
loa
STORAGE AND TRANSPORT
)ra ianl.
Thermochemical produc-
tion of hydrogen
Advanced studi-es on
energy carriers
Systems studies
I Fpecific Appropriatic::sCperatinq. Invest-
.1.- 'r ' Contracts Totalpxpeniit: rments | |
"3r6 366
-276
280
:222I tse
I
234
Research
hrn 
-r:nm6
SCAIT Oi fU
in fha narinri
rer rvv
were alloca ted
IYI I- IYUU.
to t.he corresponoi-ng
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT
..PRODUCTION AND UTfLIZATION OF HYDROGEN''
OPTN-ION
The ACPM met on the lst and 2nd of February I Lg-79 in orderto examine proposals for the pluriannual piogramme communi-
cated by the.commission. Following a suggestion of the ACpl4,this programme has been eraborated on"the basis of recommen-dations made by a "Group of Experts" nominated by the com-
mission on the ACpl,lr s proposal
The proposal for the "198o-r983 programme" envisages signi-ficant modification with respect to the preceeding plurian-
ngal Programme. The committee expressed its agreemerit uponthis new trend and gave advice on each of the principal ob-jectives
However, the commj-ttee members insisted that as much flexi-bility as possible be given them in the orientation of thespecific alms of the study and the alrocation of the resour-
ces of personnel and budget, within the limits of the pro-gramme decision that may be adopted
with regard to .the first project, Thermo-chemical prod.uction
of Hydrogenr the committee accepted the programme proposalpresented by the Commissign, but :
a) to modify it so that the programme may be revised'at the
end of I98I;
b) before that dater dr in-d.epth technicar-economic studybe carried out, by a Euiopean engineering company when
sufficient. technological input aita 
"r" f.nornl ii parti-cular, the results of laboratory experiments in prbgress
and envisaged.
Regarding the second project "Advanced, studies on Energy
vectors" the advice of the committee was to concentratethe studies on :
a) 'thermochemistty with solar energy, confined to a pre-liminary assessment of the system;
b) water electrorysis, in particular studies related to
SPE;
c) chemical and erectiochemical systems, providlng for anj-ntermediate decision stage
/01
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On the other hand, 
.the Commit.tee wished that very close
c.ollaboration would be maintained with those responsible
for the Indirect Action in these same fields, in order
, to assure coherence j.n the realization of these progrartr-
mes.
With regard to.t*re third projgct'rStudy of Systems", the
iommittee endorsed.the.proposal'to initiate work on the
-storage.of energy. Tire Committee agreed on point a).
Howeverr'on point b) they considered that further elabo-
ration was necessary before an opinion could be'exprebsed
on the content of the programme beyond 1981 and on the
resources (manpower) needed for it.
fn particular, the Committee could not yet judge'the extent
of the nee.d for a test facility
p9
R<U'J' THERIV1ONUCLEAR FUS ION TECHNOLOGY
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8.3. Thermonuclear Fusion Technology
The activities carried out by the JRC are closely Correlated
with the rese"arch and training programme of the European Atomic
Energy cornmunity in the f.iel-d of controrred thermonuirear fusion.
The main guidelines of the JRCts work are oriented towards deepening
and broadening conceptual and materials studies, starting orientative
research on tritium and blanket technology, and organizinE an
irradiation progranme in the broader'fralnlwork of international co-
operation in the field of materiars behaviour under irradiation.
Special emphasis must be put on safety problems and protection of
the operators and of the population at large, in 
"1o". co-operationwith the \adioprotection indirect actj-on prograrnme.The first project deals with concgptuai dgsign studies on fusion
reactors, with the aim of contributing to the design of post-JET
machines which will lead to future power reactors. Safety problems'
and techno-economic assessments will receive special attention.
The second project deals wj-th orientation studies on.blanket lechnolory.
Wbrk wiII aim at obtaining.nuclear data and setting up benchmerk
experiments for the shielding materials; the problems of lithium-
compounds corrosion and tritium fecovery will be investigated
The third project d,eals with the study of structural materials to
develop and validate the specifications roffia
for each first wall concept, and to study the evolution of their
physical and mechanical properties under irradiation (neutrons,
charged. particles, electrons). Priority will .be given to steefs
to be used in post-J,ET machines. Exploratory studies on targets
for intense neutron sources are foreseen.
The orientative research on advanced materials is the subject of
thefourthproject.devetop@coatingsforthe
first wall, research on composite materials and their use as
sLfuctural elements, behaviour of insulati-ng niaterials under
irradiation.
The operation of"the cyclotron is the fifth project. Four irra-
diat.ion cells will be built and equipped, the experiments will
be checked and the data collected,psing automatic systems.
An exploratory work will begin to identify and assess the main
features of a European Tritium Laboratorv for the rnain stream
fuel cycle, in iritium envisaged in
the European Fusion Programme. This work- will involve the evaluation
of various proeesseg and the analysis of components and assembly
technJ-ques from the point of view of tritium containment under
normal and accidental conditions -(project 5) 
"
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coNcEPTUAL DEStbN AND SYSTEM STUD|ES Area : New Enersies
D-^--^--^. E-.-lProgramme : Fusion TechnologyProject 
' 3;ffHtij*o.',''n" n
1. Description
The aims of this project are:
- 
.To 
contribute in the definition and conceptual design of the Tokomak type reactor
experiments to be built after JET
- To perform sensitivity studies and technical-economical evaluations to support '
the definition of the long term goals of the European Fusion Programme
- To develop proper lnethodol.ogies'for the assessment of safety and environmentql
impact of tritium burning reactors.
2. Subprojects
a) Conceptual design studies ol Experimenal freactors -
The objective of this aqtivity will be the assessment of the major components of an
experimental r€actor intended to prove reliable D-T operatlon. This requires the set-up
and implementation of models for life time evaluat:on of structural materials, blanket
and shield design, reactor layout and maintenance. The acQuisition of calculational
, models for plasma balance, fuelling and,exaust, ele.ctromagnetic field, energy storage
is also foreseen.
b) Sensitivity studies and technical economical evaluations
It is intended to perform sensitivity analyses according to the requirements coming
from the long term planning on fusion and european energy scenarios.
6) $ifety and environrnental problems
Tt*r activities are foreseen: i
- Risk assessment (Accident identiflcation, acci'dent evaluation and analysis)
- Tritium Toxicity Mechanism (in collaboration with DG Xlll)
3. External collaborations
A tight collaboration is foreseen with the groups dealing with conceptual design
studies in Eur:opb (CNEN - Frascati, University of Naples, IPP Garching,: Fontenay
aux Roses, Culham, etc.)
The possibility of creating an international design team arou-nd the JRC nucleous
at lspra will be considerbd.
"to{
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4. Planning
Sub-projects i toeo I 1e81 I $sz | 1es3
Experimental reactor studies 1
System studies 3
Safety and tritium 4
1 Start conceptual design 
'of experimental reactor2 Start engineering design of experimental reactor,
3 Set up of the modular code
4 lnitiating events identification and analysis
5 Accident propagation analysis by event tree methodology
{r7
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BLANKET TECHNOLOGY Area : New Energies
Progiamme : Fusion TechnologyProject : Blanket Technology
1. Description
The design of the blanket of a fusion reactors requires the acquisition of knowledge in
the field of tr:itium production, energy deposition, radiation shielding , heat extraction and
stress analysis, tritium recovery, compatibi lity, radiation damage.
The objective of this project.is to pe-rform basic theoretical and experimental investigation,
based on the blanket designs underway in the present program, to enable by the end of
the program to start the construction of an out of pile facility to test the blanket units
of the post'Je( machines. Close co-operation with the corresr:onding project of theNuclear Measurements nrogramrne of the Central Bureau for Nuclear Measurements atGeer will be assured Ln carrrzing out tlle activities necessarrz concerning the
E:gtb=p+Ei.?ttor nuclean data" '
a) Nucleonics
Acquisition of nuclear data in the range 1-14 Mevfor Kermafactors, activation and atom
displaCements. Utilization of the cyclotron MC 40 (to be installed at l51cra)ror the measurement of (n, charged p4rticle) integraf .r"="-="Jiiorr= ofsteel and steel components in the energry range ro-14 MeV. rntegral experimen,tsof neutron and gamma attenuation in Titanium-Hydride, Boron caiuiae etc. to beperformed in the EURAcos facility and by rspra;s van de Graaf.b) Lithium processing studies
The following items will be investigated:
- 
gas formation due to helium production and survey of possible gas venting systems
- 
analysis of outstanding problems related to tritium recovery by molten salts
c) Corrosion studies
Extension of present studies on compatibility of AlSl 316 and 304 in presence of
Lithium with a known partial pressure of Hydrogen, to the study of thaiogen impurities
due to the molten salt extraction system and extension of the study to dynamic conditions
'in a small laboratory loop. ln a second stage stress corrosion tests are envisaged.
3. External collaborations
A collabdration.is foreseen for the nucleonics with ECN- Petten and the University of
Birmingham (UK) and for tliermomechanical problems with ATOM- Studsvik.
Contacts will also be undertaken with KFA- Jirlich.for lithiurn-lead investigations.
An agreement for collaboration with DOE (USA) on blanket experirnents is foreseen
(Wisconsin Univ., ANL, GA).
ContinuoUs contacts will be maintained with the European laboratories-(CEN - Mol) and
industries for the corrosion experiments.
;*
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4. Planning
Sub-proiects | 1980 I 1e81 l, 1s82 | 1e83
Nucleonics :
1
Lithium processing
Corrosion
1 Nucleonics experiments on cyclotron
2 Start 14 Mev radiation shielding experiments on the Van de Graaf
3 Start EURACOS experiments on Titanium Hydrides
4 Beginning of experiments on gas evolu'tion in the blanket
5 Construction of corrosion looP
6 Stirt operation of the corrosion toop'
7 Start construction of the loop for stress corroiion tests
"t
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CONVENTIONAL STRUCTURE MATERIALS Area : New Energies
' Programme : Fusion Technolo$y
--, 
- 
- ^------ --,--,' Project : 
. 
Conventional. Structure
Materials
1. Description
This proposal is a continuation of the present program aiming to select and cfiaracterize t
candidate materials for the endurance limits of first wall of a fusion reactor.
An answer on the stability limits of the austenitic steels under fusion reactor conditions
and first informations on fatigue and irradiation effects is the main objective
. of this programme.
The materials investigated are austenitic staihless steels containing manganese instead of nickel, .
at the l6ng run titanium alloys might be considered.
14 Mev neutron damage effe0ts data will be obtained by simulation techniques (2 Mev
electron accelerator, High Voltag6 Electron Microsgope (HVEM), light ion lspra
cyclotron, HFR- Petten).
2. Subprojects
a) M etal lurgicat stabit ity
Study of phase stability of austenitic stainless steel (in which Ni is partly substituted
by Mn) with and without irradiation, below 600'C, is the major item of this subpr,oject.
" Investigations are foreseen by using elctiical registivity, Vickers hardness,light and electron
microscope). lrradiation will be simulated by 2 Mev electrons ( Van de Glaaff l.Mev
electrons. (HVEM) protons and a iriadiations.
n 'b) Tensiie propertieE
The knowledge of tensile properties willbe used not only foi the design of technoiogical
structures but also as a mearrto follow the formation of defectstructure.
A great part of the irradiations will be executed in the cyclotron by protons ancr He*
u.fitch implies developing miniaturization of.tensile tests for specimen to be irradiated.
' cl Creep measuremenri
Measu.rement.of creep properties of first wall materials in the range 400; 600'C
(radiation induced'ireep in the cyclotron and in pile creep experiments in HFR Petten)
d) Measurement of fatigue'and crack growth
A post-JET machine will work in a pulsed mode and the materials will conseq,uently be subjected
to fatigue. The contemporary action of fatigue damage and radiation damage in a power reactor
has never been studied and it will be a problem of majdr concern for materials scientists in fusion
technology. lt is mandatory to extend the study to the behaviour of cracks for an exact
determihation of lifutimes under fatigue or creep conditions.
The foreseen activities include on-line measurements in the cyelotron by developing simple
. measurements for fatigue, creep-fatigue interaction, fatigue crack growth and creep crack
. growth i
e) Basic studies on advanced neutran targets
The purpose of this proposal is the investigatiori-of advanced targeti for the producti-on'
of intense fieldsof higtrly energetic (- ti tvtev) neutrons (D-Li neutron booster and
g-Jigas target.)
A limited activity is foreseen mainly in the frame of the lEA.
3. External collaborations
- Antwerpen Univ., KFA, CISE Milan, MPI Stuttgart, AERE Harwell, ECN Petten
Clarendon Lab. Oxford Univ., Rutherford Laboratgry'
- LASL' BNL' oRNL' Handford E'Q't-' in USA'
llo
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4: Planning
Sub-projects I rsao | " 1981 | ,1982 | 1983
Metal lurgical stabil ity
Tensile properties 45
Creep and fatigue 4'5
1 Screening tests on phase stabilit\r of austenitic steels
I Kinetics of phase transition 'I
3 Study of irradiation induced defect st|ucture
4 Preparation of on line tests | ' :
5 On line tests, in pile tests
6 Post irradiation tests
t l,l
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ADVANCED MATERIALS Area : New Energies
Programme : Fusion Technology
Project : Advanced Materials
1. Description 
.r.
This activity is tightly linked to the activities of conceptual design and ,design of the
post-JET experiments, and is meant to indicate interesting new solutions for prloblems
which seem to be rather difficult to be solved by conventional engineering methods.
This project is the continuation of the present one and should furnish experimental
data on materials up to now studied theoretically.
2. Subprojects
i
a) Application of composite materials
The aim is to prove feasibitity of fibre-reinforced materials for the copper windings in the
magnet and for the central support unit.
The envisaged activities in the field of copper windings include the manufacturing
and working aspects of the conductor carried out in collaboration with industrial
laboratories, the mechanic'al.testing of sections of the conductor, electrical resistivity
tneasurements as a function of strain, and the study of the plastic behaviour of copper-
tungsten composition.
The structural application of fiber reinforced plastics for the central coil support of a
Tokamak will require the extension of feasibility studies and the development of heavy
,sections fabrication techniques .
Charracterization at cryogenic temperatures on virgin and irradiated specinrens
is foreseen.
b) P,rotective deposit for the first wa,'l of thermonicte.ar machines and reactors
It is proposed to perform in collab,.rrbtion with IPP Garching the following tests on a
- series of candidate coating materials (W, Mo, Ti, Al, B, etc. and their carbides, nitrides and
silicides)
- 
deposition of candidate materials on austenitic steels
- 
sputtering tests on the deposits produced by"different techniques
c) Ceramics for fusion reactors
Candidates ceramic mbterials for fusion reactor applications (Al203, Si3ruo, eeO, YAG,
MgO, glasses and glass ceramic) witl be characterized and irradiated by X and gamma rays,
- high energy electrons, light and heavy ions. Amorphization, compaction, swelling and
mechanical stresses induced at extreme damage densities will be studied and correlated
to basic irradiation behaviour. Measurements of the electrical properties of these
materials are also foreseen. \
3. External collaborations
Collaboration is envisaged with . : ' IPP Garching for sputtering experiments.
AERE - Harwell for irradiations
MASPEC-CNR - ltaly for preparation of ceramics
University of Genova - ltaly for metal - ceramics
; interface effects
European Industries (lRD, Newcastle, Montedison, Napoli, etc.)
- B 36.-
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4. Planning
LTU
,Sub-proiects | 1e8o | 1e81 | 1es2 | rgss
Composite materials
. Coatings
, 'Ceramics
t. !
.1 Preparationof'specimens2 Mechanical tests
' 3 Evaluation of resufts
; i."orrr,il" 
"i"".,i"gr - Sputtering ."f,urir.nt, at Garching5 Optical r.usrre.rnts
'6 Conduc,tivity measurements
.4
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CYCLOTRON OPERATION - Area : New Energies
Programme : Fusion Technology
Project i Cyclotron Operatton
1. Description
The MC-40 cyclotron,'presently under construction by Scanditron.ix, should be installed
at JRC-lspra fluring the first half of 1980. The cyclotron'is going to be dedicated to
the simulation of the radiation damage in materials of a thermonuclear fusion reactor ,
by energetic light ion irradiation {p, d and He ions).
2. Activities
During the present pluriannualprogram only three beam lines will be equipped with the
magnetic lenses, beam viewer, beam profile monitor and vacuum system, up to the 
-
irradiation areas. ,
The set-up of other beam lines has to be included in the multiannual program
1980-1 983.
At the end of ifre project the following facilfties should be available:
- lrradiation chamber for post-irradiation testing and structural inve.stigations
- Chamber for creep- testing during irradiation 
,
- lrradiation facility for on-line resistivity measurements
- Chamber for fatigue testing
- Facility for measurement of dielectric losses and electrical conductivity in insulating
materials
- lrradiation chamber for gas implantation.
3. External collaborations
- K.F.A. J0lich, for cyclotron irradiation experiments
- Hahn-Meitner Institut, Berlin, for coinliuter control of cyclotron operation
t ('{
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4. Planning
Astivities | 1980 | 1s81 | 1e82: I 1983
Cyclotron operation I
1 Installation of cyclotron with three beam lines (July 1980)
2 Preliminary operation of cyclotron terminated at end March 1981
3 ' Installation of additional beam lirres and computer control of cyclotron operation
4 Design and construction of irradiation facilities
5 Installation of irradiation chamber for post irradiation analysis
6 Install'ation of computer control of irradiation facilities
7 Installation of on-line electrical resistivity, of the gas implantation irradiati,on
chamber, and of the facility for insulators materials
lls
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EUROPEAN TRITTUM LABORATORY ATEA
Programme
project
1. Description
As stated in the proposal of the '"European Programme in the field of Controlled Thermo-
nuclear Fusion" (1979-1983), presented to the CorJncil of Ministers (COM/7gl616 final),
a European Tritium Laboratory is needed to demonstrate the capability of safe and reliable
handling of important amounts of tritium in a post-JET devjce.
One of the main tasks of this laboratory will be the examination and qualification, from
safety and licenslng points of view, of the main components and systems related to the
tritium handling. The experience and capabilities of the JRC-lspra in safety problems and
heavy water reactors operation qualifies it for a contribution to the realisation of such
a European tritiurn laboratory. '
2. Activities
It is proposed to carry-on exploratory work in order to identify the problems related
to a facility mainly intended for safety assessment and qualification of components
and systems. This work will include the analysis and some fxperimental testing of
units of commercially available components, systems and assembling techniques in the
field of tritium handling and mnfinement, and its control, taking inio accdunt also materjals
behaviour, such as embrittlement and permeation phgnbrnena or efficiencies'and stand-
times of catalysts for hydrogen gas purification from impurities such as C (H, D, T)4
and N (H, D, T)3.
3. External cotlaborations
Tight collaboration with the laboratories and industries dealing with tritium handling,
development of components and optimisation of processes (CEA, KfK - JOlich, etc.)
Connection with design people of post-JET machineb
Early contacts with Institutions and Authorities responsible for Safety and Health Physics(in particular: th'e italian DISP-CNEN).
New energies
Fusion technology
European Tritium Laboratory
t
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4: Planning
Activities I 1980 'l 1981 | 1s82. . I , 1983
Europen tritium laboratory 1 
-)
1 
. 
Analysis of technologlY
,.'2 Preliminarydesign
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SUMMARY TABLE
.rt
PROGRAMME : 8.3. THERMONUCLEAR FUSION TECHNOLOGy
* Research staff of 30 were allocated to the corresponding
programme in the period I9]7-1980.
{
u1
Project Specifj-c Appropriationsoperating rnvest- 
r contractsl rota]expendit. I ments I -."------lI
Research
staff
1. Conceptual design stu-
dies on fusion reactor 244 1.V6 ieo 15
2. Blanket technology : . ZSS
studies 384 ro2 74! 10
3. Studies on strudturat i
material-s i 511 - 722' .619 t852 18
4. Studies on advanced
materials 25s 270 153 518 q
5. Operation of the
cyclotron 525 ,B30 .1i.53 .10
6. Tritium testing
laboratory ro'2 'l A.) t+4 5
TOTAL r650'
I22BB I 10s0i' 4988 63x
1 oQn .350 1610 233 2193
1 981
.409 4qq' '334 r238
rYoz
_433 183 2BB 904
458 653
!17
* ', 
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OPTNION OF THE CCF
ON THE DRAFT,PROPOSAL.FOR A FOUR-YEAR PROGRAMME 198O-1983
OF THE JRC
ON THERMONI'CLEAR FUSION TECHNOLOGY
I. The CCF has examined the draft proposal for a research
prograrnme (1980-83) of r-he JRC,on thermonuclear fusion
technology.
2. On fusion reactor studies, the CCF approves the proposed
prograrnme. with the following comments I
conceptual studies, inclusive of pafticipation in the
post JET definitj-on workr'dre important and could.be
reinforced,
these studies should include an evaluatiqn of the po-
tential of hybrids for the European Communities.
This opj-nion is not shared by the NL and UK delegations.
3. On materials sorting and development, the CCF agrees with
the substances of the JRC proposals, and insists on the
priority to be given to the t LrrrzaElon f the cyclotron,
whose successful operation could'contribu.te to prepare
fspra for future work using new installations such as
. an Intense Neutr:on Source.
4. On the question of tritj-um, the majority of the delegations
expressed their support to the minimum proposal put forward
by the JRC, i.e. the immediate launchlng of exploratory
studies to prepare a further assessment, to be made in due
time in common with the Associationsr oo the possible set-
ting up of a European Tritlum Laboratory
The French delegation proposes to limit these studies
within the framework of conceptual studies
tB.q. HIGH TEIVIPERAIURE |vlATERIALS
trlr
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8.4 . , High Temperature lvlaterials
This programme, which was stairted relatively recently, .is
intended to promote wi'thin the Community the development
of the high-temperature materials required for future energy
technologies.
This programme consists of three projects
- the first project concerns the High-temperatur.e materials
information centre. This project.will be centred on the
ffion and the development of close contacts
with national and industrial energy programmes making use
of high-ternperature material-s. This activity, should fromote
co-operation between'the various research organizations in
this fieldi
- the title of the second project is Materials and engineering
studi-es. It is the result of a conc
research areas of the present progranme on materials used in
some energy technologies such as coal conversion, the petro-
chemical industry, nuclear process heat and solar energy con-
version. The studies carried out wil1,be centred on mechanical
. behaviour in corrosive atmosphereS at high temperatrrre, wLth
the aim of improving the life-time predictions of structures
working in such conditions. The work wilt include studies on
. cofrosion' creeP, creep-fatigue interaction, 
.behaviour of coatings,deflection tests, etc. under such experimental conditions that
th'e correLation between laboratory results and industrial prac-
tice can be established;
- the third project deals wittr a High-temperature malerials data
bank. The need for such a bank has been evaluated in a recent
stuay carried out by an engineering consultancy firm. The ob-jective of this project is to set up a data bank containing
evaluated data on mechanj-cal properties and corrosion resistance
of alloys used j-n conversion plants. l
The results of a first study on the possible orientations foy
the project for a large test f?cility 4s well as the small
manpower available for it have resulted. in this project being
restricted to an activity in the information centre (project l)
in the next multiannual progralnme
l7D
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HfGH TEMPERATURE MATERIALS Theme j Future fe{ms of ftiergy
INFORMATION CENTRE Programme : Higth femperature Iulaterials
Project : - HTM Information Centre
1. Description
The objectives of the. project are the
- 
provision of information service functions to the European HTM
community
- encouragement of co-'operation.
The following fields will be covered :
- ener.gy conversion e.9.. coal gasification, nuclear probess
heat, solar energy, thermonuclear fusion, etc
- energy conservation in conventional high temperature
technologies e.g. petro-'chemistry..
The goal of th6 project is to provide the HTM progranme with a
"soft-ware" tool for achievinf above mentioned objectives.
It will buitd upon the experience gained during the 77/80 progralnme
perj-od with the Meeting'Point projects
The objectives will be achieved through a set of processes leading-
to the following r-esults:
Processes 
. 
Results 
t
a) Information excheing'e : ionferencesroollbquia
b) Information collection : Sirrveys, inquiries
c) Information dissemination ,' : White.Book, bulletins,
Newsle-tler' P roceedings
d) Information transfer : Training courses/seminars
e) Information storage . Inventory of on-t;oing research
f) Animat
2. External collaboration
a) tiset:s, producers and. research as well .as stahdards. organisations
active in the field.
b) Learned societies in member states. (metals, corrogion, etc.).
lzl
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3. Timing
Sub-project 1980 1981 1982 1983
Information Exchange
Information Collection
InformationDisseminationr 6 ,5 6 6 5 6
Information Ts4ns5s3 77
Information Storage
, t European Eonference i.n co-operafion with European Collrosion Federation
2 International conference on HT Atloys
3 Colloquj-a on specific HTM R & D problem areas
4 Enquiry on on-goi-ng research j-n,HTM field (questionnaire)
5 Edition of up-dated White Book
5 Publication of tutletins in reqular intervals
7 rmplementatj-on of traininq scheme: 3 courses and semj-nars per year
B fmplementation of permanent inventory on on-going research(obtained through 4)
8'
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I\4ATERIALS AND ENGINEERING Theme : Future". Forms of Energy
STUDIES Programme : High Temper.ature Materials
Project : Materials&Engineering
Studies
1. Description
The work aims to provide a materials understanding which enables
improved assessments to be made of the lifetime of structures operating
in the Corrosive environments associated with high temperature
processes and energy conversion systems of future importance, including
coal conversion, petrochemicalr. nuclear process h€at, 6igh lemperature
r,eactor, sclar power and nuclear f'usion. Contact will be maintained
.with the other JRC projects requiring HTM information.
To satiBfy these aims, the project will be concerned with aspects of
corrosion, creep and creepy'fatigue interaction. To enable this 
,
materials science based information to be transposed into an engineering
context some mullj-axj.al tests will be performed.
The industrial applications involve reaction vessels, pipes etc. and
are.likely to have gas turbines associated. The materials will therefore
include representative Fe, Ni and Co base alloys with appropriate
coalings. The industrial operating environments. are characterLzed by
the presence of carbon, oxygen, sulphur compounds and may have" other
complexities. Temperatures range 600 to 10O0oC . The systematic
work wilI simulate the'se conditi.ons.
2.,sub-projects
a) Corrosion and Protection Studies
Study of the kinetics of corrosion on base material, coatings and
weldments will provide corrosion information suitable for extrap-
olation to industrial components. 
.
b) Creep '"-"rl Fatigue Studies
Studies of the deformation mode and fracture mechanism of selected
alloys and weldments under static and cyclic uniaxial and multlaxial
creep conditions.will assist life time evaluatj-on.
3. External collaboration
Collaboration with users and producers of high temperature alloys,
safety authorities etc. in,the relevant fields.
. B 50 
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4. Timing
Stb-project 1980 1981 L9B2 1983
Corrosion and Protectd-on
Creep .and Fatigue 5678910li'
1 Corro,sion results in carburising, .oxidising, sulphidising I
- atnospheres en first gr:oup of materials (Alloy.BOOH, 25/35/ (Nb-,w)
i .-:, 
^^:Hastelloy X, IN139, HSl.88)
2 Erobion test results on selected materials and coatings in
- carburising, oxidising, .sulphidising atmospheres
. 3 Corrbsion and erosion'te,st results on.selected materials and
coatings in more complex gas atmosphere
A
= Irlformatj-on on corrosion and proteclion-mechanismo for lifetime
estimation l
. 
5 Creeg test results in carburising, o>-<1fising, sulphidising
: a.tmosphere for a selected materj-al .
6 Plain tube,creep tests (pressure, end and lhermal l,oads,| ' temperature, inert envi.ronment). Sonstruction of environmental
I ^rA-rigs for complex loads
7 , Results obtained on LCF tests in carburising/oxidising
atmosphere
8 Creep tests on welded tubes, conditions as (6) and ^olain tubetests on engironment4l rigs
O /--oon 
-hzll €^+i ^,,
' 
Creep and fatigue results in more complex atmosphere
10 Creep tests on welded t.ubes with environmental simulation
11 Information on cieep and fatigue mechanisms f,or life.time
estimation together wit.h preliminary conclusions on complex.
stress behaviour
-.851 -
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HIGH TEMPERATURE MATERIALS Theme : Future Eorms of Energy
DATA BANK Programme : High f;emperature Materials
Project : Hign' Temperature Materials
Data Bank
1. Oescription
The gbjective of this project is -the implementation of a data bank.
The target is focused on evaluated materials data related to
mechanical and corrosj-ve properties of alloys which are used
in energy conversion plants (complementary to IITM progranme R & D
projects candidate materials: Alloy 800 group and 25 I Cr, 35 I Ni
+ Nb or W).
The goal for the operational data bank is the provision of
- an instrument for the identification of areas where research
' in data generation warrants stimulation, and
- service function to users
A two step approach will be followed:
Step a) Preliminary demonstration phase:
- Identificati6n of data sources
- 
Initiation of daLa col.Iection and formatting action
- 
Publication of a demonstration output (hand'book)
- Testing user's reaction and user sensibilisation
- Design of j-mplementation phase (assistance JRC Ispra)
- Establishment of data evaluation functions
Step b) tmptementation phase:
- Utilisation of JRC Ispra, depart. A,. facilities and
assistance (soft-ware (ADABAS) and hard-war'e) for data
inputl storage and retrieval function
- System testing
- 
Demonstration of system operation
- 
Operation
2. External collaboration
Users, producers and research organizations involved in'the field.
(z{
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3. Timing
'Sub-projectg '1980 1981 re*? !983
Preliminary demonstration
'period r' 2 4
Implementation data bank
(experimental operation)
I
.l
-------:------
3 6',7
1 Data collection
2 Data formatting
3 Data bank design
. 4 Demonstration handbook
5 Evaluatrol process
"6 Implementation
7 Demonstration: deta bank operation
' B Continuous operatic,;t
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SUMMARV TABLE
PROGRAI"ME : B.4. IIIGH TEMPERATURE MATERIALS
* Research staff of 35 .hrere alloca bd to the corresponding
progrdmme in the period 1977-I9BO.
171
Drn ionf
. Specific Appropriations)perating Invest-
:xpendit.. 
, 
ments 
,contracts , 
T9tal Researchstaff
1. Information centre 153 164 J.L I 5
2. Materials & engineerdnr
studies 966 867 r40 1973 '?n
3. Data bank 34r s36 B:77 J
TOTAL r4{o0 867 840 3167 - 3Bx
1 980 305 3s0 25r : 946
1 981 346 2'47 259 dsz
LY6Z 392 131 216 729
417 r39 tl4 '670
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ADVISORY COMMTTTEE ON PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT
. "HIGH TEMPERATURE MATERIALS''
STATEMENT
The Advisory Committee for Progfarnme Management 'rHigh Tempe-
rature Materi.als" met on February 8th/9th.t,1979, under the
chairmanship of Mr.".K. Halpin to examine on the request of
the General Advj-sory Committee, the Commission's proposal
for Theme 8.4. "High Temperature Materials" of the .Joint
Research. Centrer s 1980-I983 multi-annual research programme.
The Committee declared itself,satisfied with the scope and
scalb of the proposed High Temperature Materials programme,
taking into account the limited staff and budget available;
The Committee underlines the importance of problems in high
temperature materi'a1s technology. Ln thiS respect, several
members would support proposals to increase the progranme
to include other fields.
Furthermor€ 1 'the Committee welcomes the degree of coIl'abor-
ation and integration so far achieved between the programme
and Community industries and projects. It looks forward'to
a continuation and if possible, enhancement of this cooper-
at.ion, leading to a more precise definition of'specific aims
and priorities as the programme develops
Within the context of this programme, the Committee believes
efforts applied to materials for thermonuclear fusion to be
untimely.
'Regarding a large component t€st facility, the Committee
notes that with the resources, available, construction is
not proposed. However, it agrees,thaf the mattgr of large
scale test f,acilities be further reviewed in the course of
the new programme.
-856
The Committee agreed in prir\ciple to the proposals for the
HTMrnformhtionCentre.Thetit1eof''informationstora9e'
should be replaced by "inventory of research-progralnmes".
The Committee agrees to the proposal for Material and
Engineering Studies a4d supports the intention to continue
work leading to the understanding of material behaviour in
conditions common to a number of applications and would
welcome increased links with relevant eng.ineering projects
and aspects within the Community. It. is understood lhat
: 50the work at present undertaken 
"in connection with Cost
round II will continue until the conclusion of Lhe present
agreement.
The Commiftee entirely agrees with the' proposal for the
High Temperature Materials Data Bank and welcomes its in-
;itial concentration on er small number'of materials.
The Committee is encouraged, when'preparing its opinion,
by the progress bei.ng meLde in the present programme "' i
I11
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C, STUDY AND PROTECIION OF THE ENVIRONI'|IENT
lzrl, la
C,1. PROTECTION OF THE ENVIRONIVlENT
il
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C.1. Protection of the Environment
2
This programme is esSentially a contlnuation of the current
progranme, which is further concentrated and includes a new
emphasis on industrial chemical substances. This emphasis isjustified by the worldwide concern about environmental chemicals,
and by regulation of their use. elt the activities of this
progranme are.dedicated to supporting the Comnission's services'
in 'establishing "criteria d.ocumentqrt, the prograrune itself being
prepared and executed in ctrose co-operation with the indirect
action proEramme in the same field. 
_
In the area of chemLcals there are five projects :
- 
ECDIN (Environmental Chemical-s Data and Infotrmation Network)
dealing with the collection and computer storage of environ-
mentally relevant data on industrial chemicals, predominantly
otganics, in the categories of'nomenclature, manufacture, use,
fate, effects and legislatl-on. ECDIN started as a pilot
project in L973. It is intended to make if the "information
backbone" for the practical impJ-ementation e; a number: of
directives and regulations of the Community.
It is proposed :
a) to make ECDIN progressively operational, giving priority to the
neef,s of the Commission, as. for instance to the directive of
4 May 1976 on the discharge of dangerous substances into water
and to the (draft) modlfication of the 6th amendment of the 1967
directive on classification of dangerous substances.
b) to give priority access to users within the.Cornmunity in the
period 1980-83.
,c) to build up the network of EcDrN partners for continuous input,
filling-up and updating of data.
d) to give access to ECDIN mainly through EURONET.
e) to carry out rgsearch essentially on priorization of chemical
testing , structure activity relationship and linking of
distributed data bases. Such'a data bank is'not only an inform-
ation system, but also allowg for the'identification of research
areas and for setting priorities in research.
- 
Exposurd to chemicals : this proposal .deals with the fate (pathway
degradation) and concentrations of individual'chemicals to which
man and environment are exposed. Exposure data are the basis of
risk analyse.s. Calculations of degradation constants will be
'converted into exposure through models (work mostly to be done by
contract). Cases of real exposure will be measured in the frame-
work of the subproject Indoor Pollution. Qualitative and qu4nti-
tativedeterminatio''orffiswi11bemadeinprivate
117
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homes, schools, departmeSrt stores, and possibly occupational
environments. If justi.fied by analytic4l results a test charnber
to isolate sources trquld,be cQnstructed.
The laboratories of,Organic ChemistrY in the Petten Establistrment
have speeialized in the preparhtion of standard reference materlal.s
and in reference analytical.methods for organic chemical substanc€rs.
These aetivities, which should continue essentially atong lhe samer
Iines together *ith research on toxic organics which may migrate
from potrlureric packaglnE materials into. foodsluffs, will be carried
out in the subproject --Chemical Pioducts Organics
Finally, within the "Actioi Prograqune o- Safety and Health at Work"
decided by.the Council 
'tn 29 June 1978, the Commission (Difectorat,e-General for Employment and Socihl Affairs) ig considering the possi-
bility of Slreposing to the ACPM Speclfie research actions whiCh the
.TRC would carry out.
Air quality : this proJect represents essentially the prbsent activity of
'"Particle Fbrmation". It deals with gases and particles,
result,from the reactions between nitrogen oxidesr ozone
hydrocalbons (ot noth a,nthropogenic and biogenic origin),
the influence of ultraviolet radl-ation
Water quality : this project dgals with the analysis; of organic
micropollutants in water with emphasis'on coupling of liquid
chromatographlt and mass spectrometry, and with some bioindicators
.for water pollutants
Heavy metals pollution, exposure and health effects :the levels
of exposure to heavy metals in specific situations wi.ll'be
evaluated and the metabolism and the biochernical effects of these
metals together. with the extrapolati-on of experiments on animals
' to m4n will be studied. The special situations envj-sagied are '
'the productlon of energy, the incineration of munici-pal wastel ther
domestic environment and possibly the use of fertilj-zers.
In additign to these activi-ties a project in the field of nower
ecolog'y will be executed:
Environmental funpact of power plants ; this project.is restricted
to the measurement and description of nftrogen oxid.es and sulfur
. 
dioxide concehtrations in.the vicinity of ionventional pgwer plants,
using available remote and in'situ measurement techrri{ues.
This activity filt,be carried out in collaboralion vrith the
corresponding Indirect Action.prograrune"
which
and
under
L )'l
ECDIN
on "texposure" criteria.(ii) Prediction of the toxicity of
techniques used in the design
3. External collaborations
Study and Protection of the
Environment
Environmenta l' Protection
ECDTN
new'substances (extensi.on of QSAR
of new pesticides).
:ca
, Area
rrogramme
Project
2.
a)
1. Deseription
During the pilot phase of ECDIN (E nvironmental Chemicals Data and lnformation Network)
were defined: the fiefds of investigation, the mode of representation of data,
and the storage procedures and updating of data relating to chemical compounds liable to
enter and affect the environment. The proposed ECDIN project consists of a transition \
from a pilot phase to an operational one.
Two stages are foreseen:
a) Establishment of an operational ,rrr"rn:*o:rnrri th. requirements of the services of
the Commission (directiveg on dangerous substances and waste and others (1g80 
- 
1gS1)
b) Setting up of an operational system for the requirements of the Member States ahd other
interested organisations (,|982 
- 
19ffi)
Subprojects '
Data coll€ction for the substanges appearing in existing directives.
b) Further d.evelopment of the ECDIN syste$ to accomodate the probable
needs,of proposed directives or rnodificati,.ons of existing directives.
c) Continued data collection for other environmental chemicals using
easily available data.
d) Creation of an input network for ECDIN using as network partners.
specialised institutes having existing data files, bibliographic
systems or expeftise in one of the fields cdvered by ECDIN
e) Provision of access to ECDfN primarily through EURONET but also
' through local searching of the rdata bank by staff on the ECDIN central
unit.
f) Development of techniques which witl be useful in conjunction with the
ECDIN data bank. 
,Research, topics to include :
(i) Establishment of priorities for testing chemical substances based
ECDIN h4s been conceived as a netlrrork. This'implies collaboration with all
the 13 indirect action contractors and with numerous laboratories in the
Member States (e.S. DABAV,IAS, Dortmund; L.F.U., Karlsruhei INSERM, Paris;
I.D.I.S., Bielefeld, etc.). with several U.S. laboratories and with inter-
national organisations such as UNEP and fLO.
v=-
4. Planning
*\{
sub-proiectsl1980l1981ltsazl1983
a,
d-
z'
I Commission Services
2 Public Services
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INDOOR POLLUTION Area : Study.and protection of the environment
;;:iJ:l" ;' Eil:::::"l:":,il;::i:' ""
S.ubProject: . Indoor PoLtution
1. Description
lndoor air pollution in residential, administrative and public buildings (e.g. schools) as
well as in traffic vehicles and its effectS on man have been only occasionally studied so far,
though it would appear easier to study a close'environment as compared to an open
environment.
Two research lines are proposed:
a) Inventory of indoor polfution sources (heaters, paints, dishes and glasses, chemical
products for cleaning)
b) Analysis of pollutants and characterization of polltrtants sources
2. Subprojects
a) lnventory of pollution sources in connection with the program proposals ECDIN and
Hear,ny Metals Pollution / Exposure and Health Effects
b) Measuring campaigns in order to
- establish indoor pollution levels in the above mentioned envirlnments
- check whether typical pollution patterns exist
identify "riew chemicals" of environmental concern
- to get hints on important indoor pollution sources
c) Construction of a test chamber for indoor pollution sources
d) Characterization of indoor pollution and establishment of c:ncentrrtiln laws as a
' function of identified conditions (materials, air changements)
3. External collaborations'
Collaboration with interested laboratories within the Community is envisaged. First
contacts with TNO, Delft have been established
-c6:
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CHEMICAL PRODUCTS 
- 
ORGANTCS
1. Desription
: Study and Protection ofthe
Environment
Programme : Environmental proiection
Project : 'Exposure to' c hemi ca I s
Subproj ect: Chemi ca I ProductsT
0rgani cs
Area'
'
The efficient control of .air, water and domestic pollution by organic chemicals rests on
two essential requirements: the existenc€ of analytical methods of sufficient sensitivity
and precision and the availability of reference materials of suitable purity to calibrate
rnethods and apparatus. Fields of special interest are the control of carcinogenii
materials (polyaromatic hydrocarbons and,their derivatives, polychlorinated hydrocarbons
and other potentially toxic chemicals) in.the environment (air, water) and the determination
of toxic organic products (plastic additives) whicfi may enter foodstuffs from polymeric .
packaging'materials. Some work is to be carried out on radiochemical characterization of
polymers, too. In the first case the organic chemicals vfhich are to be controlled effectively
have to be made available in sufficient quantities and purity grades to allow their identification
and quantitation in environmental samples
In the area of domestic pollution, the development of reliable methods of analysis and
measurement is a first requirement, followed by the provision of suitable calibration
and reference materials.
The experirnental work is to be complemented by a scientific information group.
2. Subprojects 
" ,
a) Analytical methods and calibration materials .
- carcinogenic materials (polyaromatic and polychlorinated hydrocarbons and
derivatives)
- polymeriq materials (antioxidants, plasticisers, dyestuffs, r.adiation chemistry of
polymers)
h) Scientific information office
- to carry out surveys and evaluate future needs in^ this field
- to organize working parties, conferences and courses on related subjects
3. Externdl collaborations
Close and efficient collaboration with-many expert (public se,rvice and research)
laboratories in the EC on thbse subjects has been established and is to,be continued.
Remark: some of these activities can be incorporiated into theme
. 
*specific Support tb sectoral activities of the Commissionl'
[)t
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' 4. Planning
Sub-projects | 1980 | 1981 | 1982 l. 1983
Carcinogenic and other toxic
Materials
Scientific information office 5 At-, 417 6
1 Methylchrysenes/sulfulcontainingheterocycles
2 Antioxidants; plasticisers, polychlorinated biphenyls
3 Gring polyaromatic hydrocarbons, rJyestuffs
4 Nitrogen containing heterocycles, radiation characterizaiion of polymers
5 Workshop
6 Scientific conference
7 Safety course
rt
| 
'to
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AIR OUALITY Area : Study. and Protection of the
' Environment
Programme : Environmental Protection
Project I Air Quatity
1. Description
The project proposes a global study of the complex air pollution system: the.combined
effects of the primary natural and anthropogenic emissions and the analysis of the
transformations which they undergo due to chemicdl and photochemical reactions.
The knowledge of the physico-chemica! behaviour of atmospheric pollutants (chemical
products) is essential in order to establish "air quality criteria", which regard the
relations between concentration and the associated adverse effects, and to develop a
strategy for pollution control.
2. Subprojects
a) Analysis of atmospheric pollutants (concentration, type, chemical composition)
b) Chemical and photochemical reactions (in situ infrared spectroscopy with
Fourier Transform for the measurements of organic nitrogenous and oxygenous
compounds)
c) Mutagenic Test (in order to evaluate the correlations between carcinogenic
. and mutagenic activity of certain pollutants selected by contracts to specialized
laboratories)
3" External collaborations
l-aboratories of the concerted action, organized by DG Xll under the same heading
(8 countries):
4. Planning
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WATER OUALITY .Area : Study and Protection of the
Environment
Progiam.me : Environmental Protection
Project : r,rratei Quaiity ,-
1. Description
To establish water quality criteria then standards, analytical methods must be developed
and the pollution effect on man,animals and plants must be studied. This project
proposes thrpe research directions:
a) lmprovement of analytical methods for identifying traces of organic compounds
not detectable by means of the gas chromatography commonly used.
b)Studyofthechemicaltransformationandthefateofwaterpo||utants'
c) Development of global response bioindicator-systerns able to give warning
{sensitive to organic and mineral pollutants that may be identified by chemical
. 
methods)
2. Subprojects
a) ldentification of compounds that are difficult to detect (about,p0%)
b) Development of automatic methods for identifying and quantifylng the overmentioned
. 
compounds Jthese methods will be based onanalytical references:, mass.spectra,
retention index)
c) Combination of methods of liquid chromatography at high pressure and mass-spectrometry
to improve analytical methods
. 
d) Measurements oi tne pollutant toxicity on some bio-indicator-species in laboratory
conditions
e) Measurements of the pollutant toxiciiy in semi-natural conditions. t
3. Externaf coffaborations a
- M.B.A., Plymouth
- University of Parma i
- FBAW, U,K. I
- lnstitut fljr Wasser und Abfallwirtschaft, Karlsluhe.
- Participants to the Cost action 64 b.
t41
: C'L2 '
4. Planning
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HEAVY METAL POLLUTION: ' Arr. : Study and protection of the environment
EXPOSURE AND HEALTH EFFECTS Programme : Envircnmental protecti3n
Project : lieaw metal nollut.ion
Expolure a-nd"health effects
.:
1. Description
Thi technologicaldevelopment has raised new problems in the frame of heavy metals
toxicology at traces level.
ln order to establish environmental quality standards for heavy metals (HM), it is necesary
. to study by an integrated approach:
- The problems of HM emission from different pollution sources (fuels, propellents, burned
' 
wastes, food, land, fertilizers, etc.)
- The distribution and relevance HM pollutants in the environment, in relation to the
natural HM content,of the biosphere
- The HM exposure levels to individuals and populati:ns, and the corresponding biochemical,
physiological and pathological significance
The proposed activity, which is strictly coordinated with national activities at the Community
level, deals essentially with two points:
- The study of dose-effect relationships for different HM, independently of the emission
sources
The study of specific exposure situations of high pribrity for the Community Action
Programme on the environment ,
During the prograrrne period the subproject ILE (I977-BO programme) wilt be
continued.
. 
2. Subprojects
a) Study of heafth effects (metabolic behaviour, bi:chemical effects)by means of nuclear
and radiochemical techniques, wfrich are not comrnonly available to biochemical laboratories
- Data collection and critical analysis
- Laboratory experiments on small mammals
- Biochemical experiments on human tissues
b) Study of specific exposure situations, based on the critical pathways approach
- Chemical analysis (neutron activation, spectrochemical techniques, X-ray fluorescence,
mass spectroscopy)
Evolutibn mode'ls for HM in the biosphere
3. External'collaborations
- A11 contractants engaged in the corr"esponding action of the Environment
and Radioprotection indirect action programme'
- A11 contractants of the Environment and Consumer Protection Service
- Several universities
Electricity producers (8, UK, EIR)
Several national laboratories (E.G., VGB-Essen, NCB-Middlesex)
'- c L4- t"t
,Sub-projects I tgeo l. 1981 | 1982 I . 1983
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b
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ENVIRONIVIENTAL IMPACT OF POWER PLANTS
Area : Study and Protection of the
Environment
Prograrnme : Environmental Protection
Proje'ct : Environmental lmpact of
Power Plants ..
1. Description
The increasing energy demand makes economically interesting low quality fossil fuels,
- 
in particular high sulphur coals. This factrrequires a better knowledge on dispersion
' of pollutants releasbd from electrothermal power plants into the atmosphere (particularly
SO z and NO*) This project consists to simulatg and describe the dispersion of these
pollutants in atmosphere in order to help the definitio'n of air quality standards near
power plants and to make easier the studies of the possible impact of gven more
pgwerful plants.
2. Subprojects
a) Selection of typical power plants (geographical,'meteorological, or.ographic, etc.
criteria )
b) Measurement of parameters interesting dispersion models (experiments in situ
using'Cdspec, Teletec, Lidar, Tracers. and long duration campaigns)
c) Data processing and developrlent models
d) Evaluation of the "dispersion capacity" of the site
3. External collaborations
- National electric companies
- 
.KFK, Karlsruhe
- University of Munich
- DFVLR, Garmisch
- CNR, Turin/Rome i
IFA Bologn a
It
JPI.(
- 
L lo
.t
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SUMMARY TABLE
PROGRAMME : C.l PROTECTION OF THE ENVTRONMEIfT
tr Research staff. of 80 were allocated to the corresponding
programme in the period 1977-l9BO.
Project Specific Appropriations'onera!'-1{ rnvest-1 conrracrd. To,tarexpenorEl menEs t I Researchstaff
1. ECDIN 63 LZ5 2138' 2316 25
2a Indoor pollution r25, 128 64 JI T- -
2b Organic substances 268, 2tL 25 504 I
3. Air quatity 362 t99 t25 686. 18
4. Water quality 125. 52 187, 10
5. Heavy metals
pollution 31't' 62- 60 Aa1 15
6. Impact on the env.
of power, plants 1.22 t)I 183
TOIAL 1376 787 2473 , 4636 90*
1 980 401 244 654 1299
1 981 426 222 847 1 495.
1982 368 209 590 LT67
1 983 181 I,t2 382 o/5
11,1
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT
. 
''ENVIRONMENT AND RESOURCES''
OPINION OF'THE ACPM ''ENVIRONMENT AND RESOURCESII
ON THE PROGRAMME PROPOSAL "PROTECTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT'' AND
''S.EA PROTECTIONI'
(the'latter is part of th.e programme "Remote Sensing").
:
1. The Advisory Committee approves thg general outline and
balance of the proposed,prograflrme. Nevertheless it for-
.mulates priorities for execution of the programme, and
a few minor changes t.o the initial conditions which it
'considers would be easier to achieve in collaboration
with the JRC if. the decisi.on of the Council of Ministers
is framed in general enough terms
The priorities and changes are detailed in the following.
2. ECDIN
The Comnittee generally recomrnends that ECDIN become
operational as soon as possible on thp basis of 
-the
d,ocument "summarlr of the ECDIN Proposaln'of 15.2.]-g7g,
giving priority to the support of existing directives
and to the preparation of an inventory of existj-ng
'industrial chemj-cals. During this programme period the
network of /nember state nodal points should be esta-
blished'. The Committee considers that the resources
detailed in the proposa! are barely adequite for the
purposes described.
This is especially evident in the'contracts for data
collectj-on although contributj-on fiom direct and in- :
direct actions are in balance. A sirbstantial supplement
to'this funding should be sought from co-ordinated/con-
certed actions and by users, particularly in the Com-
mission
-c20-
More research 3hou1d be done concerning. user groups
before setting up an operational system to meet the
requirements of the member states and other interes-
ted organizations.
lr(,
3. The Cormnittee welcomed the two
(Indoor Pollution at Ispra and
Organics'at Petten).
They recognize the relevance of
to the Envirrcnment progranrme.
proposals on "exposure"
Chemical Products
the Petten'proposal
4. The introdr-lction of mutagenj-c screenihg in ttre Air
Quality project should be preceded by intenser consulta-
tj-on with the Contact Group Muta$enicity.
Although eiccepting a reduction in the size of the pro-
ject, the study of the Po VaI1e14 (anthropogerric,/bio-
genic sources of pollution) should not be abandoned
immediately,
The s.tudj-es of eutrophication should not be etbruptly
stopped" The evaluation of ecotoxicological effects of
Chemicals in water sh.ould be done in the fianrework of
the corresponding ind.irect and concerted actj-ons
6. Mention should be made of.the intention to bring the
ILE experiment to a useful conclusj-on in the programme
period.
7. The Committee recommends. that the action on llnviron-
mental Impact of power stations be pursued as d.escribed
in the propo^saI with an early review of its services in
validating .mathematical models
8. The Committee agrees to the JRC proposal "Sea Protection",
' committ.ing 7OZ of the effort to hyd.rocarbon pollution (with
, not more than I or 2 test sites), 2OZ to support UNEP MED POL
research activities.and rO? to design a futu::e (hydrocarbon)
pollution monj-toring network for the Med.iterranean based on
remote'sensing techniques.
5,
trt
C,2 , REIVIOTE SENS I NG FROIVI SPACE
-c2t-
C.2. Remote SelginE from Space
It is proposed that the activities be timited to two research
projects only, along the lines of the present activities : one
- 'project in agriculture and one in environmental protection-
In addition, the JRC will put its know-how and its equipment
to use through promotion, assistance and education activities
in these new techniqugs. Furthermore, ad hoc centributions of the
JRC are envisaged in the field of technical assistance to those
. Developing Countries linked to the Eurbpean Community by agreements
covering scientific and technical aspects
Agriculture
. Taking into account the present experience at the JRC, it is
proposed that remote sen,sing techniqueq be applied :
- to the construction of a regional forecast'model for the grain
harvest (in Europe);
- or to the construction of a regional for.ecast modbl for rice
production ih Western Africa;
- or to a study of land'use in rural areas (in Europe), which'
could be linked to the first possibility.
A choice will have to be made between these applications, taking
into account the interest shown by,our partners and the limited
resources availabtre to the JRC. For the first two projects the
research would bear, on the feasibility of measuring bioclimatic
parameters associated with the phases of the phenotogical calendar
or the plants under.exarnination, together with the validation of
agrometeorological models developed in clqse collaboration with
competent national research institutes. The third project consists
of a comparison between the ptresent use of the land and a utilization
. optinized on the basis of measured characteristics. This res'earch'
would contribute ts the establishment'of optimum utilization maps
of the rural areas
The first project is related td agricuttural policy (DG VI) in
particular.
>roject fits into ttre general framework'of development
aid policy (DG VIII), and more specifically into the policy on
. the propo:sed financing by the European Development Fund of 4O.OOO
hectares of rice fields in the Niger Bani area
The third.projecL w<ruld be an integral part of ttre research programme
on land use and rural resources in the frame,wogk of the agricultural
policy
,I{L
ts,
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Protection of the Sea
This project consists of two parts :
the first part is devoted to evaluating the cohsiderable
quantity of informat:ion sgpplied by the Numbus-G satellite
between 1978 and 1980/8L. th" itfot*ation collected by the
czcs (Coastal Zone Color Scanner) and used under the Eurasep
project in the present progranme will be retrospectively
evaluated dnd in particular will enable studies on oceano-
graptric optics (reflection and absorption at the surface and
ifght rietds under the water sur,face) and on atmospheric
physics (fog zones) to be carried outi
the second part consists of an overall study pro;iect on the
Mediterranean'Sea in cooperation with a large number of
institutes in countries bordering it.
The JRc will provide :
r) a general framework for research in the form of working
,parties by research subject; 1
2) technical alsistance notably in rejmote sensing and
pollution sensingi
3) heavy equipment (aircraft fitted out for remote sensing
or oceanographic ships chartered by the JRC) r:r specialized
, apparatus (buoys and mobile measuring units)
The research areas considered include : evaluati,:n of marine
pollution caused by at:nospheric pollution, basic research and
monitoring of heavy metals and chlorinated hydrocapbons' the
transport of pollutants along the coast and the detection of
hydrocarbon spill.
These activiLies are to be seen in the context of a large number
of international agreements or protocols : the 1975 Barcelona
convention of which the commission is a signatory, the uNEPrs
MED-POL progralnme arrd the ProtocOl on.'Cooperation in Combating
Pollution. in the Mediterranean. ,The Environment and ConsUmer
Protection Servi6e proposed to UNIP in November l97B that the
JRC parlicipate in the Programme of Research and Continuous Moni-
toring of the Pollution in the Mediterranean Sea.
,r?
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AGRICULTURE
YIE LD FORECASTING (WHEAT)
Area : Study and protection of the environment
. l;:j'J:l" : ffT;tj:J:'?1,1f[,'j.x"i,"n (wheat)
'a
1. Description
The early forecasting of yields has today assum'ed great importance for the farming economy.
The refinement of remote sensing techniques allows us already to envisage the setting up
of a system of cereal forecasting.which is standardised, synoptical, fast and sufficiently
.precise. A methodology specially adapted to meet European requirements could be worked
out on the basis of data acquired by the new sensors which will be available in 1981 with the
second generation satellites (LANDSAT-D).
The project in question proposestthe study of yield forecasting model of wheat charac-
terised by a precision,responding to the criteria 95 - 90 (95 percent during 90 percent years). .
To achiew this, 3 axis of research are foreseen:
a) determination of ecozones (zones in which the cultivation is run on the same lines)
b) development of agrometeorological models
c) establishment of a phenological calendar
i
. 
2. Subprojects
a) Establishment of a climatic regression model (calendar time scale)
b) Establishment of a climatic regression model (mean phenological
time scale within the considered ecozone)
c) Establishment of a regression model (true phenological time scale)
d) Atternpt to establish a. biostructural model {direct relationship-reflectance-biomass-yield)
e) Availability of the methodology to users
3. External collaborations
- Several laboratories and institutes in the eight Member States already engaged in
collaboration (AGRESTE and TELLUS Projects): agronomy institutes, hydrology
and soil institutes
- International organisations: ESA, WMO, FAO
. NASA
-wz+- t tf
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a,b
d
e.
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AGRICULTURE
REGIONAL MODEL FOR RICE PRODUCTION (MALI)
Area : Study and protection of the environment
. 
Programme : Remote sensing fr:m space
Project : Agriculture - Regional model for rice
production
1. Description
The forecasting of yields has today assumed gredt importance for the agricultural economy
of developing countries (preparation of new cultivated zones, making better use of the
resources of irr.igation water, improvement of yields). RecoursO to aerospatial rernote
sensing techhiques is often necessary because of the ground organisation and its weknesses
and the difficulty of access.
The project in question proposes a study qf a hydrological mpdel of the Niger-Bani system
in order to forecast the resources of water in the swamp areas of the inland delta before
they are fed into thb rice-fields, and the study of forecast models of yield of the rice harvest
responding to the criteria 80190 (80 percent during 90 percent years). The combinatioh of
the two models should allow an estimate of productio.n in the prepared zone.
2, Subprojects ,
a) Study of the hydrological model of the inland delta (physiographic chbracters, use
' of LANDSAT imagery, platforms for hydrological data collection)
b) Establishment of a phenological calendar
c) Development of a climatic regression model (true phentlogical time scale)
d) Attempt to establish a biostructural model (relationship of direct reflectance
biomass 
- 
yield)
e) Establishment of a model for regional production *
3. External collaborations
- lnstitute sf research for tropical agriculture; Mali
- ORSTOM, Paris
- Association for Regional Development in Western Africa - Mcjpti (Mali)
- lnternbtional organisations (ESA, WMO, FAO)
- NASA
fsl
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AGRICULTURE
RURAL LAND USE
Area : Study and Protection of the
Environment
Programme : Remote Sensing from Space
Project : AgricultuJe - Rural Land Use
1. Description
The.surface area of land under cultivation in Europe is decreasing as a result of the
expansion of urbanisation, of communication,networks, of industrialisation and the
increase of pollution. In order to plan the best ways of utilising the land we must '
determine its physical capacity, both social and economic, and compare this with
its actual usage.
Today, remote sensing techniques altow us to determine synoptically and almost in
real-time a region which has to be planned
The project in question envisages three stages of research:
, .- Determination of the actual land use
- Determinatiqn of factors linked to its potential use (soil moisture, type and
structure of soil)
Preparation of thematic maps combining the data acquired by remote sensing
and those coming from other sources.
2. Subprojects
a) Measurement and analysis of the spectral signatures of land situated in rural
zones (based on systematic gr,ound truthing).
b) Processing of the data and recognition of patterns (based on the spectral
contents, the shape and con-tours, the texture).
. c) Establishment of criteria for classifying land,use (e.9. rules relative to
less-favoured areas).
, 3. External collaborations
- All the indirect action contractors in "Agricuitural Research" organized by the
' Directorate General for Agriculture
- lnternational -organisations: ESA, FAO, EARSeL/W.G.4.
- Various Community lnstitutes (e.g. Agricultural University Wageningen),
t.
-l
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SEA PROTECTION Area
Progtamme
Proj ec!
Study and Protection
the Enviroffnent
Remote Sensing from
Sea Prgtection
of
Space
Description
lhe "Sea Protection" actlvities of the rrRC consist in.two projects combining
remote sensing by sateLlites, sea truth measurement (by shore-based laboratories
as well as vessels, fixed and driftinE buoysr automatic stations) and data
concentration by satellites.
A small part of 
-the effort is allocated to soine laboratory research necessaryto characterize the pollutants and thei-r fate in the marine environment.
The scope of these projects is to assess and demonstrate the feasibiJ-ity of
an eventual permanent, global 
.system of monitoring of the European seas, based
on space-technology, which cou'ld then be built alrd operated by appropriate
organj-zations (ESA, etc...) .
2'. Sub-proj ects
Sub-project 1, :
"Continuation of the EURASEP Project with a'decrdqsing effort. In this project, 
-
emphasis has been put on sediments, gelbstoffe, chlorophyl in the northern seas
of Europe, As the Nimbus 7 satelllte has been launched at the end of'jB,
important data wLIl be collected in 1979 and processing of these data willIogically overlap rlitn tne next multiannual period.
Sub-project 2 :
Start-up of a new project, MEDEAS, with emphasis on the Mediterranean basin,
which deals with physical parameters different from EURASEP, mainly hydrocarbons,
in agr€ement with the priorities given by EEC in the frane of the MED pOL
programme of UNEP. This project will be based on TIROS N, NOAA-A, Landsat D,
Seasat B, Meteosat II observatiqn satellites a'b well a! the ARGOS system forloc;lisation and Meteosat for data concentration. The,Iack of appro-priate
radar-satellite, will be offset by using an airplane equipped with san/Sf,anfacilities.
rt wifi be. backed-up by some laboratory research on pollutants and their fate
in the marine environment.
This project could end-up with a preliminary evElu4tion of future operational
monitoring systems
3. . External colLaborations
- UNEP, Genevai MED POL Progranme, mqin_J-y MED 1 qnd, ma4ginally, MED 2 arid g.(Barceloha. Convention)
l3
fnl
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about,40 laboratories Bresently contributing in the EURASEP project.
from'lO to 20 laboratories out of the 83 partici.pating in the MED POL
erograrnire of UNEp, representing 18 border-countries of the
Mediterranean basin.
the Regional Oil Combatting centre of'Malta (UNEP)
the AIEA-Monaco Laboratory in charge of MED POL 11 (standafdization of
measurements) .
C.I.S.M. 
. 
(Conf6rence Internation4le pou4 I'Etude Scientifique de la
M6diterrande) .
4. Planning
Sub-project
(Eurasep)
Sub-project
(t,tedeas)
- c 31 lCSt-
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SUMMARY TABLE
PROGRAMME : C.2. REMOTE SENSING FROM SPACE
:k Research staff of 29 wete allocated to the coltrestr)onding
progranme in the period t977-I989
Project
Specific Appropriations
operating rnvest- contracts Totarexpendit.. mentsrll
Research
staff
1. Agriculture '525 573 445 1543 5Z
2. Protection of the sea sdt 765 255 r5l / 18
TOTAL -to22 t 338 '700 3060 50 tr
1 980 zJzl 31s 163 tt2
1 981 248 321 -t73
LY6Z 262 341 t84 't6 t
1 983 278 361 180 819
tc7
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE. ON PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT
''ENVIRONMENT AND RESOURCES..
Opinion of the ACPM for "Remote Sensingl'
,see Opinion of the ACPM ':ENVIRONMENT AND RESOURCESU
I t,1
D. NUCLEAR YIEASUREMENTS
t6f
D.1. NUCLEAR IVIEASURE|'IENTS
-D1- lbb
I
D. 1. Nuclear Measurements
This progranme, which will be carried out primarily at the Central
Bureau of Nuclear Measurements, Gee1, is in conformity with the
r6le assigned to it in the Treaty. The next programme'activity
will be centred on measurements of neritron constants and parameters.,
the determination of radionuclide characteristics, productiorr of
standards, isotopic analysi" .trd the preparation of weII defined
samples. It is also proposed that the productien and enrichment of \
certain actinide, isotopes for the preparation of isotopic reference
materials be studied; this will require the install-ation of a
magnetic separator in the laboratory. Lastly, it is proposed to
include in thLs programme the activities of the European Shielding
Information Service (ESIS) , which have hitherto.been carried out
within the data processing programne.
The progralune consists'bf three main projects :
- 
The first project deals with nuclear data measurements, using the
existing large accelerators. The study of 'lneutron data" (i.e.
data on neutron induced reactions), will be oriented on actinides,
structural materials for fission reactors, fission products,
standards, and on, fusj-on research,technology. In parallel with
this research activity, the laboratory equipment will be
improved in order to be able'to accomplish effectively its
task.
The studies on "non-neutron nuclear data" will deal with the
measurement and evaluation of data on radioaitive decay (the
accent being placed on actinides and fission productg)
and with atomic constants (notably for aspects presenting
an interest in the biomedical field)
- 
Thg second project deals with nucfear reference materials and
techniques.
The C.B.N.M. has always been active j-n the preparation of
reference materials in the following three ,:ategories :
"elementals" for the study of the physical and chemical
properties, "isotopics" for measurements using mass spectro-
meters, and "radioisotopics" for the study of isotopic
composition using emitted radiation. These referenc€ materials
are essential for the nuclear industry, and in particular
for the analyses carried out in relation to safeguards.
This activity will be continued in the next progranme r in the
co-operation with programmes A.4 Fissile Materi-al-s Control
and Management and E.2 Support to Safeguards.
-. D 2'-
The study per.formed lcy C.B,N"M.:has revealed the constant
, need of the nuclear .industry for actinide refererLce
materials. These ref'erence materihls are at prese:nt
suSiplied by organisatiops outside the Community,, which
sometimes causes irr,egul.arities in the supply. For thi.s
reason it is pro.pose,al that an effort be made in this
, prograrune to,arrive,at a later stage at a relatirre.in:.
dependence of Europe in the procurement of such ntateri.al-s.
'The first phase of flhis project c6nsists of buyirrg and
utilizing a medium:sized isotopic separator.' The. equipment
witl be utilized first for the experimental separ:ation of
stable isotopes, the:n quickly moving on.to uranium.lso-
topes'and finally plutonium isotopes. This experi.mental
progranme will be co:mpleted by an economic study of the
various options for 
.producing and-separating these lsotopes
' in Europe.
- 
The third project con.qerns th. "II=opS.n'Shieldirrg Information
.servicei' (ESIS). This activity is'centred on the dissemination
'of knowledge in the field of radiation shielding., Data are
gathered, analysed, validated and diffused., and contacts with
, 
specialist groups are promoted.
NUCLEAR DATA Area : Nuclear Measurements
Programme : Nticlear Measurements
Pro-iect : Nuclear Data
t67
1. Description
Provision of accurate data and development of improved measurement tech-
niques required for fission and fusion reactors and their fuel cyclbs by
- determinatj-on of the characteristics of neutron interactions mainly
''with fissile and fertile material of fission and fusion reactors, with
the products of such nuclear reactions, with structural, control-rod
and coolant components, with shielding materj-als and those of d.osimetric
interest, wj-th materials used as cross-section standards and those whose,
study improves theoretical und,erstanding of these processes. Neutron
sources are modernized linear and Van de Graaff accelerators and fhe
neution beam of the reactor rin-2 at scK/cEN Mot
-determinationof radionucl-ide (e.g: actinides, fission products, elements
of dosimetric, biomedicaf and enviionmental interest) decay characteris-
tics by measurement and evaluation of decay scheme data lj-ke cr-, $-, and
Y-ray ind.ensities, internal conversion coefficientsr'branching ratioi'
and hal-f-lives, of atomic constants related to X-rays, of Auger electrpn
and Coster-Kronig transitions.
2. Sub-projec-ts.
a) Neutron NucLear Data
' b) Non-Neutron Nuclear Data
3. .External collaboration
Participation in the work of international commj-ttees with nuclear data
responsibilitiesr e.g. INDC (International Nuclear Data Corunittees of
IAEA), NEAIIDd (Nuclear Energy Agency's Nuciear Data Committee).
Regular contacts and/or co$mon experiments with national laboratories
in Belgium, France, Germany, Italy,.United Kingdom.
-D4-
4. Tining
tfl
Sub;projects 1980 1981 . t982 1983
ND 1 2. 3 4
NNND' 5
1 Simulteneous thermal and high energy neutron experiments qsing
beam multiplexing system at the LINAC
2 Inproved neutron energy.resolution using post-accelerator buncher
at the LINAC
3 Improved neutron energy resolution .using post-accelerator buncher
at .the Van de Graaff
4 Automatic control of Van de Graaff accelerator
5 fnstallation of low-energy electron spectrometer'
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NUCLEAR REFERENCE MATERTALS Area ! Nuclear Measurements
& NUCLEAR REFERENCE TECHNTQUES progranrrc : Nuclear Measurements
Project :. Nuclear Reference Materials
' & Nuclear Reference Techniques
1. Description
- Development of nuclear reference techniques for the characterization
of elemelntal, isotopic and radioisotopic samples and the organization
and preparation of characterized materials for, interlaboratory
.comparisons. Development of methods ensuring traceability of safe-
guArd measurements to a conmon reference.
- Development and provision of special nuclear refereiece materials
for analytical purposes prirnarily in the nuclear industry, for
safeguards, for clinical, biomedical and environmental purposes
by preparation and'characterization of elemental, isotopic or
radioisotopic samples (e.9. bulk samples, alloys, spikes, films'
solutiohs) for major components, impurities and isotopic composition
deterriinations.
- 
Assessment of the possibilities of preparation, chemical purification
and electromagnetic isotopic enrichment of rare actinides
2. Sub-projects
' a) Materials and Techniques.
b) Study of European Production of Enriched Actinide Isotopes
3. External collaboratidn
Regular cooperative work and other contacts with national laboratories
and universities of the Community and USA, with DCS Luxembourg, with
the US Safeguards Analytical Laboratories Evaluation (SALE) progranme,
with the IAEA, with ESARDA and other international bodies Such as IRCM,
BIPM, etc.
Ln0'
4. Planning
19BO 1981 r9B2 1983Sub-projects
, Materials and
Techniques
,1 5 2 L2 3 13 764
Study of European ProQuction
of Enrished Actl-nide IsotoPes' 8 10 11
! Characterization of U metal and oxide
2. Characterizati-on of Pu metal and oxide
3 Characterization of first ml-xed U/Pu oxide
4 First Surface'reference niaterial (3IvIV VdG)
5 uompreEron of MnSO, measuqement campaign
'a
6 ComPletion of U"Oo ARM activity
.Ji'7 Spark soulce mass spectrometer for isotope dilution analysis
I Installation of nnss seParator
g Experimental uranium, isotope separation
10 Experimental plutonium isotope separation
11 Assessment of possibilities of enriched actinide pnoduction in Europe
t2 Availability of Pu/v alloys for reactor neutron dosimetry
13 Availability ofr set of'-well-characterized plutonium isotopic'reference
"materials
ta?/
EUROPEAN SHIELDING
INFORMATION SERVICE (ESIS)
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Area Nuclear Measurements
Programme : Nuclear Measurements
Project : European Shielding
Information Service (ESIS)
1. Description
Dissemination of competence in the field'of radiation shielding by
- collecting, analyzing, evaluating and cirgrrlating pertinent information,
- 
promoting contacts and close cooperation bgtween European shielding
groups concerned with performance and analysis of shielding benchmark
experiments.
2. Sub-projects
a) Assessment of Shietding Design Data'and Shietding Cod.es.
b) Shielding Data Bank and Information Disseminatj-on.
3. External collaboration
IKE (Stuttgart)
Univeristy of Hannover
UKAEA (winfrith)
CNEN (Bologna, Casaccia)
CEA (Cadarache)
RSIC (Oak Ridge Nat. Lab.)
NEA Data Bank (Saclay)
IRK (Vienna)
NDS (IAEA)
l4
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4. Planning
t1t
Sub-projects 1980 1981 1982 1983
Assessment of Shielding Design
Data and Shieldinq Codes
Shielding Data Bank and
Information Disseminatiorr
IL Conclusion of the Euracos iron benchmark experiment and comparison
with other iron benchmark experiments
2 Editing of sensitivity' cod.e. and a data-adjustment prograrnme
3 Editing of updated library with a variance-covariance matrix.
-De{UtO
SUI"LILARY TABLE
n4
PRCGRAI'IME : D.1. NUCLEAR MEASUREMENTS
Drn ionl.
1. Nuclear data
Nuclear reference
materials and techni
European shielding
information service
TOTAL
I Specific Appropriations
i.)nora:i na Tnrroca
i'P=to:1t' rirvs5u- contracts TccalFspencrE..,trencs , i
Research
qi: ff
x633 1.420
14p3 I8J2
3087 3252
204 JZ) t) 56
436 JO/l
i79
7 IO7 .113 *
Research staff of I7O were allcca bd to the correspcniing
progranme-in the perj-od f977*19EC and corresponded to the
whole of the METRE progranme (both nuclear and non-nuclear).
n"d
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON PROGRAMME IVIANAGEMENT
MEASUREMENTS, STANDAPDS AND REFERENCE TECHNIQUES (METRE)
NUCLEAR
ADVICE OF THE ACPM-METRE NUCLEAR ACTIVITIES ON
THE PROGRAMME PROPOSALS FOR THE PROGRAMME
''NUCLEAR MEASUREMENTS" 1980 1 983
During thermeeting of February 5 and 6, L979, the Advisory
Committee on Programme Management (ACPM) of METRE Nuclear
Activities examined the proposals for the 1980-I983 prograilune
"Nuclear Measurements". The advice of the ACPM has mainly
been based on the documents CCMGP-METRE Nuc1. 55/78 and CCMGP-
METRE Nucl. 45/78. A discussion was held on all proposed
investment items costing more than I00 000 EUA (CCMGP-METRE
Nucl . 58/78).
The ACPM was satisfied that the programme proposals take into
account the changing needs of the Community and are j-n agree-
ment with statutory tasks of CBNM' JRC Gebl, ds described in
the Treaty of Rome.
The ACPM gave the following detailed advice :
I. NUCLEAR DATA
I.1. Neutron Data
,, The proposals were met with general agreement and as a
whole seem well aligned to the requi-rements of the
European community. The ACPM strongly supported the
proposals for shortening the pulse on both Linac and
Van de Graaffr ds it was felt that these worrld slgnifi-
cantly j-mprove the quqlity of measurements to be made.
Apart from -the continuation of measurenents to satisfy
requirements in the field of fission reactors, the QBNM
should start the measurement of fusion data, selecting
those appropriate to the expertise of the laboratory.
t1 b
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The ACPM recognises that the actinide measurements, et
major and high priotity component of the neutron datet
proposals, are dependent on non-community sources
of supply of actinide targets of suitable mass and
purity.
L.2. Non-Neutron Nuclear Data
The proposals met with the general approval of the
ACPM. As in the past measurement and evaluation of
decay schemes and atomic constants should be guided
by the Non-Neutron Nuclear Data Request List (e.g..
CCMGP-METRE Nucl. 54/78) , should be closely related
to the existing expertises of CBNM and advantage
should be taken of the international coordination
arranged by IAEA"
The purchase of a low energy electroir spectrometer
in f 981 is in principle supported. The ACPM, however,,
suggests that a survey be made of data needs j-n the
radiobiomedical field to determine the experimental
programme and the best type of instrument to purchase.
2. NUCLEAR REFERENCE MATERIALS AND TECHNIQUES
2.L. Materj-al and Techniques
\
' A support was gi-ven to the main lines of the proposecl
actj-vities in the field of reference materials, reference
techniques and preparation of special nuclear samples.
The ACPM particularly recommends the continuation ancl
the extension of the work on the preparation and certi-
fication of EC actinide reference materials for app1jl-
cations in chemistry, physics and isotoper analyses.
The proposals related to radioisotopic reference ma-
terials and techniques also met the gener:a1 approval
of the ACPM. For certi.fied actinide reference materiarls
it has been emphasized that user oriented expert groups
should be established to define priorities. Competent
ft7
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laboratories within the member-countries should be
encouragled to participate in the work. !{ith respect
to biomedical and environmental reference materials
the needs of the EC were recognised, but the progralnme
should be chosen carefully, bearing in mind the exist-
ing work in national taboratories'
The field of
be explored
into account
needs.
non-actinide reference materials should
in relation to CBNM experience and taking
current Community programmes and industrial
The ACPM strongly recommends the examination of the
implications of a proposed partial transfer of responsi-
bility to the AcPM Fissile Materials control. Such a
transfer would imply, inter alia, serious problems in
allocating staff to the corresponding activity'and
ro,rta lead to a decrease of flexibility with CBNM.
2.2. Sr of EC Production of'Enriched Actinide Isoto
The crucial importance to European nuclear industry
of highly enriched isotopic reference materials of
the act.inide elements was made evident in a study
recently carried out on the recommendation of the
ACPM by cBNM staff and national experts (CCMGP-METRE
Nuct. 25/78) .
The ACPM welcomed the proposal to study the production
within the EC of actinides of high isotopic enrichment
for actinide reference materials for community use.
It considers CBNM an appropriate laboratory to perform
this study because of its 1on9 experience in the prep-
aration of actinide reference materials. The installation
at CBNM of a medium output electromagnetic isotope sep-
arator is an essential part of this work. The primary
aim of this experimental and theoretical study is to
make an estimate of the techni-cal requirements' manpower
and cost for a production facilityr dnd the reconrmen-
-DL4_
dation of possible locatj-ons. An important part of the
study is the contj-nual up-dating of the vital EC needs
for such reference materials. The ACpM considers that
this progratnme, at the level proposed, should have
high priority in the overall prograrnme at CBNM.
MAJOR INVESTMENTS
The rist of major investments submitted by the direction ojt
CBNM and divided lnto groups of descending priority order
vras as follows :
I. Electromagnetic Separator
fI. Post-acceleration Buncher at Linac
Pulse Compressor at Van dg Graaff
X-Ray Fluorescence Spectrometer
IfI. Spark SOurce Mass Spectrometer
Low Energy Electron Spectrometer
Beam Transport on 3.7 MV Van de Graaff
. Tandem l4ass Spect:rometer
fV. Beam Multiplexing System at Linac
Automation of Controls at Van de Graaff
Automation of Controls at Linac
The proposal for the uFu mass spectrometer was withdrawn
because it is expected to be purchased in IgTg
The ACPM considered only technical aspects and <;ave a general
endorsement to this sequence of groups with two changes,
namely moving the Automation of controls at van de Graaff
into category rrr and doubting the validity of the Beam
Transport proposal on the 3.7 MV van de Graaff until it has
been examined in greater depth. Reservations r^/er:e also ex-
pressed on the proposal for the instarlati-on, at the present,
of the Beam Multiplexing System at Linac.
flV
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REMARKS
In view of the investments in both hardware and expertise
already exi-sting at CBNM the ACPM noticed with concern that
a new prograrnme proposal had been made by JRC Ispra for
neutron data measurements with i.ts cycl-otron. It was suggested
that for the. future al-I the JRC activities in the differen-
tial neutron data field should be brought to the attentj-on
of this ACPM.
Duri-ng the discussion the French delegation remarked that
the support to DG XVII (Safeguards) should not result in
CBNM performing work that could just as well be done i-n
the nati-onal laboratories. Under these circumstances this
delegation asks to reduce this support to DG XVII and to
send samples for analysis to the national laboratories
whenever this is possible
Documents cited
121
CCMGP-METRE NucI
CCMGP-METRE Nucl
CCMGP-METRE Nucl
CCMGP-METRE Nucl
CCMGP-METRE NucI
25/7 8 z
45/7 8 :
s4/7 8 :
55/78 i
58/7e :
ACTINIDE REFERENCE MATERIALS,
23 .2. r 978
NEXT PLURIENNIAL PROGRAMME FOR
CBNM, 20 .t0 . r 978
NON-NEUTRON NUCLEAR DATA REQUEST
LIST, December 1978
PROPOSALS FOR PROGRAMME OF CBNM
r980/L983, r8.r2.L978
PROGRAMME PROPOSALS 1 980 /1983,
MAJOR TNVESTMENTS, 27 .r.L979
END OF THE ADVICE
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E.1. INFOR|VIATICS
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E.1. Informatics
These activities are concentrated on two areas of research
with a well-defined central character and closely inte-
grating the research with the service aspects. As such
they constitute a good framework to host the management
teams of the European informatics progranmes (DG III).
The JRC is playing a specific role in international
activities in teleinformatics, due to its participation
in the COST II action, and its contribution to the European
Informatics Network, forerunner of the EUROMT system. The
research will be centered on the two subjects of "network"(language, operation, protocol) and "data" (data-banks,
standards, processirg) .
The aim of the second project is to integrate more closely
the research and service activities in software evaluation
and dissemination within EUROCOPf. The research will be
oriented on progranming tG;i.ques and software information
transfer problems; the information service will also be
improved.
-F:1-
TELEINFORMATICS
1. Description
The general objective of this project is to
on European scale in order to activate the
spectrum of the applications which can be
speed up the process of standardization in
2. Subprojects
a) Coordinated Research
Area
Programme
Project
LT,
Specific Support to the Sectoral
Activities of the Ccmmission
Informatics
Te leinfornratics
Following the fruitful experience of coST Action Itr (European rnformaticsNetwork) the JRC intend.s to continue its research efforts on those sub-jects which could involve a divergence of technicar opinions.
The subjects envisaged are : high rever protocols (remote job encry pro-tocols, virtual terminal protocols, file management protocors), network
implementation langrrage, network operating systems (extension of packet
switching network to resource switching n-tw-rk), distributed dati bases(feasibility, implementation, maintenance and interrogation of a distri-buted data base).
Tfe research effort witr use existing public networks as its toor.But it will arso be based on the experience gained of the internal
network of the JRC rspra, which is currently in the cortrse of con-
struction.
The research work, which should lead in a wider context
of teleinformatics standards, will be carried out as atthe past in collaboration with a wide range of Europeaninterested in the. field.
It is hoped and intended that this can be organized within the Community-
COST action on teleinformatics. The JRC is also ready.to assume al-l tech-
nical secretariat functions j-n this field ruhich could be required of it.Independently of this the JRC intends to organize its research in close
collaboration with its national partners.
b) EURONET Services and Developments
The future developments of EURONET require extensive studies on interdisciplinary,
multilingual, user-oriented access to data bases.
The foreseen activities are:
- 
Data Modelling for a high level data bank interrogation language
- 
Agtomatic document and query processing for information retrieval
- 
Reference and test center for higher-level prbtocols'
:3. External collaborations
The envisaged research activities are meant to evolve as cooperative ventures on
European Scale.
The CREST-COST action in teleinformatics and the Euronet project provide the
scenario in which the appropriate relationships and engagements can be defined.
contribute in the research efforts undertaken
utilisation of computer networks, to enlarge the
supported by the public data networks and the
the field of distributed data processing.
to a higher level
present and in
Organizations
G
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Actuel. external collaborati'ons exist !'Iith
- 
UniversitY of Li€ge' Belgiurt
- Technisal University of Danrnark
- 
IRIA, France
- CREI and CNUCE' ItalY
- 
GMD, FRG' NPL' U.K.
4. Planning
bry1
Sub-projects I rgeo | lesl I 1e82 I 1s83
Coffnunity-COsT action
Direct Partecipationl
- high levef protocols 1 2 3
- network lahguage 4 5 6
- nbtwork operating system 7 I 9
- distributed data bases 10 1 | 12
EURONET Services and
developments ,
- data bank interrogation language 13
- automatic docum. & query 16processing
- reference and test centre for HLP
15
18
r9
1 Virtual terminal protocol expansion and test
2 File transfer protocol expansion and test
3 Remote job entry and text editor final
4 Definition of primitives and sintax
5 Prototype compiler
6 Prototype network interpreter
7 Resource naming and addressing
8 Resource scheduler
I Prototype resource switching net'rrlork
10 Data definition language l
11 Transaction routing
12 Pilotimplementation
13 Primitives for data description
14 Mapping on real data bases
15 Model for question answering
16 Indexing with automatic controlled vocabulary
17 Query processing
18 Relevant assessment with test data base
19 Periodical publications of debugging aids and protocol enhancement proposals
IN
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EUROPEAN COMPUTER PROGRAM INSTITUTE
Area :
Programme:
Prqj ect :
Specific S"upport to the
SectoraI Activities of the
Comm'ission
Informatics
EUROCOPI
1. Description
EUROCOPI promoted in 1976 the setting up of the European Association for Software
Access and Information Transfer (EASIT), a:fid served as aggregation nucleus and
driving force, JRC is playing an important role in the armonization of EASIT activity
with the Commission policy for data processing, promoting cooperation on a full
European basis, by improving information srirvice and program library techniques and
providing applicable programming/documentation techniques for the development of
portable and usable programs.
2. Subprojects
a) Research activities
The research done by EUROCOPI should be aimed at:
- 
giving an original contribution in the fields of technology transfer through computer
programs and of program library techniques, by increasing portability and readability
of progr,ams through an analysis of advances in high level programming languages
add programming techniques.
- 
transferring from the informatics research to the end users programming/documentation
practices and techniques, through publications, seminars and courses.
b) Program Library ad Infornation Seruice
The service activities consist of a program information and program distribution service.
The program information.-service is intended to collect, organize ard disseminate
information on available computer programs for scientific/technical applications.
by quality checking and computerization of program abstracts, data base maintenance
including updating of the program classification and indexing scheme.
The program distribution service will ensure an organic and sistematized collection/distribution
of programs produced by JRC or by other institutes in the areas of interest of JRC.
3. External collaborations
Close cooperation will be continued with organizations providing program library and
program information services in support to European users as well as with research
organizations which are active in the field of programming/documentation techniques and
standards. EASIT working groups and joint projects will provide the framework for
cooperation.
L8b
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4. Planning
Sub-projects I rgeo I tsat | $82 | ieas
Research actfuities 1?3 34353
Program library and 6Information service
1 Study of programming technlquss and tools for portable software
2 Development of the EPOS Program Classification Scheme
3 Courseg on Programming Techniques for portable software and for program decumentation standards
4 Publication of guidelines for programmers
5 Publication of guidelines for program documentation
6 Program information service through EURONET
7 Full operation of specialized sectors of the Program Library
1,1
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PROGRAMT{E : E.1. INFORMATICS
* Research staff of 37 lvere allocated to the corres;nnding
nrndrammp in J.hp neriod 1q77-1980.Pi vY r srtu,,E
Proj ect
Specific ApproPriations rl
- 
| Research
'T^t: I I| 5Lq!!
Operating Invest-
expendit.. ments
I
Contracts
1. Teleinformirtics 576 297 ias t26r 11
I 
z. 
"u*ocont 63
3r I 380 1f
TOTAL 639 297 7A5 Ib.II xzo
i tgao
I
140 99 2LB 457
1qRl r4z '87 153 382
I tgez
I
t64 Itr 223 498
i
I r. yt,J
I 193 - 111 304
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ADVISORY COI{MITTEE ON PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT
'' INFORMATICS''
OPINION
on the proposals for the future Programme of the JRC
(Expressed at the 4th AcPM-Informatics Meeting, Ispra,
January 25-26th, I979) .
With reference to the advice given by the General Advisory
Committee at its 23rd. meeting on November l5-l6th at Petten'
the ACPM-Informatics has been invited by the Di,rector General
of the JRC to give an opinion on some proposals for the fu-
ture programme of the JRC.
The Committee has been informed about the following 4 pro-posals (so-cal]ed "modules")which are related to the cur-
rent JRC programme on Informatics :
ESIS
EUROCOPI
Real Tj-me SYstens
'Teleinf ormatics .
Detailed explanations were given to the committee by the JRC
staff about the technical content of the proposals, theirplace in the European and International Qontext, the means
ireeded for thej-r -execution and the planning of the work pro-
posed.
During its 4th meeting on January 25th and 26th the Commit-
tee discussed the foui proposals and arrived at the follo-
wing conclusions for each of them.
ESIS
1.7,
The Committee has given careful consideration to the propo-
=uf" put to the Geieral Advj-sory Committee regarding thefuture of ESIS, in which the manpower proposals_are. to cut
the present level of effort on ESIS from 13 to 5. It notes
that in these proposals some of the present shielding ex-pertise is transferred to other Programmes (such as Fusion
'programme) in order to give sfrielding advice in these spe-
cific areas, and that ii is proposed to dj-scontinue experi-
mental work with the Euracos Facility at Pavia'
-810- tt,t
The committee strongly advises against the restructurihg
of the shierding activity in the proposed manner as, withthe consequent iragmentalion of the ipeciarized effort, ,a
cohesive and viable project, presently valued by community
members, would cease to exist
The Committee' s views eire as follows :
r. The present ESrs activity is welr balanced between
experimental and theroretical work on topj-cs which
serve, the Community needs in a specialized area"
2. The Euracos shieldirrg Facirity has'onry rerativery
recently begun. agairr to produce useful results halying suffered a prol.onged interruption due to itsbeing moved from Isprr.s to pavia.'The tearn has ac-quired knowredge of the latest technology needed to
make the measurement.s for the programme ttre communityrequires. The Euraco,s Facility has a unique role toplay 'as it of fers a hi_gher flux of .a well def ined
spectrum for radi-ation penetration studies than canbe obtained elsewhere
3. The theoretical programme ai-med at contribut-ing to
meeting the community ne€ds for shielding nucleardatg provides for the analysis of these.pxperimentstogether with those from other laboratories on a con-sistent basi-s; it i-ncludes the development of appro-pri-ate analytical technlques. .Moreover, it i.nclirb,esthe construction and on-going deveropment of: coupled
neutron garnma data sets required for use through6utthe Communitv
the testing and de-
available by indivi-
of the Community ina highly speciallzed area.It has the ability to apply such
real problems arisinrJ from both
reactor studies
5 - The informati-on serv:ice acti-vity provides for thedi-ssemination of top:Lcal- informltion i_n the shier-ding area to communil-y members together.r,vrith the
organi_zation of suitable training courses.
The committee noting these points gives its for:mar advicethat it unanimously opposes either-the reductio.r or ir.g-
mentatj-on of expertise eit present embodied in Ersrs and re-
commends that the activi-ties of the present prorJramme becontinued 
,as a cohesive whole into the next bruiiannueitproqramme.
4. ESIS provided a valued service in
velopment of Compute.r Codes madedual countries to se:rve the needs
validated codes tofission and fusion
llo
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The Commj.ttee recognizes the need to minimize the number
of separate ACPMs, and the problems brought about j-n as-
sociaiing ESIS with the Informatics ACPM. However, thefnformatics ACPM believes that it can conduct its affairs
i-n such a manner that will allow it to continue to qive
advice in the specialized area of ESIS.
EUROCOPI
The Committee considers thgt EUROCOPI has so far provided
a useful servj-ce as concerns both program distribution andinformation dissemination. This service should continue in
the future with undiminished effectiveness. It is agreed
that further expansion of the service should be channeledin those fields in which the JRC is active.
The Committee agrees that the future programme should in-
clude specific research activities connected with standard
documentation and programming techniques, especially in
connection with the needs of the service; however these ac-
tivities should not detract from the effective operation of
the EUROCOPf services.
The Committee believes that this programme should rely on
about the game manpower (12 men year/year) as presently
allocated (but not actually ful1y deployed).
REAL TIME SYSTEMS
The Committee agrees that the project conceins a subject
which is of high priority in the field of Informatics,
because of the evolution of technology and of the growing
number and importance of applications (see also the CREST
advice * ).
The Committee believes that the scope of the JRC activities
can justify the implementation of a viable programme on this
subject, with a particular focus on reliability and avaj-la-
bility of safety and control systems, intended in generalfor the operatj-on of industrial- processes and public utili-
ties.
The Committee, however, is aware that the implementatj-on
of a viable progranme on the above subject requires the
availability of a well defined complement of manpower re-
sources, divided equally between experts in software engi-'
neering and experts in modern electronic technologies.
x R/Lo72/78 (RECH 35) of 8 May 1978.
- 
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As far as the number is; concerned, the proposed number of
5 men year/year should be considered as a minimum to start,but it-should double irr about two years. As it is not clear
whether the necessary expertise is available within the JRC,
carrying out this project might require taking in new staff.
In addition the Committee thinks that the fina.l definition
of the objectives for this programme should be done with
the contribution of other sectors of the JRC, and of the
related ACPM (e.9. Reactor Safety).
Finally, the Committee feels that the project shouLd be
carried on with systematic contacts with other national
and international orgartLzations, which are working on the
same subject, and that, for the eventual realization of
specific equipment, shguld be relied on the more qualifiedfirms, operati-ng in Eur:ope, in the field of electronic
data processing.
i
TELEINFORMATICS
The proposal stands on two main bases :
- the coirtribution- to the European actj-ons in teleinfor-
matics,
the assistance to EURONET services and development.
The proposal supports c,utstandj-ng initiatives at EuropeanIevel in the field of Lhe development of teleinformatics
and could, assure to them a contribution of technicalr/scien'-
tific expertise by performing research work on selected key
subjects, provide a coordj-natlon of similar contributions
coming from national research instj-tutes and provide an ac-
tive forum for the exchange of information, standardization
of procedures and suppcrrt to users
The Cofiunittee welcome.s the inclusion of the Automatic Docu'-
mentatj-on project in this modul-e. It recognizes the poten-
tial value of its application within EURONET and it expects
that this will give useful aims to further deveilopment in
this fietd.
The Committee feels that both the European initiatives lnen-
tioned above are important for the future of the EuropeanTeleinformatics and should be strongly supported. The Comm:Lt-
tee judges the JRC proposal good and useful for the purpQse;
the Committee considers that this proposal shottld have highpriority among the JRC activities.
The resources to be allocated to this action as indicated by
the JRC are considered reasonable, but in'parti.cular the man-
power should certainly not be lower than the lL men year/year
indicated in the proposal
nl
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E.2. Support to Safeguards
These activities consist of technical support to'the Safeguards
Diiectorate (DG XVII) in Luxemburg in the performance of the tasks
assigned to it by the Euratom Treaty.
' The JRC, as an independent European organization, already has the role
of reference lbboratofy for analysing sampleg taken during safeguards
' inspections. These,analyses are carried out in the Geel, Ispra and
Karlsruhe laboratories.
This technical support also covers the adaptation and testing of
, measuring devlces (or complete systems)- at specific installations.
Lastly, some gctivities covering the training of inspectors in the
various safeguards techniques are also included.
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SUppORT TO SAFEGUARDS Area : Specific Support to the
Comrnlssion' s Sec--o:al
Activities
PrTfcram;nF . errnnnrf i^ qa F 'r !vV!qrrlus 
- SUppOf t tO Saf eguaf lS
1. Description
Providing technical assistance in fcrwarding of samples for verification
measurements from inspected installations to ECSAM verification
laboratories, evaluation of declared and verification data; qualitv
controf of systems, insuring constant'availability of refererice maierials
and test samples to insure traceabilitv of the measurements.
Providing veri-ficati-on measurements j-ncluding quality control,when and
as requested, on inspection samples in the Geel, Ispra and Karlsruhe
laboratories.
Spectrometers.will have to be repl-aced by modern instruments.
Providing services in development, maintenance and use of instruments(including training), in supervision of production of seal-s and ident-
ification instruments by industry, providing support to inspection,
planning, storage of measurement data, measurement strategies, verification
operator's measurement slzstem.
2. Sub-projects
a) EcSAM-centre
b) Verification Measurements at GeeI, fspra, Karlsruhe
c) Instrumental support
lqq
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SUM.I4ARY TABLE
PROGRAI,IME I 8.2 SUPPoRT To SAFEGUARDS
f Research staff of lO vrere allocat.ed t.o the corresponiinq
prograrnme in the period, lg77-1980.
Lq"f
It
Proj ect Speci f ic Appropriations')perating Invest-
:xpenditl I menrs' ,contracts I 
Totar Research
>Ld!!
I. \J I. f|L 918 560 )1 1529 18'(
1 980 zIo 560 I2 782
l AQl
222 T2 234
L9B2 235 13 248
I Yt,J 25r T4 265
tclL
E,3. SUPPORT TO THE CO|!I|\/IUNITY BUREAU OF REFERENCE
*
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E.3. Support to the Communit_y ByreaU of Reqerence
The JRC contributes at pfesent to the workings of the CBR
Secretariat and to the runnirgof different projects and
speci-alist groups established by the CBR.
Though withdrawing from this progranme, the JRC witl
nevertheless continue to their normal conclusion a certain nunlcer
of coordination tasks which it has undertaken. This will take
the form of the part-time participation of a certain number of
experts from the Ispra, Petten and Geel Establishments in the
activities of the CBR. This participation will be accompanied
by a certain effort of the JRC's own research.
Ispra will further continue to assure in the earlier stages I-ts
technical assistance in results evaluation and Statistical
analysis.
117
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SUPPORT TO THE COMMUNITY Area : Specific Support to the
BUREAU OF REFERENCE Conmissionrs Sectoral Activities
Programme : Support to the Community Bureau
of Reference
1. Description
The JRC will continue to provide scientific and'technical support for theindirebt action prograryne of the Communl_ty Bureau of Reference. The support
will take the form of organizing and co-ordinating specialist groups in
areas that come withiir the. competence of JRC tea.ms involved in its progranmes,
and, in the earlier stages, assistance in the statistical processing of
results.
2. Subprojects
These activities rel4te to a wide variety of fields 
- notably physics, analytical
chemistry, mechanics and non-destructive testingi 
- and includ.e :
- the organization of groups of experts,
- the technical- eval-uation of results; and
- the preparation of sunmary relJorts.
Moreover, the statistical processing and evaluation of measurement results will
continue to be handled at Ispra as far as required..
3. External collaboration
The contractors for the CBR Indirect Action progranme.
? E 23 |ffiL+
SUMMARY TABLE
PROGRAMME : 8.3 SUPPORT TO THE COMMUNITY BUREAU OF REFERENCE
Researctr staff of 170 were allocabd to the cotres;nnding
prograrune in the period .1977-1980 6n6 corresponded to the
whol-e of the PIETRE programme (both nuclear 4nd non-nuclear)
n?
Projec t
Specific Appropria tlon s
perating. Invest-
xpendit. I ments ,contract-s 1 Totar
Research
SLat!
TOTAL 262 109 ,37 ! :7 *
1 980 ot-l
-zY qq
62 ZJ B7
| , oo,
| '-"' ot 2:7 94
t 983 73 28 101
7be
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT
"REFERENCE TTATERIALS AND I1ETHODS" (CBR)
OPINION OF ACPM ON THE NON NUCLEAR METRE PROGRAMME
(DIRECT ACTION)
The ACPM wishes to draw the attention of the Commission on
the economic importance of a prog.ramme of activities in the
field of reference Materiafs & Methods, and the excellent
results obtained in this field by the close collaboration
of the JRC with the CBR,
It consid6rs that a high priority should. be given to the
continuation of a European activity in RMs. It strongly
recommends the contj-nuation of support by JRC to Cgn ac-
tions and also a suitable 
"PIETRE programme.
It proposes that a part of the activities of the JRC,
within the CBR framework, should become well identified
permanent major functions. r .
If the Director General'of the JRC intends to inelude a
METRE non nuclear proposal in the future progranme of the
JRC according to the recommendation of ACPM, the Committee
proposes to the Commissj-on to define clearly the future
role of JRC within the framework of CBR..
As immedj-ate consequence of this reconrmendation a further
option for the next JRC programme should be formulated for
presentation to CCG.
>c| (-826-
ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT
"REFERENCE MATERIALS AND METHODSN (CBR)
OPINION OF ACPM ON THE INDIRECT ACTION
REFERENCE MATERIALS AND METHODS AND APPLIED METROLOGY
Havi-ng regeived official information that approvar of th,ej-ndirect action programme has been delayed pending the de-
cision on the non nuclear METRE direct actj-on, the committee
strongly, underl-ines the necessity of an immediate positive
decision on the continuation of the indirect action progranrme
which this cominittee unanimously approved considering the j.n-
trinsic validity of its different parts.
,I
The ACPM recalls the importance of continuing the indirect
acti-on on reference materiars and methods (cBR) and to un-
dertake colraborative work at community level in the field
of Applied Metrotogy
Although the work in the field of reference materials has
been the subject of col.Laboration between direqt and in-
direct action, the indirect action could be continued if
necessary independently, with success, b.ut on a somewhat
smaller basis and with seme changes iq the procedures.
The work on Apprj-ed Metrolosl is purely an ,ind.irect action.
wv
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E,4. TRAINING AND EDUCATION
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8.4. T.raining and -Education
The organization of the "Ispra Courses" will be continued.
Since their start 6O courses or seminars have been held.
Subjects covered are closely related to the activities of
the Centre.
The teaching is undertaken by the Centre's scientific
personnel and by invited lecturers. The contributiqn of the
latter, who are always recognized experts in their fields,
is an attractive feature of these courses.
During the years. ahead the number of courses will be increased,
ardincreased consideration will be given to the particular needs
of countries associated to the Corirmunity by various co-operation
agreemenEs.
,
A particular effort will be devoted to the development of
practical work.
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TRAINING AND EDUCATION
Aiea :: Specific Support to the Sectoral
Activities of the Commission
6-Progrhmme : Training and Education
1. Description
This programme is aimed to contribute:
- 1o th;dissemination of knowledge available in the JRC as a result of the research
activities
- to satisfy the growing demand of continuing education for scientific and technical staff
in Europe
- to improve exchange and ties between scientific workers in Europe in subje-qts in relation I
with the JRC Programme.
These obiectives will be implemented through the organization in lspra of courses and
seminars of short duration (some days to some weeks) advertised on a public basis in eurolean
countries.
This activity will continue that one organized in the framework of the 1973'76 and the
1977-80 programmes.
An additional activity will be set up in favour of participants coming from the countries
of the LOME Convdntion and from fusociated Countries of the Mediterranean zone.
2. Subprojects
About 20 courses or seminars per year will be organized in the various disciplines
dealed with in the general programme of the establishment: nuclear energy, new energies,
environmenl,'informatics, etc.
The subjectt *iir-u. r;i;;J;" order that a significant contribution to the lecturs from JRC
scientific staff be feasible.
Emphasis will be placed on subjects.where the position of JRC seems specially favourable.
3. Externat collaborations
The formula of organizing courses in eooperation with other organizations
, (e.g. universities,' R & D'organizations, scientific societies, professional organizations
..t".}orundertheirformalsponsorshiphasproVenitsusefulnessandwi||beused
where feasible.
vfoirouriih. intrgrrtion of invited lecturers F 50% of the total) in the courses
,contributs aiso to cooperation with the organizations where they are goming fronl
2t'{
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SUNII'IARY TABLE
PROGRAMI4E : 8.4 TRAINING AND EDUGATION
,( Research.staff of 5 were allocated to the corresponding
progranme in the peri-od I977-1980.
Lob
Proj-ect
Specific Appropri.ations)perating Invest-
.Conrracts r Total)xpenorE.lments | |tt'l
Research
^t^ES>LdI!
TOTAL 544 544 9*
1 980 52 52
1981, 155 155
'l oa') 164 r64
1 983 t73 173
>p7
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E:5. VALORIZATION OF RISEARCH RISULTS
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E.5. Valorizagign of Research RgFutts
According to the,rules in force, persons and organLzatLons of
Member States have the right to obtain non-exclusive licenses *
on patents. and know-how owned'by the CommuniFy, ,where they are
able to make eftective use of the inventions resulting from the
execution of research programmes.
This valorization progratmle is intended to facililate the technology
transfer of promising inventions by improving the information
on the progranmes and on the results obtaj.ned, and b1r providing
technicar support to licensees for bridging the gap between the
research laboratory and succedsful exploitation of the inventions
on the market.
This actio.r is carried out in close co-operation with D.G. XIII.
*
. 
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VALORISATION OF RESEARCH BESULTS
7D1
Area : 
.Specific Support to the Sectoral
Activities of the Cdmmission
Programme : Valorisation of Research Results
1. Description
The project intends to make maximum use of the research activity of the JRC by transfer
of immediate results (during the programme work of the JFC being in progress) to a
a r,ariety of industries.
The technical and legal aspects of the technology transfer process by giving licenses on JRC
patents and knqwhow are de'alt with by the Directorate General X I ll - Direction A.
It *r.r, important to set up a mechanism for: supporting valorisation projects with specifically
assigned persons and resources to overcome the difficulties due to the typicaltime gap
(3 
- 
5 years) between the invention and the moment of opportunity for its valorisation.
By this mechanism a more effective cooperation between DG Xlll and JRC could be
promoted.
A number of actions under the general heading 'hssistance" (listed u1d_er. iigm Z) are therefore
Broposed, through which the JR.C would provide a technical help to DG Xlll and at the
same time would demonstrate its growing interest towards valorisation of its own research.
2. Subprojects
at) Support to patent examination
Experimental work to support the claims and for the relation of patents should be provided
'
b) Further development of inventions
Assistance of the inventor (and his collaborators) by e.g. experimental work for to file
additional prbvisional specifications, for an assessment of the commercial viability of the
invention and ior, a"n eventual lmprovement of the accuracy and technical adequacy of
the specifications.
c) Suppart ta licensees
Biidging the gap between the rese'arch laboratory and the successful exploitation of 'the
invention on the market, by mearis of ad hoc agreements With the licencees,
d) Valorizatlon of the fall-out of research resultl
Mea$ures are to be foreseen to ensure a continuous process of evaluation and monitoring 
'
for every project in order to examine the conditions under which its results could best be
applied (support to adapted and appropriate technologies), As a consequence contribution
to the dewlopmdht of prototypes, dernonstration projects, t'esearch contracts, etc. are
envisaged. Although consistent support is expected from t,he involved research programmes,
d minimum amount of ready-to-use resources is needed.
-11 JO-
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e) General information
To improve public information on JRC activiti€s and results it is foreseen to participate
to topical fairs and exhibitions (2 
- 
3 times per annum), participate to exhibitibns of
general interest (1 time per annum); elaborate descriptive material (brochureb, technical
notes, newsletters) on J RC activities and results.
3. External collaborations
The patenting process involves continuous contacts with external patent agents and orga"
nisations, which are gxtremely numerous and distributed over all member countries.
In the field of technology transfer valorisation agreements are usually established with
relermnt national organisations (some member states have one valorisation organisation,
some have several and sorhe have none).
4. Pfanning 
,
According to the specific nature of this project, no time-planning could be given.
Theessenlial characterof these activities is to respond,in a flexible way to the'situation
of requirement.
e"b*lt,bs
SUMMARY TABLE
PROGRA}ME : E.5 VET,ONTZAfION OF RESEARCH RESULTS
* No equivalent programme in the'period 1977-1980-
-i
Zl/,
, i 'specific AgpropriationsProject prtt"111v rnvest- 
.conrracrs I Toralbxpendit.lments | | Research^+ ^ a a>Ldt!
TOTAL 306 "244 :-5 1.0 4x
1 930 70 47 Lt7
1981 74 49 ,L23
1982 79 )z .131
1 983 83 56 139
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t1 .o. Provision of Scientific and Tectrnical Services
The activities which the JRC'carries out on demand for the
other services of the commission fall into two categories :
Technical evaluations whic.h use systems analysis methods
,to study different problems in, for examptre, energy,
transport, agriculture, 'regional development, and the
environmentrand which provide the technical elements
for the appreciation of the, desitability of rlarious actions.
Technical asgistance which generally concerns the expertise
and services on -equestwhich the JRC is able to provide in
response to reguirements expressed by the other services. of
the Comnission by virtue of its teams, skills and installations,
This 
-assistance involves in Barticqlar tshe technieal management
of projects derivingi from the policies conducted by other
Directorates-General. Such actions make a particular contri-
bution to the co-ordination of progranmes carried out simulta-
neously. l
Lt3
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Area
TECHNICAL EVALUATIONS
Programme :
Project i
1. Description
ln order to function effectively, the Commission must be provided with general information
.concerning the development of our society together with the necessary tools for analysing it.
The J RC shall act for the Commission as a continuous source of technical advice and take
an active part in setting up and running an information network. Three outstandingly
important aspects of the deployment of resources, which happen to fit particularly well
with the competences of the JRC, should be emphasized:
Resources (e.9. model of regionaldevelopment, studies on agricultural production patterns,
raw material problems)
Energy (e.g. analysis of the energy system, evaluation of technological progress, studies on
energy conservation)
Environment (e.9. collecting and updating information concerning ecological models,
providing reasonable scenarios of the geographical distribution of pollutants emission)
The identification of these areas as most typical of the JRC's possible technical support to
the Commission stems on the one side from past experience and on the other from the
Commission's need for a continuous source of information best based on a lively inter-
disci plinary background.
The presentation of a consistent set of proposals does not mean that technica'l evaluations
for the Commission are intended here as being carried out by a single team of people. A good
deal of the actiyities uponrequest will be carried out by people engaged part-time or for
limited periods, although it is hoped that their work will find links with a consistent set of
continuous studies.
2. Subprojects
a) Resources
This chapter is dealing generally with constraints on development and more specifically
with such generalaspects of,the life of the Community as regional economics, agriculture
and deployment of raw materials.
lf general studies have to be carried out concerning the development of resources in particular
areas; then it is sensible to develop a methodology aimed at assessing the mutual interaction
of various resource consuming activities. An effective support to the development of such
a general background competence of the Commission might be useful.
As far as particular areas in which effective c.ontributions can be given
(e.9. Regionalpolicies, Agriculture, Analysis of industrialactivities, Raw materials: constraints,
recycling)rthe activities of the JRC will be confined tb a few subjects conesponding to the
requests made by various G.D.'s.
b) Energy
This chapter concerns specifically the analysis of the European energy system and the
evaluation of the possible penetration of various technologies.
As a tool for placing sectoral evaluations about technologies and energy consumption in a
general,perspective, the energy flow model LABYRINTH, which has been developed in the
JRC, could beapplied. The model has been already successfully used for many activities
2*'l
Specific Support to the Sectoral
Activities of the Commission
Service on Request
Technical Evaluations
*l8
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carried out on request of GD Xll and GD XVll. Tasks as Prospects for advancgd technologies
and energy carriers, Energy conservation and location problems are envisaged'
The setting-up of an EC Data base is regarded to be helpful.
c) Environment and technology assessment
This chapter is covering some aspects of the impact of industrial development on our
environment and our society. Tecfrnical support of varioustypes, which can be classified
in this category, has been requested in the past by various GD's. This proposal matches
with the proposals a) and b). The activities in the future will beof a similar character as
the ones of the past having dealt with: Support to indirect activities concerning ecological
models, Investigations about particulaf sectors of industry, Siting problems and Transport
problems.
3. External collaborations
For instance:
- Energy Technology Suppor:t [Jnit (ETSU), AERE Harwell
- Brookhaven National kboratory, N.Y'
- , lnstitut Economique et Juridique de l'Energie, Grenoble
- "lnternational lnstitute for Aprplied Systems Analysis (llASA), La:xenburg, Austria
- lnternational Federation of lnstitutes for Advanced Studies (lFlAS), Stockholm
- Department of Energy, USA
- Kernforschungsanlage J0lich
- Kernreaktorzentrum Karlsruhe
- UKAEA Winfrith and RisleY
- CEA Saclay
- lnstitute of Gas Technology, Chicago
4. Planning
According to the specific nature of this project, no time planning could be given.
The essential character of these activities is to respond in a flexible way to the
situation of requirement; I
LT6
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'Area Specific support to the sectoral activities
of the Commission
Servtce on Request
TechnicalAssistance
Programme :
Project :
1. Description
An important and expanding activity of the JRC consists in providing the Commission with a
technicaland scientific assistance in analyses of technical problems required e.g.by the imple-
mentation of new regulations, in the evaluation of research proposals, development of technical
annexes to collaboration ccjntracts, technical rflanagement of contracts,,comparisons and
synthesis of results, preparation and animation of joint research venture., intercalibration
campaigns, etc... These activities may involve a number of national laboratories also.
On the other hand, the requirements of independency and secrecy which often are needed
for the execution of the work, can be satisfied in a laboratory operated by the Commission
like the J RC.
The first two subprojects (a, b) listed below are already ongoing analyses in collaboration
with DG V and DG lll. Subprojects c 
- 
n represent examples of items which are appropriate
to be treated.
Sr:b-projects o and p are examples of the assistance wnl.ch has developed
widely in recent years to the point where the JRC has been fully entrusted
with the technical management responsibility (project leader) of various
projects on behalf of the indirect actions of DG XII in the same fields
where ttre JRC is currently running a direct action such as reference materials,
sol-ar energy and hydrogen. Under .consideration similar arrangements are with
DG ItrI, DG'XVIf, etc. within Action Plans or Demonstration Progranmes.
2. Subprojects
Pan I - Analysis and development of methods
a) Heavy metals in blood: quality control, reference laborat:ry
b) Fertilizers: study of analytical procedures
c) Support to the Common Custom Tariffs: chemical analysis
d) Dairy products and food stuffs: assessment of laboratory equipment and analysis
techniques
e) Release of toxic elements from domestic kitchenware: measurements as a function of
temperature and time
f) Analysis of atmospheric pollutantsg) Measurements of physical atmospheric parameters
h) Stable isotopes studies: studies of the soi l-plant system, studies of animal nutrition
and physiology, studies of plant biochemistry
i) Adaptation of X-ray diffraction method to specific applications
k) lmprovement of analytical methods for water pollution problems
l) Biodegradability of surfactants: research of control methods for EC Council directives
m) Cosmetics: development of analytical methods and reference materials
n) Fire behaviour of construction material
Part tl - Technical Assistance to project management
o) Secretariat and technical assistance to management of experts working
groups
p) Technical assistance to project management (project leader) on behalf
of indirect actions.
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3. External collaborations
In generalthe activities proposed (like the ones a to l) couldbe undertaken in common
hb|ratories belonging to the member states. However, the listing of different labofatories
can be prepared only when the choice of activities will be done.
For activities like the ones u and v the collaboration with external organizations and
industrial firms will be a natural feature.
in particular the collaboration will involve international agencies like lEA, Paris;
Naiional professional Organizations and nation:l and private laboratories to which the
contracts will be placed by the Commission GD's.
4. Planning
The planning will be established after the topics will be selected respectively will depend
on the timing of the various actions and contracts.
-845-
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SUMMARY TABLE
PROGRAMME :8.6 PROVISION OF SCtrENIITIC AND TECHNICAL SERVICES ON REQUEST
-ti 
-
,*.:.
to the corresPonding
>t7
Resear.ch, staff of
progranme in the
13were allocated
period 1977-L9BO-
l9
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F , ,OPERAT I ON OF LARGE-SCALE I NSTALLAT I ONS
L\p
.t
F.1, OPERATION OF THE HFR PETTEN
t
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Operation of the HFR Petten
The operatiqn of the rdactor wilt continue. to the benefit
of the research. prog'rammes of the participating t'lember states
and for the JRc's own requirements. outside clients will
also be able to use the irradiation facilities on palment.
During the next programme the teams will continue the maintenance
and ufgrading of the reactor and the d.errelopment and improvement
of thl irradiation equipment and apparatus to enable this .
installation to hold j-ts place among the most important means
of irradiation of the CommunitY
F.1.
q
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OPERATION OF THE ITFR, PETTEN Area
Programme
Operation of large-scale
installations
Operation of the HFR Petten
1. Description
Within the new programme the reactor operation will be pursued for
the benefit of research projects of participAting mernleer .rstates
as well as for own JRC projects. Available irrhdiation space wiII
then bb used, against pa'ment, by other clients and for radioi.sotope
production, The 1980-1983 irradiations will be cqrried out in support
of:
-. light water'reactor development, in particular transient fuel irra-
-diations and experiments in the scope of reactqr safety,
- 
fuel and structural material' testing for high. temperature
reactor development,
- fast reacto,r fuel development; advanced fuel tests under stationary
and transient conditions as well as vessel material irradiations
- fusion reactor structural materials develoBment
The horizontal beam tubesr on the other hand, will be used for nuclear
physics and solid state physics research
rrnprovemerits of the pool side irrqdiati'on facilities are planned
within the new progranme. They will be introduqed together with the
replacement of the reactor vesgel. Moreover, the construction Of a
new active working area iS foreseen providing, among others, a remote
encapsulation facility for pfe-irradiated fuel pins'
2. External collaboration
with most Nuclear Resealch centres within the community,
3. Planning
Operation and utilization of HFR'Petten are conlinuous tasks, following
detailed time schedules which.are up-dated periodically.
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SUMMARY TABLE
pnocner'mp 
.: s,.I 9PERATTON .OF' THE HFR PETTEN
* Research staff of 41 weie allocated to the corresponding
progranme in the period 1977-1980.
L2-,
Project Specific Appropriations)perating Invest-- 
.Contracts r Totallxpenorc. lments I I
-t-------tl
Research
staff
TO{IAL 1326 :7t3 2039
.41*
1 980 303 t63 466
1 981 :173 494
1982 347 183 524
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ADVISORY COMIVIITTEE ON PROGRAIIME MANAGEMENT
,\
'] HIGH FLUX REACTOR'
-b r A T E M-E N T
1. During a special meeting on February L2, IQ7g, the Advisory
- Committee for PrOgranrme Management on "High Flux Reactors"
:d and discussed the proposals for the continua-
, 
, ti"n of the..tIFR proSsalnme during r98o/83'
. 
t, I 
:
The discussion. was based upon, the following documents :
',Preparation of the.JRC Progra,mqre L98O/83. Module : HFR-
petten" of 22 January l-979t and Part, F.1. of document
CCG 25O/25L, as well as on additlonal verbal information
supplied by JRC P:tten
3. The Committee ackpowledges the analysis made of the possible.
long-term utilization,, covering the"LgBo/$3 period an.d ope-
ningaperSpectl.vebeyondl983..'
.4. ioncer4 is: 'expressed 'about tfte insuf f icient number of pro-
. grarnme research staf f:,'leading to a restliction in reactor
utili?ation ,and 'delqys to j-rradiation proEramm'es.' The Commit-
rl-lee rbcorunen'ds that an inc;9ase of the Research , Staf f f rom
,4L !o. at least'46 is" proposed to the Council.
2.
.:
The Commitlee draws attention to the risks to the'ptogranune
s'hquId cost incr-eases beyond average inflation of certain
.HFR expenses occur (e.g. 'fue] cyc'le costs, operation expenses-).
:J'1..'t,,'
i ',-1,'" 6.. The Committee endoises the approach of 'assuring g11. 1ong-term
'' 
,r1,i5t"', 
-r avatlability and improvbment qf , HFR Petten by making necessary
,t .lr; :; ; '
,' ,:,.-.1 .
til,,.4l I , . ipvestments, . . g. 1 vessel 'replacement. In thiS. connection the
,-,...",;,_. ... I ,
,.lllu,,l.{,,,,,,.,,,.Comfliittee regrets that the "active workshop" mentioned in the''' 
..;.' !,t-: ''l ,i,: ',--::-, - . i
',jt. documents has had to be abandoned due to a lack of funds.
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7.rtconfi-rmsthepresentandf,utureimpgrtanceofHFR
Petten for progranrmes of JRC and of Member States, and
. reconunends the execution of the prograrnme along the lines
proposed in the above-mentioned documents.
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